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"! C  h  a  p  t  e  r  I 
Introduction· 
1.  It is  a  basic principle of contemporary pa1::nt  .Lat..~. 
that  a  patent is granted  for  an  invention  only  if it 
fulfills a  strict noveltv  reauirement.  This  require-
ment  of  novelty  is objective  and  global  and  it  implie~ 
that a  patent cannot  be  granted  if  in  any  reasonable 
.way  the  invention  belongs  to the state of  1:he  art 
whether this is due  to the  invention already  being 
used or having  been described or mentioned  in  a  way 
making it possible to  a  wide  or  indefinite  number  of 
people to  learn about  it whereby  a  person  skilled  in 
the art is able  to  work  t~e invention. 
The  justifica~ion of  the strict  ~ovel~y  rea~ir:men~ 
is that only  objec~ively new  inventions  cons~~~~~e 
valuable  contributions  ~o Society.  That  is  why  on:y 
they  ought  to  be  =:warded  wi~h the  excl~siv~  ~igh~ 
which  is the  s~bs~ance of  t~e patent  righ~. 
Likewise it is a·general  9rinci~le -at least  in  the 
European  countries  - that the  inventor  who  first 
acolies  for  a  ~atent is  an~itled to  the  pate~~.  Ee 
need  not  necessarily  be  ~he first  inventor.  ~~e 
reasons  for  attaching great  i~por~ance tcr the  da~e 
of 
to 
filing  are  ~artly legal  - the  filing 
ascertain  whe=eas  the  invention  da~e  ,  - ...;  i  =  ~ ;  ! ....  ,  ~  ;  -
-~  '-'-~--"""'-"--
to determine  or  ~rove - partly  ideological:  The 
exclusive  right  ought  to  be  due  to  the  inventor  ~ho 
through  the  paten~  applica~ion initiates  the  public3-
tion  procedure  ~eing one  of  the crucial  princi?les 
of  patent  law.  Through  ~he 9ublication  the  ?Ublic  is 
informed  about  the  state of  the art  and  is  ther~by 
enriched,  inter alia  so  that others  do  not  spend 
time  and  money  on  trying  ~o  c=ea~e  some~hing already 
invented. Mo~ecverr it. i$ ~ fundamentaL  princi~le that the  · 
exclusive ri;ht ccnferr~ by  th~ patent is limited 
in tim&,.  to~ day.  normal.ly- limited ta za  years- as  f;-ortt 
the- date- of fiJ.inq; of the- application..  The  <;round~ 
for that: are- t:o· be sought for in. t!le wish. not to let 
the ~aten.t: riqht check  the growth. of society  and 
hamper the  freedom of c:cmp.etition  - !:eyond·  t~e 
al~otted period of  9ro~ection,  i.a.  a  ~eriod which 
it is attempted to fix so·  that it may  be  presumed 
to provide a.  reasonable- stimulation  c:,f  and  reward  for 
. the inventive acti7ity as well  as  the research  and 
deve~opment involv~d. 
=-±na.l.ly,  it  ls. a  ;ene·ra~ princiE'le that technological 
phenomena whi~  may  be·  the· subject of commercial 
exploitation, are the object of  free  seizure  - i.~. 
may  be.ex~loited bv  anvbodv- unless  they a:e 
protected by  a.  patent.  T!le  9rinci;Jle appli:s _wi  ~l"l 
c:eJ:ta:i.n  qualifications,  inter alia due  to  ~he  1.a'N'  ~t: 
unfair c:omcetition,  orotee~ion ot  ~=~de secre~s etc.,  .  . 
but apart  from  this it is of  casic  i~~or~ance to  ~h= 
t:  ..  - - •  ~raeaom ot  ~raae and  ~he  s~r~c~~=e  :nccer:-1  ccmpe":.:..-
~·ion.  ·rhe  reas·on  is to  be  fou.~d  he:.-:,  ~~o:  :t is 
cons·idered  t:o  be  the most  expedient  sol'..lr:ion  :!!a<: 
everybody  may  make  use  of  and exploit  t~e ~=esa~~ 
technologyr  only  wit~ all deference  to  ~he  9a~en~s 
existing any  time. 
2.  Tne  mentioned  four  basic  princi?les desc=i=e 
the principal lines  of  modern  European  ~a~en~ law  a~d 
at the  same  time  form  the  background of  ~~e 9rocl;m 
which  is the  subjec~ of  this  s~~dy:  The  ques~ioo if 
a  novelty  grace  ~eriod ought  to  be  in~=oduced  ~dr  ~~e 
benefit of  the  inventor. 
That  problem  typically arises  in  ~he following  ~ay: 
For  some  time  t~e  inventor  has  oe~n working  on  an 
invention  out  his  developmen~ of  it has  ~0~  been 
completed  or  ~is  raaliza~ion of  :he  invan~i~e  idea is not sufficiently sharp  .. Onder  such  circumstances 
he· needs  to  check the invention  in  practice  - i.e. 
under  real conditions  of  its functioning  - or  he 
needs  to discuss it with colleagues,  for  instance at 
scientific· congresses etc.  to  form  a  more  clear 
picture of  its real contents  and  technical  foundation 
However,  his  dilemma  is that if he tests it in  prac-
tice, or if he discusses it with others  he  will  not  any 
longer  satisfy the strict requirement of novelty of 
the.  patent  law.  In  his  endeavours  to  finalize  the 
. invention  he  runs  a  considerable  risk of destroying 
the possibility of patenting. 
Sere  the  problem  has  been  described as  a  deli~erate 
choice:  The  inventor  would  like to  make  some  arrange-
.. 
ments  being  in  themselves  reasonable  and  ra~ional but 
due to the  novelty  requirement  he  is re$t=ained  there· 
from.  However,  in  a  number  of  cases  it is  ~ot a 
question  of  such  a  choice:  If t.he  inven~or has 
no  detailed knowledge of  patent  legislation he  may 
publish  the  invention  or  start using  i~  and  not  until 
then  he  realizes that it is  patentable.  At  t~at time 
the  possibility of grant  of  a  patent  is  forfeited. 
On  the  face  of  it, it is  ev~dent that  the  introductic 
of  a  novelty  grace  ~eriod for  the  beneiit  of 
inventor  can  solve  the  mentioned  problems.  A 
grace  period  means  that  the  inventor  is  crranted  a 
c 
further  specified  oeriod  - for  instance  or  s:x or 
twelve  months  ~ within  which  his  own  ac~ivi~i:s do 
not  prejudice his  case  in  the  way  that  they  destroy 
the  novelty of  the  invention.  If the  inventor  is 
granted  such  a  time-limit  he  has  a  reasonable 
opportunity to organize  realistic experiments,  to 
discuss  the  invention  with  others etc.,  and  further-
more  help  is given  to  the  unexperienced  inventor 
who  only with  the  aid of  good  friends  or  exper~ 
paten~ attorneys  realizes  that  perhaps  a  valuable  and 
patentable-invention  has  been  made. ?resented  in this way,.  it may  seem  odd  t.~at a  ~roblem  lf 
exists at aLl.  The mentioned considerations. and  needs 
are immediateLy  inte.l.liq:ible- and  reasonable,  and  ~he. 
inventor does. n·ot  seem·  to t3ke anythinc;  away  from· 
anybody.  L~ ~articular~ it cannot be argued  that he 
ignores the fundamentaL motives of  ~~~ 9atent  Law: 
Assuminq  ~~at the  i~vention is  ~genuine~,  i.e.  new  in 
relation to the cognition of others  and  t~e general 
stat~ of  th~ art,  and assuming  ~~at he applies  for  a 
patent later,  he has met all the  r.equiremen~s of 
.gettinq his  ex~lusive· right.  ae  has  enri~~ed Socie~y 
wi~  nis techniea~ achievement and he·  has  carriad ·i~ 
to complet~ availability  ~~rough the  ~a~entinq. 
Eiowev.e·r  ,.  a  close  anal~·s  is will make it clear that 
substantial. countercons·iderations exise.  rnter  a.!..ia 
they are the- fol.low-i.n~:  FLrstly,  any novelty grace 
period implies a  prolonqa~ion of  ~~e  ~atent  9ro~:c-
tion  •.  First  ~he inventor will.  ~e 
invention  ~ithout a  patent only  to  ;aten~ it  la~er 
if competition  is a9proaching.  T~is  cons~~araticn 
speaks clearly in  favou:  of  any  novel~y grace  ~ericc  -
oeinq quite  shor~.  As  tbe  time  factor  is  c=ucia:  ~~ 
the  soc:ial  ba.lancing  of  the  excl:..!si~.;e  .  '  . 
:-l;n~,  anc  as 
the  ti~e Eactor  is critical in  some  indus~riss,  gr:a~ 
caution  must :e  shown  in  the· case of  ex~:ns  ions  ·,_;i '!~-
out  genera~ justification,  i.e.  justifica~iocs  wh~=~ 
cannot  be  applied  to all  inventions.  If  t~e 
~rotection is  to  be  expanded  - for  i~s~anc: 
.  -
~:..:te  c~ 
01..!-:  C·: 
consideration  for  t~e expensive  ?ha~~aceu~i:al 
research  - it ought to  be  done  by  ex~:ndi~g  :~e  ~=~~ 
of  the patent  as  such,  not  by  adding  a 
before it starts to  run. 
Secondly,  i~ may  be  arguec  ~~at any  access  ~o  ~aka 
one's  own  ~ublication and  use  - even  witni~ a  ~arrow 
time-limit  - c~ea~es lecal  uncer~a!ntv on  t~e  .~a=~  cE 
~  . 
:he  compe~itors.  The  general  9rinci~ls  lS  as  men~!onaci 
t~at anybody  may  ex?loit  known  technology  bu~ if a novelty grace period exists  nobody  knows  where  he 
stands.  Is  a  patent applied  for  later,  or· has  the 
inventor  given  up  to acquire  an  exclusive  right? 
In  this case,  too,  even  a  short  time-limit may  be  of 
great  importance  if competition  is keen.  To  give  the 
competitor  a  lead of  e~g.  6  months  may  be  fa~al  and 
without any  reason at all if the  inventor  in  spite of 
everything  does  not  apply  for  a  patent.  A  cons ide-
rable distinctness  is  required  of  modern  patent  law 
as  it involves  a  most  efficient competitive device. 
Finally,  it must  be  realized that any  novelty  grace 
period inevitably could  lead  to  considerable 
difficulties with  regard  to  evidence.  The  disclosure 
effected  by  the  inventor  himself  under  cover  of  a 
novelty grace  period  could  be  taken  possession  of  by 
others  who  could  then  claim that they  had  made  the 
invention.  Subsequently  i~ could  be  attended  wi~h 
insuperable  difficul~ies to establish if  t~a~ is  ~~= 
case or  if  in  reality two  competing  inventions  exis~. 
Other counterconsiderations  can  be  discussed,  too, 
but  those  already mentioned  should  suffice  ~o  ~rove 
that the  problem  if a  novelty  grace  period  cugh~ to 
be  introduced  or  not,  is  a  genuine  problem:· T~ere  lS 
much  to be  said  both  for  and  against  it. 
The  subject  of  the  present  study  is  to  su~vey  t~e 
problem  of  a  novelty  grace  period  and  to ?resent  ~~~ 
relevant  considerations  and  counterconsideraticns 
with  a  view. to  balancing  them  against  each  other. 
In  this connection  it will  be  considered  if the 
existing  needs  lead  to  the  recognition  of  a  ~ovel~y 
grac~ period or  if they  lead  to  other  modifica~ions 
of  the  patent  law  syst~m.  Here  like elsewhere  it 
applies  that  a  problem  does  not  necessarily  lead  to a 
well-defined  alternative  (acceptance  or  :ejection). 
Other  possible  solutions  may  be  discussed.  Tertia 
datur. l..  The  groblem: c:onc:erni.nc;· a  nove-lty qrace- period· is 
not a.  new·  one-..  For tbe eime·  bei.nc;.  novel.ty- qraca· 
periods. exist in:  certain: coun-erias-,  while  o-e.~er 
countries hav~ had noveLty qrace periods: for a  number 
of years but have q.iven- them  up.  later.  This· is the 
case of Ge-rmany,.  amon·c;  otherS:  ..  The·  discussions  ha~;e 
been qoi.nc;  on.  for a.  number of :lt!a.rs:,.  durinq  recen-e 
years~ in partieular,  within the AIPPr.  The  ~=oolam 
looks a:  bie different in the  v-arious  countries- as  a 
nt.lltlber of differences  t'emain  bet~w~~een  the-. paten-c 
.legislations of the countries.  T~us it is  nec~ssary to 
make alT  exposi.tion of the princi"al  li.n·es  of t!:e 
nationaL systems of  th~ individual countries before 
a.  mo~e generaL analysis is. carried th~ouqh. 
The  scheme of t..'le  representation is thus t:he  following: 
!n chaoter Ir an  account is qiven of  the  legal  si~~..la­
tion in nationaL law of  the  individual ccunt=·ies.  !:: 
principle,.  the- account  is limited to  covering  ~he 
Member States.  eowever,  cv  wav  ot.  introduc-:ion  ..  . 
information  is qi  tJen  about  the  si  tt:.a~ion  .:..~  ~~e 
United State.s of  .~er·ica. and  irr Japan  due  ":o  ~he g:::a-: 
importanc:e. of  ~hese ccun-cri:s  in  the·  E  ielC.  .  .  ot  ~=c::nc~ 
loqy.  !n addition to  a  survey of the  legal  si~~a~icn 
in.  each· country·  ~he chapter con-eains  infor:na-::ioc 
about the  argumen~s p:esented  in  each country ;ro 
and  con  a  novelty grace  9eriod  and  by  tha~ an  idea  :s 
giv-en of  how  the  problem  is oeinq  looked  '.lpcn  !.:1  each 
of  the States  to  the  ex~ent  t~e  9robla~ has  besn 
brought-up  for ciscussion. 
In  chacter III the contents  of  the  interna~icnal 
conventions  are tiesc:ibed,  including  the  disc~s~io~s 
which  have  taken  place  a~ the  international  level. 
In  this  respec~ the  in~ernational organization  A:?P! 
has  constituted an  important  forum  of  deba~:. 
In  chacter  !V  a  c:oss analysis  of  tne  problem  is 
carried  through.  It contains  an  enumeration  of  the I  • 
1 
arguments  having  been  advanced  both  for  and  against 
a  nov~lty grace period,  and  an  attempt  ~s·made to 
an·alyse  whether  these  arguments  are well-founded, 
including also an  evalution of  the  importance 
attributed to  the  stated  needs. 
On  the basis  of  this  some  conclusions  are  drawn  in 
chacter V,  i.e.  a  motivated attitude to the main 
problem  and  to the  special questions derived  from  it. Theo  teqal Situation in National ta<;islations 
~e  present European patent laws  normally de  ~ot 
comprise  rea~ novelty grace  ~eriods,  but only 
limited  nove~ty grace provis'ions  ..  These provisions, 
predominant in the nationa·l.  ~atent laws  in  those 
Common  Market countries which  have  accom~lished 
.har.monization with the  Zuropean  Patent  Conven~ion, 
are;. to be seen.  on the  ~a~J.cqround of:  t...~e  superior 
requuement of a·  pate-ntable  inventi'on,  i.e.  the 
requ·i.rement of abso·lute novelty. 
T.h~ requirement of absolute novelty applies  in  the 
eountries which have accomplished  comple~e harmoniza-
eio·n  with the Zuropean  Patent Convention..  T!le· ;=hilc-
s.ophy  behind the requirement  is that only  :-eal!y  ne'A~ 
inventions enriches  technology  and only  the  de~ached 
enricbment is decisive.  According  ~o  ~he legal 
definition,  every-ehing  made  available  ~o.  the 
~u.blic. by  means  of  a  writ-ten  or oral desc=i;:tior:, 
by use.  or in  any·  other· way  is held  to  be  comprised 
in the state of  the  ar~ - irrespective of  time  or 
place.  This  concept and its  in~er~ational  ax~ens:on 
is  a·  cornerstone of  ~he international  cogency  of 
the patent  system.  :ormerly it was  allowed  fcr:ig~~~s 
to  obtain  a  patent  righ~ in  a  coun'try  for  an  i~ven­
tion which  he  had  seen  being·worked  or  had  even  wo:ka~ 
hims·elf  in his  native country. 
Foreign  patent applicants  in  Europe,  e.g.  applican~s 
from  United  States of  ~~erica,  a:e affected  by  t~e 
requirement  of  absolu~e novelty.  To  European 
applicants  for  a  9atent  in  the  united  States  of 
America  a  different  svs-ce.rn  acclies.  ~!"le  Aroe:ic.an  .  . .. 
rules  concerning  antici9ation differs  a  lot  from 
the  Eurocean  ones.  The  decisive  ooint  is  no~  t~e  ..  . filing date or the priority date (if priority has been 
claimed)  but  the time when the  invention has  been  made 
(The  9rinciple of First-to-Invent).  To  this must  be 
added  that everything which at this  point  was  known 
or used  by  others  in  the  United  States,  or  patented 
or described  in  a  printed  pub~ication in  the  United 
States or  in a  foreign  country,  constitutes  a  bar  to 
novelty.  Furthermore,  a  novelty  bar  exists  if the 
invention  was  patented or described  in  a  printed 
publication  in  the  United  States or  in  a·  foreign 
.country or had  been  worked  publicly  in  the  wnited 
States more  than  12  months  prior  to  the date  of 
filing. 
In the case  of  Japan the  novelty  requirement  is 
territorially limited,  too,  except  for  descri?tions 
of  the· invention  in  printed 9ublicat  ions  ..  'These 
constitute anticipation  both  if  ?Ublished  i~side and 
outside Japan. 
The  account  of  the  legisla~ion of  t~e several 
Common  Market  countries  is  led of£ with  a  cescr  i 9t ion 
of  present  law  in  the  United  States  a~d Ja9an.  T~ose 
countries  are  important  trade  9artners  to  che 
Community  and  the  technological  develcpmer.t  and  its 
conditions  there  has  a  great  impact  on  t~e situation 
in  Europe.  This  holds  true  whether  the  industries  of 
these  countries  are  viewed  as  competitors·or  as  9ar~ 
of  the  basis  of  continued  technological  grow~h in 
the  common  western  world. 
Afterwards  an  account  is  given  of  present  law  as 
regards  a  novelty  grace  period  in  the  Common  ~arket 
countries.  The  earlier legal  situation  is  mentioned, 
too,  as  it implies  a  valuable  empirical  basis. 
Besides,  the  earlier  legal  situation  showed  a  far 
more  varied picture  as  the  harmonizing  effect of  t~e 
European  Patent  Convention  and  the  Strasbourg  Conven-
tion  on  the  Unification  of  Certain  Points  of  Sub-stantive~ taw on  Patents for Invention did·  not settle 
i~ the·  nationa~ patent  laws unti~ the  las~ half of 
e.7e  l.970 'es  ..  As  for eac:!t country  th~ specific:. nat;iona1 
deliberations in connection with  a  rule grantinq  ~ 
r:ecrl  novel  ~y qrac:e.  ~e-riod. h·ave- been  reproduced, 
ine.ludinq,  too,.  an  account of  t.~e  ~espective provi-
sions about exhibition  ~ro~ection. The  =~~i~ition 
protection can  be understood as a  spec~al case  in 
the- discuss-ion  about  a  no
1i1elty  g:rac:e  period,  ~ret  a 
case which  to  day  is of minor  impor~anc~. 
/D - " 
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0  n  i  t  e  d  S'  t  a  t  e  s  0  f  A  m e  r  i  c  a 
The  American  novelty concept differs a  -lot  from  that 
of  the  European  patent legislations.  This  is  partly 
due ta the principle of  the first inventor  having  the 
right to be  granted a  patent,  partly due  to  the  fac~ 
that in assessing  the novelty it is not  only decisive 
what  was  known  at the date of  filing  but  also the 
state of  the art at the date  of  the  invention. 
.Amer-ican  law allows  a  novelty  grace  period of  one 
year~  However,  its grace  period differs  in  character 
from  both the  extensive  novelty grace  provisions 
known  in  Europe  before the  harmonization  of  the 
1970'es and  the  limited  pr~vision emanating  from  Art. 
4(4)(a)  of  the  Strasbourg  Conven~ion and  which  to-day 
recurs in national legislations. 
The  American  Patents  Act·  of  1939  Title  35  USC  Sec. 
102 lays down  the  conditions  for  patentability,  no-
_velty  and  loss  of  right  to  9atent.  Sec.  102  has  ~he 
following  wording: 
"A pers·on shall  be  entitled to  a  patent  unless  -
(a)  the  invention  was  known  or  used  by  others  in  this 
country,  or  patented or  described  in  a  printed publi-
cation  in this or  a  foreign  country,  before  t~e  in-
vention thereof  by  the  applicant  for  ~ate~t,  or 
(b)  the  invention  was  ~a  tented or descrioed  in a  ;')r i:1t 
ed  publication  in  this or  a  foreign  country or  in 
public use  or  on  sale  in  this  country,  more  than  one 
year prior to  the  date  of  the  application  for  9a~e~t 
in the  United  States,  or 
(c)  he  has  abandoned  the  invention,  or 
(d)  the  invention  was  first  patented  or  caused  to  be 
patented  by  the  applicant  or  his  legal  representa-
tives  or  assigns  in  a  foreign  country  prior  to  the 
date  of  the  appl1cation  for  patent  in  this  country  on an. appl.ia.tion filed. more than  trll'le·l~e  months  before  1  y 
t..."te·  filinq. of t!le appl.ication  i.rr  the united S.tates, 
or 
(e-)  the invention: was- described in a.  ;latent  q:anta~ · 
on:  ~a application.  fo~ ~atent. by another filed in the 
Un.ited. States. before the L"lven·tion.  t.t.~ereof  by  c!le 
app.lic:ant for  ~tent, cr 
(f)  he did not himself  invent  ~~e subject matter 
so.uqht· to be  patented,  or· 
. 
. ( q)  before t."le  appLicant's. invention t.hereof.  ~he in-
vention was mada in this country  by  anotner who  had 
not. abandoned:,  suppress~d, or conceal:d  it..  !.n  de~er­
m±nin~ priorLty of invention  ~~ere shall be  consider~d 
not onLy· the res~ecti~e dates of conception  and  recuc-
tio.n to:  pra.c:tic:e-. of the  invention,  but al.so the r;:a_scn-
ab~e.  diligence.  of one who  ~~as  f.i.r.st  to conceive  and 
last to· reduce to practice,  from  a  time  prior  co  con-
ception  by the- ot."ler. " 
The provisions of Sec.  l02(b)  are of  ~a~ic~:ar 
tnteres~ i~ analysin~ ~ovelty ;r~ce  ~rovis~ons and 
tbey will. be  f~:ther deal: with  belo•.v. 
ay  way of  int:oduc:tion it  mus''t,  however'  oe  ~oin~·=c ou-: 
that in  c:ases  where  the  following  circ~s~ancss  .:xis~ 
more  than  one year  before  the  filinc  da~~  t~ev do 
abso~utely bar the  novelty  (S~c.  i02(o)): 
1.  Descrip~ion of  t~e  invention  i~  a  9ri~ted  ~ubl~­
cation,  no  matter  by  whom  or  where  in  t~e World. 
2 •.  ?a  tenting of the  invention,  no  matter  by  whom  or 
where  in  the· World. 
3.  Public  use  of  the  invention  oy  sornebccy  in  ~he 
Unit:.ed  States. 
4.  Offer  for  sale of  the  invention  by  somebody  in  c~e 
Oni-:ed  States. 
The  followin9  circums~ances are  9rejudicial  according 
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to  Sec.  102 if they  exist- before  the date of  inven-
tion: 
l. Description of the  invention  in  a  printed publica-
tion· anywhere  in the  World  (Sec.  10 2 (a) ) . 
2.  Patentin·g of  the. invention,  no  mat't.er  where  in  the 
World  (Sec.  102 (a.) ) • 
3. Others'  knowledge  of  the  invention or  use  of  the 
invention by others  in the United  States  (Sec. 
lOZ(a)). 
4.  Filing of  a  patent application  by  a  third person 
in  the  United  States,  leading  to  a  grani:ed  patent 
in which  the  invention  is described  (Sec.  102(e) ). 
5.  The  invention of  a  third person  who  has  not  aban-
doned,  suppressed or  concealed it (Sec.  102(g)). 
The  last-named circumstances  no.s  l-5  may  co~s~itute 
a  novelty  bar  even  when  they  occu=  wi~hin  ~he grace 
period of  one  year  prior to  the  filing date.  However, 
their effects may  be  avoided  provided that  the  i~ve~­
tor  is  able to prove  that  the  date  of  his  invention 
is earlier-. 
It holds  good  of all the  kinds  of  anticipation  t~at 
they  must disclose  the  subject-matter  for  Nhich  patent 
protection  is  sought  with sufficient clarity to  in-
struct those ordinarily skilled  in  the  relevant  ar~ 
to  recreate it and  the  antici~ating source  must  9lace 
the  claimed  subjec~-matter within  public  reach. 
The  Statutory bar  provision  in  Sec.  102(b)  applies 
when  "the  invention"  was  oatented,  described  in  a  - .  •, 
printed publication,  in  public  use  or  on  sale  more 
than  one  year  prior  to  the  first  inventor's  applica-
tion  filing date.  Exact  identity  is  not  required,l) 
it is  enough  if  two  processes  or  devices  are  subs~an­
tially the  same  or  if advance  from  one  invention  to 
the  other  does  not  amount  to  "invention".  The  require-
ment  non-obviousness  applies  both at the  time  of invention and at the time on& year prior eo  ~~e date  J1 
oE app!.i.c:aticn for a  &'atent  •. 
The  f'ac.t tha.t the inve·ntion  was.  ..'Oa'l:ented  . . . . .  in 
this· countrr or- a.· Eoreiqn·  coun'T!rv'•  or that i!h.e  inven-
tion: was·  "'d·escribed  in  a  orinted cublication  in  this 
countrv· or a- f·orei.gn  countrv"' constitutes a  bar  ~o 
aoveLty.  An  earlier patentinq as  a  oar to novelty  is 
or.rl.y  of· interest wi t:h  respect to countries· which 
qran.t  pat.ents  withou.t or prior to  ~.he i)u.blication 
-.of  a  orin·ted. S'Cecification. l)  In ot!ler  c~ses novel  tv  - '  - .. 
will. be lost in acc.ordanc:e: with.  Sac·.  10  2 (a)  by  ~,_e 
grinted, unexamined  patent application  (Offenlegunqs-
sch:iftl  whicn a  qrowinq  number of  co~~tries 9ublish 
lS. months afte·r eh.e  priority date of a  patgn-c  appli-
cation:·- Patentinq ab-road  may  also exclude  a  ~a~ent ln 
the  crni ted  States in confor.ni  t.y  wi eh  Sec.  l. a Z (d) •  · 
The concept  "des.eribed  in  a  ~rinted. ;n.:blic.ation"  is 
liberally Ll'lterpreted..  !t is  not  1.i.lti ted to  t!le  t:a.-
ditiona.J..  p~o·cess of  9rin-:inq,  and  a.  single  ty;ewri~-:s~ 
dissertation placed  in  one  library as  well  as  a  ~ic:o­
fiL-n  article qual.if ies·.  A  9ape:- distri~u-::ed a-t  a  ~ro­
fsssional  confer~nce ou~side :he ~nited  Sta~~s and 
an  unindexed copy  in  a  university library can  ~a a 
publication. 
"Public use"  constitutes another  statu-:ory  ba:  to 
novelty if it occurs  in  the  united  States.  !he 
tor·' s  pu.blic  use  more  than  one  year  9r ior  ~o  : ili  .... v; · 
of a  patent application  excl~des a  9acen~.  A  :hi:~ 
person's  public use  is anticipatory  both  if i: has 
started more  than  one  yea.r  before  the  inv'=ntor  files 
his a9plication,  and  even  if that  is  no~  t~e :ass, 
if  i~ is prior to  the date of  the  inven~ion  whic~ 
a  patent  is applied  for.  Accordlng  ~o lagal  usage 
very little use  and  very 
in order  to  consti:~te a  ~ciblic use.  The  use  of  a 
product or  process  in  i~s  na~ural and  in~ended way 
even  if it is  hidden  from  t:uly  ~ublic  ~iew due  ~o  ~~a 
... 
,.  . nature of the  invention or e.g.  the use occurs  inside 
a  factory  is public.  However,  secret use  with  the 
inventor's consent  under  limitation,  or restriction, 
or  injunction of  secrecy  may  not  constitute public 
use.  Both  the  inventor's secret use  and  third  person'~ 
secret use  permitted by  the  inventoi are  considered 
as public use  in  cases of  commercial  exploitation. 
The  view  is here  - as  in  the  case  where  the  inventor 
conceals  his  invention,  and  uses  it for  his  own  pro-
fit  - that the ultimate object of  the  patent lagisla-
.tion3)  b.eing  to- benefit  the  public  by  the  use  of  t;,e 
invention after the  temporary  monopoly  shall  have 
expired otherwise  is not  taken  into consideration. 
"The  inventor shall not exploit his  discovery  compe-
titively after it is ready  for  patenting,  he  must 
content himself  with either secrecy  or  legal mor.o?cly .' 
The.  question  whether  secret use  wi thou't  _the  inventer '.: 
consent constitutes  public use still lacks definitive 
resolution in. Arner ican  paten-c  law. At least it goes 
if the  use  by  any  person  other  ~han the  inventor  is 
4  commercial  it will  rarely  ~e  found  to  be  non-9ublic. 
The  fact  that  a  subject-matter  for  w~ich a  ?atent  has 
been  applied  for has. been  "on sale" is a bar to novel-::y 
if it has  taken  place more  than  one  year  prior  to 
the  filing  of  a  patent application.  Persuant  ~o legal 
usageS)  even  a  single sale prior  to  the critical date 
will  result  in  an  invalid patent.  Even  if no  deli-
very  is  made,  the  existence of  a  sales  contrac~  ~l~s 
reduction  of  the  invention  to  practice  beyond  ~~e 
stage of  experimentation  consti  tu-ces placing the  in-
vention  "on  sale". 6)  Earlier  legal  usage  worked  with 
the  so-called  "On  Hand"  Doctrine7)  according  to which 
neither  an  offer  nor  an  actual  contrac-c  was  a  suffi-
cient placing  on  sale unlass  a  completed  and  working 
model  of  the  invention  existed prior  to  the critical 
date.  That  doctrine  seems  now  to  have  been  left, 8) 
thus  requiring  now  that  (1)  the  complete  invention 
claimed must  have  been  embodied  in  or  obvious  in  view of the thine; offered far sale,.  t.~at  { Z)  the invention 
must hav~ beea tested sufficiently eo.  verify that-it 
is. ·opera.b·le. ancf  c:omm~rcially marketable and that .( 3) 
th~ sa.le must: be- ~rimarily for ;')rofit rather  t.Jo:an·. for 
experimental. purposes  .. 
The EXoerimental  crse  Doctrine breaks  ~~rouqh ehe rule 
that publi~ use of  ~~e invention or ~~e invention 
beinq on·  sale cc,ns.ti  tutes a  statutory oar to  novel-:y 
and thus patentability  ..  In t!lis  respect .legal usage 
_goes  back to the year of  1878.  The  Supr~e Court9) 
recoqnized that with reqard to  some  inventions it can 
be-.  necessary (in eoncreto:  road paving)  that  t.~e 
te.stinq to some extent has to  be in  ~u.b~ic:·,  and  has 
ta· be for a  substantial. period of"  time,  and  t~at is 
~ithout constitutinq a  novelty bar  ~o a  ~atan~ a9p:i-
cation not  fi~ed.until more  th~n one  year later,  cr 
without takinq the late filing as  an  expression  of 
the inventor havinq abandoned his  invention,  c:.  Sec. 
lOZ(c·) ..  The  period of.  public.  '.lSe  must=,  however,  be 
confined to  what  is ·reasonably  necgssary  unde~ the 
.  10 )  Th  l  .  '  .  , T  •  '  • 
c~~cumstances.  .e app  ~can~ lS  a __ owea  ~c  ~axa 
experiments net only with  a  view  to develo9ing,  ~e:-­
fecti.ng,  completing  or·  reducing  to  9rac-eice  -=~e  i:l-
vention  ..  In  one  c:asell.)  the  inventor  was  allowed  -:o 
test it,  not only  for  a  ~eduction to  a  definiti~:  :or~ 
but for a  determination as  to  ehe  wor~h of  explci~i:lg 
his ideas as  part of  the  experimental  period  but  t~~ 
inventor's  ~eten~ion of control  over  the  i~ven~icn ts 
normally  essen~ial to  a  finding  of  experi~en~al  ~sa. 
Experiment does  not  include market  tes~i:lg or  attsmpts 
to develop  buyer  demand  for  the  invention.  T~a~ is 
considered to  be  commercial  ex?loi~ation of  a  comple~-
ed  invention.  If  on  ehe  other  hand  it is clea:  t~a~ 
it is  ex~erimental use,  the  fact  that  t~e public 
incidentally derives  benefit  Ercm  i~,  does  no~  in 
itself  imply  loss  of  novelty. 
·-• 
,_, 
Particular problems  arise when  the  alleged experi-
ments  have  had  a  dual  purpose.  In  such  circumstances 
some  decisions  have attached importance_ to the  fact 
if the use was  primarily  experimental  and  only  inci-
denta-lly  for  trade or profit or  stated that the  use 
must be solely for  expe~imental purposes.  Other  de-
cisions have  made  a  comprehensive valuation  both  of 
the sale and of  the use.  In  these cases  the decisive 
stress was  laid on  the  facts  that the public  use  is 
by  or  under  the control of  the  inventor,. and  for  no 
.longer  period than  is reasonably  necessary  to deter-
mine  by  experiment whether  ~he invention  is  complete 
or- requires modification or  change  before  final 
adoption.12) 
The  exception  to  the anticipatory effect of  "public 
use,.  or  "on  sale''  implied  in  the  E.xper imental  Use 
Doctrine does  not  show  itself clearly defined  by  lega~ 
usage.  The  decisions  are partly conflicting,  and  nu-
merous  are the writers  who  emphasize  that  each  i~di­
vidual  case  can  only  be  judged  by  its details  and 
~  h  .  .  h  .  .  . d.  b,  13 ) 
~urt ermore  tna~ t  e  1ssue  1s  not.p~e 1cta  ~e  . N'otes·:· 
l- Ch·:isum:  Patents,.  Vol- 2  S:  6: •. 02( 3),  Senjami.n  w  ...  · · 
Colman:·  !dentity  T'o·~era:nc:e·:  under  t.~e  "Cn  Sale"  · 
and  ,.Pub  lie. Use'"  Provisions of Section  10  2 ( b) ,. 
JPOS:  19·-n,  ;r  ...  23-S:!  (~  ..  34)  and :tobert L.  Zieg: 
oe.ve.lopments  irt the taw of  "On  Sala'~,  JPOS  l9i6, 
~-...  ~70-504  ( p· ..  4-79) .. 
2 ..  Av·ery/Maye~r:.  Cas  OS-·Patent,  2 •.  Aufl.,  1982,  p.  86-
89· •. 
3 ..  Stedman::  Patents·,.  1939,  p.  l97.and.Chisum:  !~id. 
S  6  .• OZ.( 5) • 
4.,  Chisum::  I!)id  ..  §.  6. OZ( 5) ~ 
S. Minnesota Mining  ~ Manufacturing Co.  ~.  ~ent 
r!ldu.stries·  40~ ?,  2d 99 I  151  uS~Q 321  (6th Ci:. 
196'9·)-
a  ..  Zieq:  !bid.  p.  472. 
i.  C.~isum::  Ibid  ..  §  6. 02'( 6). 
8 •  Chl.sum·:.  Ibid.  §  6 . Q 2.( 6 )  Timely  ?reds.  Corp.  "'. 
Arron  (l~7S)523  F  2d  288,187  US?Q  257  (2d.  Cir.} 
9.  City of  Elizabet~ v.  American  Nicholson  ?avemen~ 
g7  US  126,24  LEd.  1000  (l8i8). 
10.  Cf  ..  International  Tooth-Crown· Co.  ":J.  Gaylord. 
140  OS  55,35 tEd.  347, .ll S.  Ct.  716  (l89lJ  and 
Chisum~ Ibid:§ 6.02(7). 
1l.  Aerovox  Corp.  ~.  Polymet Mfg.  6iF.2d  860,20  GS?Q 
119  (2d Cir.  1933). 
12.  Chisum:  Ibid§ 6.02(7). 
13.  See  among  others  Avery/Mayer:  :bid.  ~·  90.  .  . -. 
J  a  p  a  n 
The- present  Patents  Act  of  1959, as latest amended  in 
1978, lays down  the  novelty concept  in  Sec.  29,  and 
Sec,.  30  contains  a number of exceptions  t·o  the  novelty 
requirement.  Inventions  which  were  publicly  known  or 
publicly worked  in Japan  prior to  filing  of  the  patent 
application  and  inventions  which  were  described  in  a 
publication distributed  in  Japan  or  elsewhere  prior 
to the filing of  the patent application are  not  pa-
.tentable according to  Sec.  2  9 ( 1) . 
Sec.  30  has the  following  wording: 
"rn case with  respect  to  such  inventions  which  a  ~ersor: 
entitled to obtain  a  patent has  caused  to  fall  under 
any  of  the  items  of  Article  29  paragraph  l  i~  the 
course.of  an  experiment,  by  presenting  in  a  prin~ed 
publication or  in  a  research  meeting  in  wri~i~g which 
is to  be  held  under  the  sponsorship o:  such  scien~i­
fic organizations  as  being  designated  by  the  Direc~or­
General  of  the  Patent Office,  such  a  person  ~as ap-
plied· for  a  patent within  six months  as  f=orn  -:.he  day 
on  which  such  inventions  have  come  to·  ~e classified 
as  such,  such  inventions  shall  be  deemed  not  to  ha~e 
fallen  under  any  of  the  i~ems of  the  same  paragraph. 
2.  In  case with  respect  to  an  invention  which  has 
come  to fall under  any  of  the  items  of  Ar~icle  29 
paragraph  1  against  the will  of  the  9erson  en-citled 
to obtain  a  patent,  the  person  has  applied  for  a  9a-
tent within- six months  as  from  the  day  on  which  i~ 
has  thus  come  to  fall,  the  same  as  in  the  preceding 
paragraph  shall  apply  likewise. 
3.  In  case with  respect  to  an  invention  which  has 
come  to  fall  under  any  of  the  items  of  Article  29 
paragraph  1  by  bei~g displayed  by  a  person  entitled 
to obtain  a  patent at  an  exhibition  held  by  the  Go-
vernment  or  a  local  public  body  (hereinafter  referred 
to  as  the  "Government,  etc.")  or  at  an  international 
exhibition held,  within  ~he te=ritory of  a  country belonqinq ta th~ Paris Convention,.  by its Government, 
etc:- or an:  entity·· with. the  ~erm'ission thereof,. or at 
an international. exaiait:ion  he-ld~  with·in  the· terri.to-
ry of a  country· ot.~er t.~an·  t.~ose belonqinq t:o  t.~e ·. 
Paris Convention,.  by i-:s G"overnment,.  etc:·.  or an 
~~ty·witn. the pe~ission thereof,  as desiqnated  by 
the: Oireetcr-Gene.ra:l. of the Pat·ent· Office,  the person 
has appli~i for· a  patent within six months as  from 
the day on·  which  such  invention has  thus  come  to  fall, 
the same as  in. para·qraph  l  shall  ap~ly l-ikewise. 
·4-..  Any person  who  is. desirous of being  favoured  "N'i~!l 
th~ application. of the  ~revisions of paragraph  1  or 
tha preeedi.nq:  ~a:raqraph. with respec-e  t.o  an  inven-cion 
~-respect of an application for  a  ~atent,  sha~l sub-
m~t a  document  statin~ therein that effact simul-
taneousLy with. t!le submission of  an·  application  for 
a  patent,  and  a~so submit a  document  which  csrtiEi:s 
that an·  invention  thus·  a~plied. for  a  ?ater:-r:  is  t~e 
on~ ~rovided for  in paragraph  l  or  ~~e 9recsdinq ;a-
raqraph. to  t.~e·  Director-G~neral. of  the ?atent af:i..ce 
wi~~in ~~ir~y days_as  from  the  day  on  whic~ the 
application  fo~ a  pa~ent has  been  submi:~ed.~ 
The provision  includes  both  prior publication  by  t~e 
applicant himself  and  publications  whic~ have taken 
9lac~ against his will.  T~e  ~rotec~ion at  :~~i~i­
tions does  not qive  a  ~riority right, bu~ includes 
exhibitions  held·  in  Japan  as  well  as  exhibitions 
abroad  if only  t~e exhibitions  are  held  by  ~he  Gcv::~­
ment or a  local  ~ublic body  or  an  :n~i~y wi~h the 
permission  thereof.  Sy  a  court decision1)  i~ has  been 
established·that the exhibicion  of  the  invention  a~ a 
fair without  ~he will of  t~e 9roper  owne:.coes  ~ot 
constitute a  bar  to  novelty  if a  9a~ent a99lication 
is  filed within  6  months.  Tha~ also  holds  good  when 
the  ~ublic exhibition arises  from  the  son  of  ~he lacer 
9atent applicant. 
.. " 
• 
• 
2-l 
Some  recent Japanese decisions2)  illustrates the 
interpretation of  the concept  "published it in  print" 
in  Sec~  30(1}.  In  the latest decision  concerning  this 
question,  Decision  of  the  Tokyo  High  Court,  June  22, 
1982,3)  it has  been  established that the  novelty 
grace period does  not  apply  in cases  where  an  earlier 
application  for  the same  invention,  filed  abroad, 
has  been  published  in  the Official Gazette of  the 
country  in  question  as  part of  its procedure  for  the 
grant of  patents.  By  this  a  doubt  which  had  existed 
for  many  years  was  eliminated.4) 
Notes: 
1.  Tokyo  High  Court  of  April  26,  19il. 
2.  Made  by  Board  pf  Appeal  August  8,  l9i4  (mentioned 
by  Esaki  GRUR  Int.  1982.231(232))  and  July  12, 
1975. 
3.  Reproduced  in  IIC  1983.549  and  in  GRUR  :nt.  1983. 
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4.  Further  elucidated  by  ~saki:  I~id  . Present Law· 
'!he ?atents Ac.t  L~·  Eorce in Belg:ium is the  Ac-e  of 
185.·4- a.s latest amended  l.9·i4.  ..  Ottli~<e· the patent leqi.s-
Iation of most  othe~ countries the Act does  not define 
the cove:lty requirement direc-:ly.  Sec·.s  24- and  25  of 
the- Act  e  c:ontrario  lay  down  the  novel-:y  concept 
indicating-· t.'le grounds  for revocation  of· a  ~at.:nt. 
Acc:ordinq: to- Sec.  24 
"'A  ~atent: wi~~  be declared: null by  the· courts  tor  ~:le 
·Eollowin~ reasons! 
( al whe:t it is proved that the patented matter.  has. 
been- used,  carried in·to effect o:c  worked  commer-
eially by a  third party within  the  Ki~gdcm  ~efo=: 
tha leqal date of  t~e  inven~ion,  impor~ation or 
improvement;-
(b) 
(c)  when  it is 9roved  tha~,  ~rior to  t~e· da~= 
filing,.  the· compl:te specification  and  tl'le  :xac-: 
drawings  of the  paten~ed· matter  have  ~een  9r.od~csC. 
in a  printed and 9ublished work  or  collec~ion, 
unless  as  far as patents  of  importation are  cc~­
cerned,.  this  ~u.blica-eion  is  exc!.,~si·"·ely  due  tc 
a·  legal  requiremen't.." 
Sec.  24{a}l)  implies  that  rnanutac~~re, sala cr 
working2)  by  the applicant or  his  successor  i~ 
be  i.t  inside or outside  Selqiu.m  does  no-c  cor.s-citut:e 
a  bar  to  ncvel~y -without  a  furt~er  t:i~e  li~i~  in 
relation  to  the  filing  da~e.  The  employees  of  ~~e 
applicant  are  identified with  him.  A  ~hird persor.'s 
use  of  the  invention  in  aelgi~ which  ~akes 9lace 
independent of  tbe  inventor or  by  an  ac~ incurring 
damages,  cf.  Code  Civil  1807,  Art.  1382,  implies  loss 
of  novelty.  Cont:ary  to  the  patent  legisla~ion of 
several  other countries  Erom  tha~ time  i~  is  ~o~  a 
"' 
If 
•  • condition of  loss  of  novelty  according  to  Belgian 
law that the public  is  rendered  capabl~ of  working  the 
invention  by  a  third person's  use  or  sa-le  of  t:he  in-
vention.  Naturally that  concerns  patents  for  processe~ 
in particular.  With  the clear attitude to  the  effec~ 
of  a  third person's exploitation  of  the  invention  wit: 
respect to  the  novelty  concept  it is of  no  interest 
to  form  an  estimate of  the question  whether  the  ex-
ploitation has  been  made  possible  by  carelessness, 
error or  the  like on  the  part  of  the  inventor. 
If on  the other  hand  the applicant  has  explained  the 
invention  in  a  published  work  or  collection,  that  is 
considered to  be  prejudicial  and  excludes  the grant 
of  a  patent,  cf.  Sec.  24{c},  of  course  for  instance 
except  when  his  publications  are  confidential  publica-
tions distributed to  some  ?eople  inside  a  company. 
This  is  the  case  no  mat~er whether  the  ~ublica~icn  i~ 
print  has  taken  place  in  Belgium  or  abroad.  The  co~­
cept  of  "published  work  or collection!!  (ouvrage  ou 
=ecueil  imprime  et publie)  is  to  be  ~~de~s~ood as  ccn-
trary to hand-written  and  includes  also  the  cases 
where  lithographic or  photographic  repr.odi.i.c--:ion  tech-
.  h  b  ~  3 )  "  bl .  .  .  .  '  '  n1ques·  l  ave  een  usea.  ~ny 9u  lca-c  ~on  ln  pr  1 n-:  ;;y 
a  third  person  which  does  not  occur  as  ~ar~ of  a  9a-
tent application  procedure will  likewise  resul~  in 
the  revocation of  the  patent,  even  when  the  publica-
tion  is  unauthorized. 
An  oral disclosure  of  an  invention  at  a  public  mee~1~~ 
or  a  public  lecture with  or  without  picture does  no~ 
4 \ 
constitute  a  bar  to  novelty.  ' 
National  Deliberations 
The  Belgian  Group  of  AIPPIS}  has  informed  in  1981 
that  a  proposal  to  t~e effect that  the  inven~or's 
own  prior publication shall  be  accepted  as  an  exce9-tioa to the requirement of absolute· r1ove-lty  as  laid 
down  i~ the S~opean ?atent Convention cannot  be 
a~eed ea by the Group..  The~ reason is  t..'1a~  ~~e ~ro~ 
~osa·l. wilL expose the inventors to the following 
danq&rs:  The inventor wilL run  the· risk of being de-
pri.ved of h·is:  invention by t."lird 9arties  ~hieh,  be-
eomin:q.  a.war.e of the divulgation,  would  apply  for a 
patent before him.  It will. very often  be difficult 
tor r~e inventor ta make  the·  ~ecessary ~roof in  order 
ta suc:.ceed  in  an  action  for·  recovery of the  pa-ten~. 
Elrotection of !.."lventions at Exhibi  ~ior.s 
No  explicit provision granting protacticn of  in~en­
tions a.t  e-x.~i!litions  ..  exists  in·  t-ile  legislation.  =ow-
ever,  as· far as·  in"ternational.  ex.:,ibi~ions are con-
d  ll  1  d 
.  .  .. 6)  ... 
cerne · usua  y  a  roya  ·  ecree  lS  lSsuea  g=an~lng 
ev&ry exhibitor who  orders  a  certificate f:om  ~~e 
local  au~~ori:y where the  exhibition  ~akas 9laee,  ~i~~ 
a  desc~i~tion of  tbe object of  ~he  e~hibiticr. an-
closed,  t~e righ~  t~a~ tbe  ~crking cr publication o: 
~he invent.ion  caused  by  the  exhi~ition is  not  ccn-
sidered  ~a be  ~rejudicial.  Fur~he~~cre, 
riqhts for a  pat:nt,  howe~er,only for  a 
from  the display at t=e  exhibition till 
he  enjoys  ::~; 
.  ..  . 
~erloc  r~.lr:n::;.g 
the  end  c: 
the third month  cal~~la~ed from  the  closi=g  of  ~~e 
eL~i=ition.  The  ti~le to  issue  a  royal  dec=~e  i~­
cludes  as  men~ioned only  in~ernational  ~Y~~i=i~ions. 
Under  the provisions of  ~be  Pa~en~s  Ac~  :her~ are  nc 
possibilities of granting  protec~ion at  na~icnal 
ex.l-tici tions,  i.e.  ex."libi tions  which  are  no-t  09en.  ~·~ 
the  partici~a~ion of  for~igners.i) 
About  protection  of  inventions  at  e~hibition$  van~e= 
Haeahen8)  - ccmmen~ing on  Ar~.  ll of  the  ?a=is  Con-
vention  - declares  chat  ~he  ~revision is  nc~  ~sed 
very  much  in  ~ractice and  tha~  i~ventcrs must  oe 
strongly advised  net  to  base  themselves  on  i~  and 
~ostpcne che  filing  of  a  ~atan~ a9plication. 
• 
~-..  .. 
")...))-
Notes: 
1.  Picard. &  Olin:  Trai te des  Brevets d' Invention, 
1866,  p.  231-232  and  vander  Haeghen:  Brevets d'In-
vention,  Marques  et Modeles,  1928,  p.  184. 
2.  Picard  & Olin,.  Ibid,  p.  232. 
3.  Further examples  vander  Haegden,  Ibid,  p.  185-186. 
4.  vander  Haegden,  Ibid,  p.  186. 
5.  AIPPI  Annuaire  1980/II,  p.  215-216. 
6~  Alexander-Katz~ Cas  Patent- und  Markenrecht  a1ler 
Kulturlander,  1924,  Belgium,  p.  12  and  Schanze: 
Pa~entrechte des  Aus1andes,  Band  I,  Cas  be~gische 
Patentrecht, 1907,  p.  20-21. 
7 ..  Schanz  e.:·  Ibid,  p.  21. 
8.  Ibid,  ~~  241. P-resent taw· 
The novel.t.y c:cn·cept  in. Sec- 2{ l)  and  ( 2)  of  the· 
p.resent Can·ish: Patents Act,.  1978,  corr.esponds to that 
of th~ European Patent Convention as defined·in  .;r~. 
··s-4-(ll-(3) ...  See  •.  2(5)  of the Oanish Patents .;ct con-
tinues.: 
~'~'Patents may,  however,  be granted for  inventions  made 
·availab.le to· the  publi~ if the disclosure of  i;be  i:t-
vention occurred withi~ 6  months  ~receding the  filing 
of the application· and if it was.  in· consequence of: 
( i)  an. evident abus·e  in  relation to  the  applican-c  or 
ais leqa~ predecessor,  or 
(ii)  the fact that the applicant. or his  legal 9rede-
cessor· has  displayed the  inven-cion  at an cffi-
cia·l.,  or officia.lly recognized,  international 
exhibition  f·allinc;  within  the  terms  of  t!"le  Con-
vention. on  International  ~~hioitions,  signed  ai; 
Paris on  the  22nd  November,  1928.~ 
Apart  from  an  amendment  on  a  9oint of  form  in  l9i8, 
after which it is. expressly  said  tl'lat  tbe  excep~ion 
only covers officially recognized  e~~ibi~icns failins 
within the terms  of  the  Convention  of  192.8  - acol·.:i~a 
•  •  ...  J 
even  before the  amendment  in  1978  - the 9rovision  ~as 
remained  unchanged  since  the  ~atents Ac~ of  1967. 
Sweden  like the other  Nordic  coun~ries has  had  a  9=o-
vision exactly  like the  Danish  one  since  1967.  !~ 
Sweden  the question of the content of  tbe  concep~ of 
~evident abuse~ has  been  under  consideration  in-·a  ve:y 
special  case.  Sy  the decision of  the  Regerinqs~ac~;n 
(the  Supreme  Administrative  Cour~}  of  Septembe~  30, 
1975,1 )  it was  judged  in  a  case  where  a  9atent  ~ac 
been  applied  for  both  in  Sweden  and  in  Garmany  ~~at 
t.he  fact  that  the  German  Paten~ Of:ice  oy  a  mistake 
had  published  the  inven-cion  S  days  prior  to  the 
..  .. of  a  patent application in  Sweden  could  not  be  consi-
dered to constitute- such  an  evident  abu~e·in ·relation 
to the applicant which  is a  prerequisite  to  the  appli-
cation of the exemption clause of  Sec.  2.  That  deci-
sion confirms  an  earlier decision  made  by  the  Swedish 
Board of Appeal  in  a  quite similar case. 2) 
Earlier Legal  Situation 
With  one  exception  no  rule existed  before  the  entry 
into  force  of  the  1967  Act  on  January  1,  1968,  allo-
wing  in particular cases prejudicial circumstances 
before the filing of  a  patent application  not.·~o  be 
taken  into consideration.  The  exception was  Sec.  28 
of  the Patents  Act  of  1894  as  latest amended  in  1958, 
concerning ·protection of articles which  have  been 
presented at international exhibitions. 
National Deliberations 
Even  though  the  Nordic  Patent  Co~~ittees
3 )  at  the  time 
of  the  preparatory  legislative work  knew  bo~h the  EEC-
Draft  and  the  Strasbourg Convention,  they  took  an 
independent  decision  on  the question  of  introducing  a 
novelty  grace  period.  With  respect  to  the  inventor's 
own  prior publication  the decisive  fact  for  the  com-
mittees  was  the  view that  the  public  has  a  certain 
claim  to  be  sure  that  inventions  which  have  been  made 
available  to  the  public  may  be  exploited,  too,  with-
out  any  risk of  being  attacked  by  9atents  applied 
for  not until  later.  Besides, the public  has  a  claim 
to  know  as  early as  possible  which  acts  are- or  may  be 
expected  to  be  prohibited  by  a  patent  protection,  and 
which  acts  may  freely  be  performed.  However,  the  com-
mittees  mentioned  that it appeared  to  be  attractive 
if the  patent  legislation made  it possible that  in-
ventors  to  a  large extent  got  a  chance  during  their 
work  with  their  invention  to  get  into  touch  with  spe-
cial  experts  in  fields  connected  with  their  invention, and  ~~at by lectures to a  scientific  for~- ~~ey·were  ~ 
qiv.~ the possibility· to have  ~ further expert  dis~ 
c.ussion_ of the pro-blems: whiQ  t..~e  invention_  lla~!  g~ve 
rise ea.  Stil~, the ~onclusion was.  that n-o  special 
exception ta the novelty 9rovision was  introduced  to 
th~ benefLt of the· inventor's prior ~ublication.  At 
the same tim• it: was  fu.rthe.r pointed out that usually 
the· filinq of a  pat·ent· application  before  ~ublic:a-cion 
will not cause  ~,e inventor much  diffi~~lty or  9ut 
him. t:a substantial expense. 
Curine; the  discussions which have taken place in  Denmark 
il:t.I9&l. in conne.c.tion. w·ith the AIPPI. Question  75 :·  P:'ior 
disclosure and ~rior  use of t."le in~entiori by the in";en-eor, 
tne attituda has.  been negative to  the  introduction of 
~ aaveL~I q:ace period as  rega~ds the applicant's own 
p.rior pa.b~ication. !n  ~articular,. the  reflec~ion has  .  . 
been that the now  exis.tinq  ~ossibility of easy  ~..vorld 
wide communication  invites to  fraud  in a  sys~em  i~ 
which. an:  app·licant.  is.  allowed  to  ~u.blish the  i.nvent;ion 
lonq·  time  before  the filinq of  a  correspondi:1g  ap9li-
cation  ..  The  applicant. may  find himself  i·n  ~he  im?cs-
sibLa situation  in which  he  has  :o prove  ~na~ a  ~~~~:­
cation of.  the  invention  elsewhere was  in  fac-:  der  i -:;eC. 
from his  own  disclosure or worse  somebody  may  have 
filed an application  in  ano-cher  count=y  maybe  more 
elaborate than  his  own  disclosure.  Moreover  it has 
been  mentioned  tha~ ic would  seem  that  the  int=oci~c­
tion of  a  grace  period  for  t~e inventor will  entai:  a 
large· number  of  doubtf"J.l  cases  and  furt~er ad.:ni::i  s~=a­
tive costs,  and  it would  furthermore  seem  t~at  t~e 
advantages  aceruing  from  such  a  period of grace  a:~ so 
small  that only  in  case  it wera  universally  adop~~d 
would  it be  of  any  practical  use.  Therefor:  this de-
velopment  should wait until other unification  of  ~be 
~arious  ~atent laws  has  taken  ?lace. Protection of  Inventions at Exhibitions 
4)  . 
The- former  Danish  Patents Act  Sec.  28·. had  the  fol-
lowing wording: 
"If  an invention  has  been displayed  in  t_his 
country at an  international exhibition  which  is 
recognized  as  such  by  the Minister of  Commerce, 
when  filing an  application to the  Patent  Com-
mission at the latest 6  months  after the display 
of  the  invention at  the exhibition,  the  inven-
tor shall  be entitled to  the grant of  patent  no 
matter if the  invention  during  that  period  of 
time  has  been  described or  used  as  mentioned  in 
Sec.  1,  no.  3.  By  a  royal  decree it may  be  de-
cided that  the  same  applies  to  inventions 
displayed at  international exhibitions  in  a 
foreign  country  provided  they  have  been  recog-
nized  by  ~he Government  of  the  State  in  que-
stion 
For  inventions  which  prior  to the  filing  of  a 
patent application  in  a  foreign  coun~ry have 
been  displayed at  an  interna~ional exhibition 
as  mentioned  in  subsection  (l).of this  sec~ion, 
the  priority period  always  runs  from  the  day  on 
which  the article was  introduced  into  the  exhi-
bition  and  may  never  exceed  12  months  from 
that  moment  ....  " 
In  view of  the  insignificance of  the  rule  1n  pract1ce 
and  of  the  risk  involved  in  through  these  provisions 
inducing  inventors  to let their invent ions be  displayed 
with  the effect that their  later patent applications 
abroad  are  rejected  due  to  the  publication which  has 
taken  place,  the  Nordic  committees  were  of  the  opinion 
in  the  ReportS)  that  the  rule  ought  to  be  limited  in 
such  a  way  that  in  the  future  it should  only  cover 
the exhibitions  defined  in  the  Convention  on  Inter-
national  Exhibitions  of  1928.  In  this  connection  the 
committees  had  an  eye  to  the  corresponding  limitation ia the draft Strasbourc;- Convention·· and the draft EEC 
Patent Convention. 
Acc:ar.dinq both to t:he  i'a.tents· Act of lS  9  4- and  the·· 
passed Act of l9~i and  th~ above-mentioned  interna-
tional conventions the prot~ction of  inventions at 
L"'dlib·ieions. covers. qoods  and processes as they  use 
the: wordi.aq  fYdisplay  of.  the·  invention••  whereas  the 
Paris Convention Art..  ll only mentions  goods.  ..~s  will 
appear from:  the wordinq of Sec·.  28  of  tb~ 1894  Ac-t 
.the  ~rot·ection as  concerns  ex.~ibi  tions abroad  was 
dependent ott reciprocity.  That condition  has.  later 
been considered unnecessary. 
Notes-: 
1.  NI.R  l~io  .233-34·. 
2.  Carlman:  Pat·ent,  Administra-civ  i=aten"C;Jra;<.sis  i  Sve-
riqe,.  1.978,  p.  189  at seq. 
3'.  Betenkninq  (Report)  angaaende  ncrcisk 
ning,  NO  19.63:6,.  c.  139-141. 
4.  Consolidate Act  No.  361,  December  19, 
S.  Supra  note  3,  ~·  137. 
1.958. 
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G e  r  m  a  rr  y 
Present·  Law 
Nowadays  novelty  is  required  in  accordance 
with  Sec.  3  in the Patents  Act  1981.  Sec.  3  in  its 
version  in Art.  IV  No.  3  IntPatOG  (Sec.  2  of  the  1968 
·Act}  goes  back  to the  Strasbourg  Convention  Art.  4 
and  corresponds  to  the  EPC  Ar~.s  54  and  55. 1 )  Hereby 
also German  law  took  over  the  rsquiremen~ of absolute 
.novelty,  and  in  doing  so  the state of  the art was 
considerably extended. 
Sec.-.  3 ( 4)  has  the  following  wording: 
"For the application of  subsections  ( 1)  and  ( 2),  dis- . 
closure of the  invention shall  not  be  taken  into  con-
sideration if it occurred  no  earlio:r  than  six months 
preceding  the  filing of  the application  and  if it 
was  due  to,  or  in consequence of: 
1.  an  evident  abuse  in  relation to  the a9plicant 
or his  legal  predecessor;  or 
2.  the  fact  that the  applicant  or  his  legal  pre-
decessor  has  displayed  the  inven~ion at  an 
official or officially recognized  interna-
tional  exhibition  falling  within  the  terms 
of  the  Convention  on  International  Exhibi-
tions  signed at Paris  on  November  22,  1928. 
Sentence  1,  paragraph  2,  of  the  present  subsec~ion 
shall  apply  only  _if  the  applicant  s..tates,  when  filing 
the  application,  that the  invention  has  been  so dis-
played  and  files  a  supporting certificate within  four 
months  following  the  filing.  The  exhibition  refe~red 
to  in  sentence  1,  paragraph  2,  shall  be  published  by 
the  Federal  Minister  of  Justice  in  the Official  Jour-
nal  (Bundesgesetzblatt)." 
By  the  entry  into  force  of  this  provision  the  pro-
tection  ~rovided by  the  nove~ty grace  period  of  the 
1968  Act  and  by  the  Act  concerning  Protection  of  In-ventioas~ Cesiqns and Trademarks at Exhibitions of 
Mardt.. lS:,...  1904-,. 2.)  was  abolished,. ef  ...  !nt.PatOG; Art  .. · 
~  and Art- X:t  Sec.  3 ( o).  Ne·ither protection at an· · 
~xhibition ~ove-red by this Act  no~ 9rotection in  ·. 
accordance with the earlier nove~ty grace period can 
be clai.mea  in· applications. filed on  January l,  1.981 
or later, cf.  !nt2atUG. Azt.  XI  See.  l(Z)  and  (3). 
Earlier teqal Situation 
. In the· period  from.  1~36 till t..~e  amendmen~ of  the  Ac-: 
in·  l9SO·-Sl  the concept of  novelty  was·  laid down  in 
See·.  z.  as·  follows: 
''"An  invention. is not new  if a-:  the time of  f i-
lin~ (Sec.  Z6}  in published publications  from 
the latest 100 ·years it is already described 
or alreday  used  in  the  home  country  so  ~u~lic­
ly that use  by other persons  skilled  in  t~e 
art· seems ·possible.  A descrip\:ion or  '..lSe  wi  ~~-
in s.ix months  prior to the  aE'p-lication  .  "., 
s.'"la..:..~ 
not be  considered.,  if it is  based 
L"lvention· of the  applicant or his 
decessor ." 
upon  t!'le 
The reason for  introducing the  special  novel~y-9rovi­
sion in Garman·  law was  threefold. 3)  ( 1)  The  ne'.v  ?ro-
vision should prevent  ~~e unjust  damage  which  may 
be caused by  the  desc~i~tion of  the  invention  :~ 
printed  ~ublication by  third  9erson  or  by  public  ~se 
without  the will of the  inventer  prior  to  filing  of 
a  patent application.  (2)  The  provision  should  ~ake 
allowance for  the  need  of  the  less  experienced  in-
ventors or  inventors  of  moderate  means  to  ex~lain 
his  invention  publicly  for  learning  whether  ic  is· 
9rofitable to  apply  for  a  patent.  (3)  The  9rovision 
should also  neutralize  the  harshness  implied  in  ~~at 
the  unexperienced  inven~or due  to  lack of  knowledge 
of  th~ rules  of  law  9ublishes  his  i~ven~ion ?rior 
to  the  filing of  a  patent  applica~ion and  t~e~~by 
excludes  himself  from  ~atent owing  ~o lack  oE  novel~y of the invention. 
The  reason. for  fixing  the novelty grace  period at  6 
months  was to avoid an  unnecessary delay  of  filing  a 
patent application  and  to avoid  troubles  in etabli-
shinq facts  during  the  procedure of  the  patent ap-
plication.  The  legislator by  introducing  a  novelty 
grace provision  for German  inventors  did  not  overlook 
the risk they  might  run later if they wanted  a  patent 
in countries not  having  a  corresponding  r~le of 
.grace.  However,  the possibility of  achieving  in  time 
corresponding provisions at an  international  level 
was  estimated optimistic as  the discussions  at the 
London  Conference  in  1934  showed  a  positive attitude 
to  a  novelty grace period. 
Description or  use  made  with  as  well  as  without  the 
will  of  the later applicant  was  covered  by  the  grace 
period. 4)  Only  when  the  prior  use  or  prior  publica-
tion was  based  upon  the  independent  invention  of  a 
third person  did  the  novelty grace  period  not  apply. 
The  rule. of  nov~lty grace  implied  a  modified  novelty 
concept as  concerns  the  applicant's  own  or  others' 
prior publication· or prior  use  based  upon  the  inven-
tion of the  applicant.  It was  not  a  priority right. 
Novelty  and  inventive  step was  considered  on  the 
basis of the state of  the art on  the  filing date  o: 
the  application. 
The  acts  which  without  a  novelty  grace  period  would 
take  away  the  novelty of  a  patent application  were 
"description"  and  "use".  Description  ..  was  considered 
only to  include  printed prior publications,  not  oral 
disclosure.  This  was  a  consequence  of  the  relative 
novelty  concept  as  defined  in  Sec.  2,  first· sentence. 
According  to  this  provision  public  printed publica-
tions  included  books,  periodicals,  patent  publica-
tions,  a  filed application  for  a  utility model  which 
has  been  laid open  to  public  inspection,  typewri~ten 
texts,  photocopies,  microfilms  and  many  other thi.aqs-!)  Al:s~ foreiqn writi.nqs irrespeetive of  t...'leir  5'i 
Ianquac;e- wer~ ine.Luded.  The  decisi.~·e· fact was  whet..,er 
the: ~ubll<:a.tioa. was suited for,  and  intended for and 
it was:  possib-le. ta.  mul.ti~l.y and  spread· it to.  the  9uc---
,.. ::··  6}  .-.-c:_ 
ase i.a.c::l.uded  the. pu.bli.c: use in  t:.~e  home  country,  - -- .......  •· 
alsa. +:he- connection wi.th. the novel-ty concept  in· the 
firs-t sentenc:e  ..  C!se  abroad did not spoil  t.~e novelty 
for which. reason  the nove.lty  qrac~ rule did not :1eed -:o 
. include: such  use  •.  The  novelty qrace rule applied  co 
Ge~  citizens: as.  wel~ as foreigners applying  for 
.• 
~ patent ia Ge.rmany.  By  t.1:e- :·equi.rement of  "public  ... 
use.e itwas evident that acts :mknown to  t...~e  public 
did  not  make  th~ 5  months  ~eriod :"".ln,  nor  was  t.ha~  ~~e 
ease wher~ indeed the pu~li= hac  become  ac~~ain~~d 
with the invention but  ~~e technical solution which 
the invention represents·  had not  become  known· tc it. 
Furthermore-, rwuse"  ;¥as not be  understood  as  t:anqi~le 
as  i~ Sec.  2,  first sentence,  in  which  knowledge  of 
the· technical. s·olution of  the· invention  was  requi::c 
to constitute use. 7 ) 
The  nove~ty qrace rule  in  Sec.  2, 2nd  sen~snce,  9re-
supposed that the acts,  which  wi~hout the  rule  would 
taka away  t."le·  novelty,  shou.l.d  be  based  1.1~on  ~!'le  in-
vention of the  applicant_ or his  predecessor.  !n  o-r:!'ler 
words,  there. should  be  a  9rior publication  -.vhic.h 
could not  have  taken  ~lace wit~cut  ~ncwled;e c:  t~e. 
invention of  t~e ap9licant.  If  a  third 9erscn  ~ad 
made  an  independent prior publication i: was  a  si-
tuation of double-patenting.  Ciowever,  the  ?Urpcsa 
of  Sec.  2,  2nd  sentence,  suggested  ehat  t~e.  concs~t 
"based  upon  the  invention  of  the  applican~" did  net 
imply  the  requirement  of  a  completed  inven~ion.  !hus 
a  desc:iption or  use  oE  tbe  invention  was  conside:~d 
to  be  covered  by  the grace ?eriod even  when  not  un~il 
later the  inventor  got  the  idea  to  apply  Eor  a  ~a­
tent and  even  when  at the  time  of  the act  he  had  ~ot realized the technical rule,  that.is to  say he  has 
not yet  mad~ the  invention. 81  If the  completed  inven-
tion had  not  been  described till the  filed  applica-
tion,  Sec·.  2,  2nd  sentence, did not  need  to  apply at 
all. If the  inventor at the time of the prior publi-
cation had  finished his  invention,  the  provision  in-
tended also to give  him  a  respite for  consideration 
within which  he  could discuss  the  invention with 
others  and  make  up  his  mind  whether  to  spend  money 
on  filing a  patent application or  not.  The  require-
.ment that the description or  use  is  based  "upon  the 
invention" was  only meant  to delimit the  result of 
intellectual activity on  the part of  the  applicant 
or the predecessor with  respect  to that of  other 
persons. 9 ) 
The  application· of  the  novel_ty  grace  pet: iod  presup-
posed  a  personal  identity between  the  aoclicant or 
his  oredecessor  and  the  person  to  whom  the  prior 
publication  could  be  t=aced  back.  The  mentioned 
identity  had  to  exist at  the  time  of  publication 
and could  not  be  "made  up  for"  by  assigrnent  of  the 
application  to  the  person  who  made  tne  9ublication  as 
he  is a s uc  cess  or ·in tit  1 e . 1 0 )  Ana I og  ou  s  an  a p p l i cant 
could  not  by  having  transferred to  him  an  applica-
tion  published  less  than  6  months  earlier and  there-
by  comprised  in  the  state of  the art,  achieve  ~hat 
the  novelty grace  period  applied  to  his  a9plication. 
When  the  invention  had  been  made  by  several  i~ventors 
and  one  or  more  had  published  the  invention  or  used 
it publicly  less  than  6  months  before'the  filing  of 
a  patent application,  any  of  them  could  avail  him-
self of  the  special  rule  of  grace. 11 )  The  fact  that 
the  invention  had  been  traded  several  times  prior 
to the  prior  publication  or  the  public  use  had  no 
importance  if only  an  unbroken  chain  existed causal-
ly  leading  e.g.  the  use  back  to  the  inventive  con-
cept.12)  The  burden  of  proof  in  that  respect  lay  on the applicant  .. 
~e:sonal. id.enti  ty was.  also c:ons.idered to exist when· 
an- employee~ or a  leqa·~ person was·  the· inventor but  . 
the prior use or prior publication. had  been  ~ade by . 
the- employer or the- leqa:l. persort  .. l.l )  The p·redecessor 
oE.  an: .emp·loyee c:oul.ci. invoke the ncvel.ty· grace·  ~eriod 
in. case of  ilubli~ prior use by the. employer when  the 
employee had violated his obliqation to  ~u~ his  in-
vention  a-t;.  t.'le disposal of the employer.  E:ven  i!l 
cases· of violation of a  professional  secrecy or of 
.  Wil.aw.fu~ appropriation· of  knowledge  of the  i;riention 
the pri.or  public:a~ion: was  considered. to  oe  due  to 
the:· i:tvention and could  ..  justify t.~e qrant· of  a  novel- •  -
ty grac:e- pe1:iod  •. 1")  lJnder  t.'lese- c:irc:umstanees  the 
proper owner had to· elaim the refusal of·  the  unl.aw-
ful.~y filed ~atent application: and  subsequent·ly  f ~le 
a  new appLication  indicatinq himself  as  t~e  ~roper 
owner,.  ef  _  See.  4 ( 3 )  of . the former  Paten~s  ..  l\c~.  Can-
versely the unlawfuL owner  who  had  filed  a  ;aten~ 
appliea·tion could not.  invoke  the novel":y  g=ace  ~re­
vision as reqards  9rior  ~uelication made  by  the  ~ro­
per  owner  of·  the· invention.13 ) 
Cue to tha exact demands  of  personal  identity consi-
dered contained  in the provision  by  vi=~~e of  ~he 
words ·"based  u'Oon·"·  the  invention of  t.~e  ap9lic.an~  o~ 
his legal predecessor,  the  ~~es~ion was  raised  net 
only whether· there should  oe  an  inven~ion in  t~e 
generaL leqal sense,  cf.  above,  but  also  t~e  ~~es~:on 
whetber  there  should  be  identity  be~~een  ~he  subjec~-
matter of the  prior  pu~lication and  the  subjec~-ma~­
ter of  the  later filed application  (identitv of  sub-
ject-matter).  The  las~-named condition  was  not  ~-~re­
requisite of  invoking  the  novelty grace  9rovision. · 
Indeed,  that would  only  most  ~adly cor=espond  to  the 
realities of  practical  life.  Precisely  :~e unexperi-
enced  9atent applicants  who  according  to  ~be official 
commentaries  to  the  Bill  we~e to  be  ~ro~ec~ed  ~y  ~he 
rule  in  Sec.  2,  2nd  sentence,  f=equently  do  not  a99ly for protection of the published  invention  in  its 
original  form but  on  the contrary of  a  la~er. deve-
loped suitable· form  which  cannot  be  considered  as 
equivalent.  The  provision also  included the cases 
where  the  invention  covered  by  the  patent applica-
tion  bordered· on  the prior  publication. 
It is true that through  a  period legal  usage  and 
jurisprudence  by  a  narrow  interpretation was  inclined 
to require complete  possession of  the  invention  at 
. the  time of  prior publication  - however,  without  re-
quiring complete  identity between  the subject-matter 
belonqing to the state of  the art and  the applica-
tion,  nor  requiring that the content of  the applica-
tion had  become  completely  known by the  prior  publica-
t-ion.  However,  by the decision of  the  Federal  Court  of 
Justice  (BGH)  of  December  19,  1978,16 )  this  line 
was  left.  It constituted a  return  to the  fairness 
considerations  referred to  in  the official  commen-
taries to  Sec.  2,  2nd  sen~ence,  in  the  Bill of  1936. 
At  the  same  tim~ the earlier  idea  that  the  later a9-
plication must  show  inventive  step compared  to  close 
prior publications  was  abandoned.  In  its decision  3GH 
said that  from  the  point  of  view  of  fairness  consi-
derations  it makes  no  di f f ere  nee  whether  -:.he  inven-
tion  - with  or without  the will  of  the  entitled per-
son  - shortly  before  the  filing  of  a  ~aten~ applica-
tion  has  become  completely  known,  or  the  inventive 
concept  only  has  become  known  to  the  public  provided 
that  a  person  skilled  in  the art without  i~ventive 
efforts may  attain the  subjec~-matter of  the  later 
application.  In  the  first case  the  novelty_require-
ment  would  exclude  the  patentability,  in  the  second 
case  the  requirement  of  inventive  step. 
When  the  prior publication  concerned  an  identical 
prior application  the  novelty  grace  period  ~ad  no 
legal effect.  Here  the  prohibition  of  double-paten-
~  . 
ting  under  Sec.  4(2)  of  the  Act  then  in  force  fixed a  limie. ta the us·e  of· the novelty grace· period.  When  3'8' 
there was,  not identity be~~een· the. !ater· application 
and the prior published- earlier application,  the 
latter aid. not exc.lude· the issu& o·f a  patent  ac:co~-· 
din~ ta the. later applLeation.  That  he~~ good no  mat-
ter ~hether the later application contained a  further 
improvement or presenta.t.ion. of the· sul:lject.-matter 
of the ea:elier applieation,.  01:  it dif.fered  from  the 
.  earlier app~ication in some  other way.  !n  ~articu~ar, 
those problems arose  in.  the  relationshi~ between  a 
.main patent laid open  to  ~u~li:· inspection  as·  a  Aus-
leqesdlrift less than  6  months  before the  fil.inq of 
aft.  app~ication for·  a  patent of addition.  Through 
many years opin·ions. were- divided. on  the question  if 
th~ noveley q:ace  pe~iod could  be claimed  in  an 
app-I.ication for a  patent of addi:ion. to avoid  los-s  of 
novelty due: to  the·· pub.lic-ation  of  t.."le  main  pa~ent. 
Some decis-ions1 i}  refused to accept  invokinq .·of  <:he 
n·ovelty grace· period on  t.~e  ground that the wording 
of· sec.  2,  2nd  sentence, is"~  inven~ion of  t=e 
applicant or his  predecessorw  and  not  ~an invention 
..  II- 18 )  F  l.  1..  d  .  .  .  ..  or  . • .  •  u.rt.;..~.ermore,  t.;..~.e  ec.1s~ons ·.vere·  oa.sec 
on·  the  provision  in Sec.  10  of  t!'!e  Act:  t.hen  in  :or·:::e 
which  allowed patents  of addition  and  which  ex?l~­
cLt~y concerned  improvement ·or  =~=ther developmen~ 
of an other invention.  Other decisions  ar=ived  a~ 
t.he· opposite :esul  t  .. 19 )  ae::e  the  view  ~Na.s  t!la-t  ac-
cording to legal  usage  a  patent of  addition  could 
be  granted  not  only  for  independent  inven~icns  o~~ · 
also  for·  inventions  not  implying  an  inventi,.  .  .re  ac=:i:-
vement compared with  the state of  t~e art to  which 
the main  patent also  belonged.  !n  the  la~~er case  ~~: 
invention which  was  the  subjec~-mat~er of  ~he main 
patent made  up  the  same  invention  as  the  one  which 
was  the  subjec~-matter of  t~e application  :or the 
patent of  addition,  and  the  invention  contained  in 
the  lat~er application  was  close  to  the  one  ~rior 
9ublished  by  the  layinq open  to  9ublic  inspec~ion 
of  the  main  patent.  The  above-mentioned, more va=ied interpretation was  amonq  others  shared by  Weissig 
and  ausse. 20 ) 
t  •• 
The· novel.ty grace- period covered descrif'tion  or  use 
~within six months prior to the acplication".  The 
time-limit was  calculated  from  the  filing date  of  t~ 
German  patent application.  This  involved  that  the 
period could not  be  accumulated  with  a  possible  ~ric 
.  .  h  h . '  .  .  .  .  21 )  Th  rkty  r~g t  or an  ex  lOltlon prlorlty.  ere  was 
no  reason  why  this  should  be  the case,  ~artly becaus 
the novelty grace  period differed  from  the  so-called 
priority right and  exhibition priority as  these  gave 
the.app-licant  the  advantage  that all disclosures 
having: a·  later date: compr·±sed  in  the state of  th.e 
art had  no  importance  in deciding  on  the  patentabi-
Lity of  the  inv~ntion,  partly  because  a  foreign  ap-
plicant would  be  unnecessarily  fa~;oured in comparison 
with  a  German  national applicant  unless  he, toe,  fil~­
abroad  the first  time.  The  rule  implied that  for  in-
stance  the conflict between  a  German  inventor  who  -
prior-publishes  his  invention  March  1  and  not  unc:l 
August  l  files  a  patent application  and  the  thi=d 
person  who  files  a  9atent  a~plication fer  the  same 
invention  in  Denmark  July  1  and  files  ~ovember 1  in 
Germany  claiming priority  from. the  Danish  a99licatic 
was  solved  in  the  way  that the  Garman  invenco~ could 
22)  not  be  granted  a  patent  in  Germany. 
The  novelty  grace  period  was  to  be  obsarvsd  ex of:i-
cio,  and  in  case  of  doubt  it  lay  with  the  Pater:.t. 
Authority  to  prove  the  lack of  patentabilicy. 
The  legal  positions  in  a  relationshi9  betNeen  an  in-
ventor  X and  a  third  person  Y as  regards  t~e  ~on-9re 
judicial disclosures  may  hereafter  be  summed  u9  as 
follows: 
1.  Public  descrip~ion or  use  has  taken .~lace  more 
than  6  months  before  X  files  a  9atent a99lication. Whea  a  third person had described/used the invention 
i.naependent of X:' s.  invention·#'  X could. not be granted 
a.  patent.  If·  t.&."le:  thi.rd peJ:son  for instance in eon.-
nectiorr with  t."le- public- use had comm·itted  a  breach  · 
af c::onfidenc:e towards: X  by ac:tinc; contrary to  a  duty 
t~ keep· the· invention secret,  the conception  of·  law 
unti.l. RGZ  167  .. J39  (~BUR. 1942.57)  was that the  ~ub-· 
lication was not  ~ejudicial - in  any  case  in ease 
of use (contrary to  a.  published. description) . 
. !f the inventor himself had  descr~bed his invention 
~ubl.ic.ly or used it  pu.blic-~y,  such  ci:~..:mstances . 
could beeome  ~art of. the state of the art and there-
by· constitute prejudiciaL disclosures or exclude  the 
nec~ssaJ:y i.aventi.ve step when  a  patent application 
was Eiled more  than  5  months  later. 
2.  Public: description or use has  taken place ·lass 
than  5  months  before the  inven~or X files  a  ~atent 
application. 
The.  own  publication of  the  inven-cor  was  not consider-
ed  ~rejudicial due  ~o Sec.  2,  2nd  sen~ence.  Wnen  a 
ehi.rd person  had  committed  a  breach.of confidence  in 
connection with  ~~e publication,  that was  not  consi-
dered  to be  prejudicial as  the  novelty ;race  ~erioc 
here  lent: a  hand:  The  oublication  was  ''based  u~cn''  - .  -... - ......  ...... .._. 
later inventor  X's  invention.  If Y's  invention  had 
been  made  independent of  X,  t~e legal  ~osi~ion de-
pended  on,  who  published first whereas  it  ne=eaf~e~ 
made  no  difference whether  X or  Y filed  a  ~atent 
a~plic:ation before  the other.  If only  X had  used. cr 
described his  invention  publicly,  that  fact  was  deci-
sive  and  not  who  was  later the  first to  fils  a  pa~en~ 
application.  To  the  independent  third person  Y a 
prior use  right could  be  at~ributed 9rovided  he  had 
acted  in  good  faith. 
1{0 '-ll 
National  Deliberations 
At the Birth of  the  1981  Act 
Sec  ..  3(4)  of_  the  1981  Act  meantafinalbreakwiththe 
more  comprehensive  novelty grace  provision  known  in 
German  law  in  the  years  1936-1980.  At  the  time  of  the 
law preparation which  took  place  in  1975-76  on  the 
part of  the  Bundesrat  (Federal  Council)ZJ)  the  wish 
was  expressed  to  add  an  exemplification  to the  con-
.cept of  "evident abuse"  in  order  to  facilitate  the 
application of  that till then  unknown  concept.  How-
ever,  the Bundesregierung  (Federal  Government) 24 ' 
refused to  do  so.  The  argument  used  was  that the  con-
cept had  been  chosen  in  two  international treaties 
and  thus  the  aim  of  harmonization  would  be  lost  if 
every national legislator interprets the  concept  in 
stead of  allowing  a  common  interpreta-ci.on  co  develop 
by  court decisions  in  the  member  countries.  Rechts-
ausschuss  des  Bundestags  (Legal  Committee  of  Parlia-
ment),ZS)  too,  determined  on  not  using  the  possibi-
lity to make  reservation  for  a  transitional  ~ericd 
of  5  years  as  provided  by  the  Strasbqurg Convention 
Art.s 12(l)(b)  and  12(2),  especially because  the 
European  Patent Convention  would  enter  into  force 
for  Germany  before.  To  German  applicants  this  would 
have  involved  great  risk as  their prior publication 
would  not  be  prejudicial according  to  German  natio-
nal  law  but  exclude  the  grant of  a  patent  in  case 
of  a  later filing  of  a  European  patent application 
for  the  same  invention  in  the other member  states 
of  the  European  Patent Organisation.·, 
In  the·official  German  comrnentaries26 )  to  the  Stras-
bourg  Convention  it is  said about  the  elements  of 
the act of  evident  abuse  that this  has  not  already 
been  realized  when  a  third  person  has  published  the 
invention without  the active consent of  the  inventor 
or  his  successor  in title.  In  addition it is  requir-• 
ed:.  that t."le  inventor or· his s-uccessor in. ti  ele- has. 
done everythinq: necessary to  keep the invention  se~· 
eret:,.  and that· the. third: person  lla.s.  communicated  ~is~ 
knowledqe of the- invent-ion.  in.  a:  way or to the  ~uol-~c · 
thereby infl:inqinq- a  contractua~ or leqal ·duty  in 
re~ation to the inventor or his successor in title. 
r.a  spi.te of the- fact. that the harmoniz-ation  with  the 
Strasbourq. Convention and the European Patent Conven-
tion implied. the aooliti.on  of· the earlier far-reach-
_inq  noveLey- qrace provision,  no  objection  from  re-
sear~  ~a:tsrs which  was abla to  influence  legisla-
tor was heard durinq the readinq· of  t.~e  Sil~.
27 )  !n 
Lg.7a  Sossunc;28.)  pointed out that science· would  be 
affected by the abolition of the novel.t:y  grace  ~ro­
~ision as concerns: one's own  ~rior publication.  S:e·-
stated that often  acientis~s are forced  to  publish 
t..'le  results· of their basic' resear:h which  indeed  con-
ta..in·s  discoveries and.  c:oqnit:.ions  but which  not·  ye:t 
c~nstituta completed  paten~aole  inven~ions.  !n  so 
doinq the  resea~c:h achievements  form  9ar~ of  the 
state of the art  ..  A  lat~r  ~atenting of cc·.:icus  u.ses 
is excluded hereafter. 
After the Amendment. of  t~e Act  in  1980-81. 
!n connection  with the  A!PPI-discussions  of  Cues~ion 
75  the German  Group29 )  advoca~ed the  follcwi~g amend-
ment  ~f Art.  ll of  the  Paris  Convention  ~aving hew-
ever n·ot  taken  a  final  ~osition as  regards  t!'le  que-
stion whether  the  time-limit  ough~ to  be  6  or  12 
months: 
"(l)  The  grant of  a  ~atent,  ~tility ~odel 
.. 
or cer-
tificate,  inventorrs certificate or  incus~ri­
al design  shall net  be  denied  in  any  of  the 
countries  of  the  Onion  because  of  a  disclo-
sure attributable to  the  applicant or  his  le-
gal  predecessor  which  is  made  within  one  year 
preceding  the cate of application . .. 
(2)  This provision shall not  apply  to disclosures 
occuring  through publication  o~ the applica-
tion or  notice of  the grant  of·-such  a  right 
in.  a  country of  the- Union." 
Subparagraph  (2),  which  was  intended  to  foreclose 
double-patenting,  according  to  the German  Group  need-
ed to  be  discussed more  thoroughly, but such  a  provi-
sion  should  be  energetically pursued  as  it would  be 
·applicable immediately  in  some  states and  would  lead 
to harmonization of  national  law  in others.  The  Ge~­
man  Group  concludes  that harmonization  of  the  law  in 
all or  a  large  number  of the  member  countries  of  the 
Paris Union  would at any  rate result  in great  bene-
fits not  only  to the  inventor,  but also to  the  gene-
ral public and  patent offices,  since there will  be 
fewer  patent applications  for  incompletely  developed 
inventions. 
Protection of  Inventions at Exhibitions 
In  the  period of  1904-1980  a  special  Act  conce=~ing 
protection of  inventions,  utility models,  indust~ial 
designs  and  models  at exhibitions  was  in  force  in 
Germany.  The  legal text  had  the  following  wording: 
"Inventions, utility models,  industrial designs  and 
models  exhibited at a  national  or  international  exhi-
bition as  well  as  trademarks  placed  on  an  article 
which  is exhibited itself enjoys  a  temporary  pro~ec­
tion  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  below: 
1.  By  decree  of  the  Minister  of  Just.i'ce  in  aundes-
gesetzblatt  (Official Gazette)  it is decided  in 
each  individual  case  tha~ the  temporary  protec-
tion shall  apply  to  the  exhibition  in  question. 
2.  The  temporary  protection  has  the effect that  the 
exhibition or  a  later use  or  a  later publication 
of  the  invention,  the design  or  trademark  does  not 
exclude  the  obtaining of  a  statutory patent,  de-s-iqn or· trademark. "rotection  •. always- ~rovi_ded  ~~a.t 
the- app·licat-ion  for such t'rotection is produce·<;:! 
by· the exh:iaitor or his successoJ: in  title·· wit..:,.in 
a.  tima-I..imi.t of 6:  months. af-:er the opening of  .~he 
axaibieion_ The application precedes  o~~er appli-
cations, fil.ed a.fter the day of exhib:ition." 
Th~ ma-in  im~ortanct of. this Act consisted in q=anting 
a.  reaL prior~ty~ a  date of the· invention  back to  the 
exhibition without filing· a  patent  app~ication 9ro-
vided that this happened at  ~~e  lates~ 6  ~on~~s aftsr 
the openinq of the  exhi~ition. The priority in rela-
tion·· to  ot.~er appli"cations  included only applications 
whic:n had been filed later than  ~~e act~al  eL~ibition 
of the invention- I·f  on·.  the· other hand  a.  ~atent ap-
~lic:ation had been  fi~ed with the Patent  Aut~ori~y 
by anybody bu.t the exhibitor on  t...~e  same  day  as  tne 
exhibition took place,.  the later· application . fi.lsd 
by  the exhibitor did not enjcy a  ?refer:ntia~ or  an 
equa~ right vis•a-vis  t~e former application.  =~ 
this situation· t:he  time· of  filing at the  ?atsn-:  Au-
thority was  decisive.  According  to  a  cou.r~  decisicn 
of 193230 )  the Act applied also  when·  a  lice~cse had 
ex.~ibited the invention. 
Protection of  inventions  a~  eL~ibitions was  only 
secured  by  showina  of  the  invention.  !f no~hing  bu~ 
advertising material  had  been  dis~ributed,  the  Ac~ 
concerning  protection at exhibitions could  no~  be 
invoked,  only  the ordinary  novelty grace ?eriod  laid 
down.  in  Sec.  2,  2nd  sentence, of the  ?a  tents  .;;c-:.  .;:."ly 
later  ~ublication of  the  invention  outside  t~e exhi-
bition  by  use  or  by  printed publication  lost  it.s,  9re-
judicial effect31 )  and  it was  no~ even  necessary  ~o 
examine  whether  the publication  had  any  rela~ion to 
~he exhibition.  It was  not  r~quired that  the appli-
cant  invoked  exhibition  oriori~v duri~g the  exami- .  .. 
nation of  the application,  only  when  he  did  it the 
exhibition priority was  indicated on  the  9atent  spe-
... - . 
.. . 
cification and  in  the Register of Patents. 
Exhibition priority might also  be  claimed  by  foreig-
ners  having  as  a  necessary prerequisite that their 
native country granted  an  equivalent right to  German 
citizens.  It was  a  regular practice that  a  Govern-
ment  notice  in  compliance  with  no.  1  of the  Act  could 
be  published for  exhibitions  abroad as  well. 
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G  r  e  e  c·  e 
Present  Law 
The  Patents  Act  in  force  in Greece  is  Act  No.  252i 
of September  24,  1920.  The novelty  requirement  is 
laid down  in  Sec. 2, according  to which  "an  invention 
shall. not  be  considered  novel  if, at the  time  of 
application  for  a  patent of  invention,  it is suffi-
ciently known  within  the  Kingdom  or  has  been  de-
.scribed  in  publications or  by  drawings  existing  in 
Greec&  in  a  way  making  it possible  for  an  expert  to 
put the  invention  into practice". 
According  to Greek  law  the novelty  of  an  invention 
is thus  only  lost  by  use  or  prior  publication  in 
Greece.  It  is of  no  importance  who  has  brough~ about 
the prior description or  use.  The  novelty  is  lost  no 
matter  if it is the  inventer  himself  who  has  Ai~- ""'--
closed his  invention  to  the  public,  or  if it is  a 
third person  who  with  or  without  ~he will  of  the  , ' 
9roper  owner  has  used  or  published  the  inve~~ion.~' 
In  Greek  law  no  protection of  inventions  at exhi-
bitions exists. 
Earlier  Legal  Situation 
No  patent legislation existed  in  Greece  prior  to· the 
1920  Act.  Moreover,  there  was  no  pcssibili~y of  pro-
tecting  inventions  before that  time  as  Roman  Law  was 
still prevailing and  it recognized  only title to 
"res". 2) 
National  Deliberations 
A Bill  amending  the  Greek  Patents  Act  is  in  pre?a-
ration.  That  work  is  a  consequence  of  the  planned 
Greek  accession  to  the  European  Patent  Convention  and the Community Pa.tent Convention..  Like  in·  a  number of 
the other European countries.  ~art of  th& national 
patent  l~is~a.tion: will.. be·  ha.r:nonized with  the.  con~ 
ven.tions.. 
Notes:: 
1. See- Elias. J ..  Xiros.:- Oas  Recht  an  der E:findu."!g 
vor der Patenterteilunq nach  Deutschem  ~d Grie-
chischem· Recht,  1918,  o.  12. 
2  •  .:  fires-,.  supra,.  p..  5 . 
• 
"'  .  • 
' . .  ..  ~ 
.  -. 
F  r  a  n.  c  e 
Present Law 
The present.French  Patents  Act  of  1968,  as  latest 
amended  in  1978,  defines  the  novelty  concept  in  Sec. 
8  in  the  same  way  as Art.  54  of  the  European  Patent 
Convention.  Sec.  9  contains  the  abuse  clause  from  the 
Strasbourg Convention: 
"1.  For the application of Section 8, a  disclosure of ::!1e 
·invention shall  not  be  taken  into consideration  in 
the  following  two  cases:· 
1~ if it occured within  the six months  preceding  the 
filing of  the· patent application; 
2~ ifthe disclosure  is  the  result of  publica~ion, 
after the date of  that  filing,  of  a  prior  ~atent 
application  and  if,  in  eit~er case,  it was  due  di-
rectly  or  indirectly to: 
(a)  an  evident  abuse  in  relation to  the  ap9lican~ 
or· his  legal  predecessor,  or 
(b)  the. fact  that the a9plicant· or  his  legal  ?r-=-
decessor  has  displayed  the  invention  at  an 
official,. or officially recognized,  in~erna­
tional exhibition  falling  within  ~he terms 
of  the  revised  Convention  on  International 
Exhibitions  signed at ?aris  on  November  22, 
1928. 
2.  In  the  case of  paragraph  l(b),  paragraph  (l)  shall-
apply  only  if the  applicant  states,  when  filing  t~e 
patent application,  that  the  invention  has  been  so 
displayed  and  files  a  supporting certificate within 
the  period  and  under  the  conditions  laid down  by  de-
cree  .... 
No  court decisions  exist  in  connection  with  t~e  ~re­
vision. Earlier te<ra-l  Situation: 
The- ?a.tents Act in  fore& in E'ranc.e  from  1844  t.il~ 1"968-
eontained a  ~rineiple of absoluta novelty,  and  in 
prineipl~ it was  a.  matter of secondary importance if 
~ dLvulqation which  had taken 9laca was  intentional 
or net on  the part. of the- invento~ who  ap9lied for 
a:  paten.t later.  ecwever,  already· early court deci-
sions1)  est-a.blishe~ that pub-lication made  by a  9erso:'l 
wha  had taken possession of the  invention or  who  had 
learnt about the invention under  ~he terms  of  a  ;i-
duc:iary- relationship and. later fraudulen-e.ly  ~ub.lishec 
it~  di~ not detract  from the  nove~ty. 
ay  th.e.  l96S Act the lim±tad  excep1!ion  to.  the requi:e-
ment of:  absolu.te- novelty developed  by  ccu.r-e  deci  s i.cns 
was  qiven: statute·  form- to  a.  large· extent.  T!'lus  Sec. 
a prescribed that "disclosure w-ithin  a  period of  six-
months  ;lri.or to  a  patent applicat-ion does  net  cor!-
stitute a  bar t:o  novelty if such  disclcsu.:e  i..s  tl"le 
direct o·r  indirect resul  ~ of  a  clear violation  ( a:=us 
caracterise)  cf  the.riqhts of  t~e  applican~ or  his 
lega·l predecessor".  The  ;Jrovisicn  covers  the  cases 
where the invention  has  been_  t='Ublished  agai::s-:  ~.he 
wil~ of the inventor. 2}  The  fact  t~at  ~he aousa  ~us~ 
be.  ••caracterise"·  i;nplies  that the  rula does  no't  ap;:ly 
when  the 9ublication is due  to  an  error or  lack o: 
care on  the  par~ of  the  inve·n~or.  About:  t!"la  "abus 
caracte2:ise"  in  the  196a  Act  ar:c  t!1e  "aous  ~v·ider:~" 
in  the  1978  Ac~ the  F=~nch Group  i~  connec~ion  ~ich 
~~e AIPP! discussions3)  sta~es that tne  wcrdi~g cf 
both Acts  does  not  cover  the  situation where  t~e 
inventor  has  not  been  deprived of  the  invention 
fraudulent:ly  but still it has  been  communicated 
freely  under  a  obligat;ion  of  secrecy,  or  an  coli;a-
tion of  secrecy  has  been  ~reac~ed by  !he  ~e:son on 
whom  it falls.  That  int;erpreta~ion does  not  saem  ~o 
be  in accordance with  the  above-menticned  or  wi~~ 
the  interpretation of  the  corresponding  9rovision  in 
,.  !' 
.  : 
• ,.  1  ,... 
.  ~  -
other countries.  Yl 
No  precedents exist,  whether  under  the  1968  or  the 
1978  Act,  to  throw  further light on  the  provision 
in question. 4·) 
National  Deliberations 
Shortly after the  introduction of  ~he special  novelty 
grace  period  into the German  Patents  Act of  1936 
Casalonga5)  argued  strongly against  the  introduction 
·of  a  corresponding rule into  French  9atent legisla-
tion.  His  argumentation  not  only  referred  to  s~ch a 
novelty grace  period being  contrary·to the  legal 
philosophy according to which  the  inventor's  excl~­
sive right pursuant  to the  patent  is  a  quid  pro  q~o 
for  Society's getting to  know  his  invention  via  the 
official publication of  the patent specification  and 
consequently  the obligation of  Society to  t~e inven-
tor does  not  set  in  in case of  lack of  novelty  due 
to publication prior to  the  filing  of  a  ~atent a99li-
cation.  He  also  refer=ed  to  the  9ractical difficul-
ties which  such  a  novelty grace  period would  cause 
as  regards  proof  of  the  priority of  the  invention, 
and  in  this context  he  dissociated himself  frcm  the 
American  system.  Moreover,  he  accentuated  the diffi-
culties in  achieving  an  international  agreernen~ about 
the  contents  and  the  temporal  delimitation  of  such  a 
novelty grace  period. 
The  view  in  France  since the  amendment  of  the  Ac~  in 
1978  as  expressed  by  the  French  Grou~ of  AI?PI6)  is 
that  a  prospective  international  novelty  grace  period 
should  be  in  accordance  with  t~e spirit of  the  E~ro­
pean  Patent  Convention.  The  Group  considers  chat  six 
months  is  a  reasonable  period of  time  but  considers 
that  the  concept  of  ~evident  abuse~  (manifest  viola-
tion)  should  be  clarified by  referring,  but  not  re-
stricting the definition,  to  the  two  cases  most Erequent~y  encountered in:  ~rae-eic:e,  namelT  usu~a.­
tion of th& invention by a  third  ~arty. and  non-com~ 
pl.ianc:e by  ~ third:. 6)arty wi  t.."l  an  in~.Jmbent obliqa-·  , 
tion: o·f  c:cnfi.d.entiality whether c:ontrac:tua.l. or. 
d·erivi.nq· f1:onr. the status of·  such  third: party.  !n all 
easeS',.  the invent·ar must be protected not onLy  against 
p:'imary disclosure but. also aqainst any  secondary 
·diselosur·e· derivinc;  th·erefrom·,· always  p·rovided  thE! 
primary violation and the part pla.yed t."lereby  in·  such 
ather disclos~·es can be determined. 
· C"onc:erninq.  disc·losu.r.es at exhibitions- the French 
Grou~ sees onl~ disadvantages  in  increasing  the  num-
ber of exhil:litions q_ualifyinq  for  exoneration. 
Protection of rnventions at Exhibitions 
Since 1968- the- Frenc.;,.·  Patents  Act  Sac.  8  allows  ex..~i-
bition pro~ection at of~icial, or officially  ~ecog­
nized,  international exhibitions falllnq within  t~e 
terms  of.  the Convention  on  International  !xhi~i~ions 
of  1928.  At  the entry  into  force  of  ~be  men~ioned Ac~ 
the Ac-e  of  A~~il  13.,  1908, 7 )  !11as  repealed.  !t con-
cerned tempcr.ary  protection of  indus-:rial  9ro9e~~y  a~ 
f·oreiqn- international official,  or officially :-::cc;-
nized,  exhibitions  and  at exhibitions  in  F~ancs or  i~ 
the colonies  arranged with  the authorization or  ~nder 
the patronage of the Government  granting a t:rn9oral. 
protection  for  12 months.  As  the  1908  Ac~ gavs  ~rc­
tection  from  all officially recognized  ~xhi~i~ions, 
the  number  of  ex...l1ibi tions  at ,..vhich  ~emporary 9ro-
tection might  be  obtained,  was  considerably  reduced. 
In  his comment  on  especially  ~he  e~~ibition  ~rotec­
tion Mathely8)  state~:  The  90ssibility of  t:mporary 
protection  at exhibitions  has  always  been  c=iti-
cized.  !n reality,  as  long  as  an  ~cmmon  in~:rnational 
system does  not  exist the  temporary  ~rotsc~ion  ~isks. 
to deceive  the  inventor  who  benefits  of  an  immuni~y ,.  . 
in the country where  protection  is granted  but  whose 
invention will  be  regarded as  disclosed  in  the other 
countries.  As·  to the  reduced  possibility of  claiming 
exhibition protection after the  amendment  of  the Act 
in  1968  he states:  This  reduction  is not  contrary  to 
the interests of  the  inventors as  at the  same  time  it 
minimizes  the  risks which  were  involved. 
Notes: 
1:  The  Court  of  Paris·,  November  22,  1882, and the 
Court of Grenoble,  May  12,  1885,  Ann.  1883,95  and 
1886,10 .. 
2.  Mathely:  Le  Droit  Fran~ais des  Brevets  d'Invention; 
1974,  p.  149,  and  Devant,  Plasseraud,  etc:  Les 
Brevets d'Invention,  1971,  p.  75-76. 
3.  AIPPI  Annuaire  1980/II,  p.  241-244. 
4.  The  information  comes  from  the AI?PI  Ann~aire 1980, 
II,  p.  242. 
5.  Traite de  la Brevetabilite,  1939,  p.  246-248. 
6.  AIPPI  Annuaire  1980/II,  p.  241-244. 
7.  Blatt 1908,  178. 
8.  Mathely:  Le  Droit  Fran~ais des  Brevets  d'Invention 
1974,  p.  150. rr·e-land 
P'resent taw. 
The· !rish. ~a.tents Ac.t in foz:c:e  has·  not vet been.  har- .  .  . 
mortiz.ed. with. t."te European Eatent Conven·tion· or the· 
Strasbourq Convention.  Ireland has ratified the St:as-
bour~ Convention,  but is not yet member  of the Euro-
pean Patent· Orqanisation. 
The  Irish Patents  Act  of 1964,  as  amended  in  1966, 
L"l  Sec·.s  4·7  and  48 ( l)  provides. the  following  no~;el  ty 
qrac:e period:-
"'S"ec  ..  4-i. Su.b;ject  as.  hereinafter- provided,  an  in.~;enticn 
c:la-imed.  in  a:  complete· specification s·hall. not  be 
deemed to have  been.  antici~ated by  reason  only  tha~ 
th·e  invention. was  published. before  t.."le  ~riori  ty  data 
of·  the relevant claim of  the- specif  ica-c.ion,  if the 
~atente~ or· applicant for  the patant proves  -
(a}  ~~at the matter  published was  obtained  f=orn 
him or (where  he· is  not  himself  the true and 
firs~ inventor)  from  any  ~erson  Erom  whom  he 
derives title, and  was  ?Ublished without  his 
consent or the consent of  anv  such  oe=son;  anc  ...  -
(b)  that the application  for  a  9atan~ or  (in  t~e 
case of  a  convention  application)  ~he applica-
tion for  protection  in  a  convention  coun~ry 
was  made  not  more  than  six  mon~~s  af~er  ~~e 
date of  such  publication: 
Provided  that this subsection shall  not apply  it  ~~e 
invention  was  before the priority date of  the  claim 
commercially  worked  in  the  State,  othe~,r~ise  than· for 
the  9urpose  of  reasonable trial,  either  by  the  ~a­
tentee or applicant  for  tbe  paten~ or  any  9erscn 
from  whom  he  derives title or  by  any  o~her 9erson 
with  the consent  of  the  ~atentee or  ap9licant  :or  t~~ 
~atent or  any  person  Erom  whom  he  derives  ticle. 
(2)  ~~ere a  complete  specification  is  filed  in  ~ur-suance of an  application  fo~ a  patent made  by  a 
person  being. the  true and  first  inventor  <;>r  deriving 
title from  him,  an  invention  claimed  in· that speci-
fication  shall  not  be  deemed  to  have  been  anticipated 
by  reason only of any  other application  for  a  patent 
in respect of  the  same  invention,  made  in  contraven-
tion of  the rights of that person,  or  by  reason  only 
that after the date of  filing  of  that other applica-
tion the  invention  was  used  or  published,  without 
the consent of  that person,  by  the applicant  in 
respect  of  that other application,  or  by.any other 
- . 
person  in  consequence  of  any disclosure of  the 
invention  by  that applicant  if the  first-mentioned 
application  was  made·  not  more  than  six months  after 
any  such  use or publication. 
(3}  Notwithstanding  anything  in  this Act,  the  Con-
troller shall not  refuse to  accept  a  complete  speci-
fication  or  to grant  a  patent,  and  a  patent  shall 
not  be  revoked  or  invalidated,  by  reason  only  of  any 
circumstances  ~hich,  by  virtue of  this  sec~ion,  do 
not  constitute an  anticipation of  the  inven~ion 
claimed  in  the  specification. 
Sec.  48 ( 1). An  inv·ention  claimed  in  a  complete  speci-
fication  shall  not  be  deemed  to  have  been  anticipated 
by  reason  only  of  the  communication  of  the  invention 
to  a  Minister  of  State or  to  any  pe~son authorised 
by  such  a  Minister  to  investigate the  invention  or 
its rneri ts ." 
According  to  Sec.  2  "published"  means  ~ade available 
to the  public  by  the written or  spoken  word  or  by 
public use,  or  in  any  other  way. 
These  provisions  must  be  seen  in  connection  with  the 
novelty  concept  of  the  Act.  The  requirement  of 
novelty  in  Irish  law  is  relative at  the  application 
stage.  In  Sec.  12  it is  prescribed that  the  examiner 
"shall make  investigation  for  the  purpose  of  acer-tainin~ whether the  invention·,.  .....  has been  6)Ublished 
befor~ the data of filinc;· of the- applicant  • s  c:ompl.eta 
speei.fic:ation. in  any  st_:~ecificat·ion filed in  pur~uanc_e 
of an:  application for a:  ~a  tent made·  in the State-" ·and 
.. .. ..  whether the- in"'le·ntion-.  •. • ..  aas  been oublished in  ..  -
the State· befo~~ the date of filinq the applicant's 
complete s:pecif'ication: in any other document.  These 
provisions are supplemented by a  fu:~her detailed 
requirement of communication  of·  the  resul~ of  the 
search of a  correspondinq application  in the united 
.  1 ) 
_Kinqdom  and the Federal  Republic of  Garrnanyft-
After ;rant,.  a  patent may  be  re~roked if ''the  inven-
tion ••• was claimed in •.. another specification 
puaLished on or after the- priority date of the  claim 
and filed in  ~u~suance of an application  for a  ~atent 
in the State,  the priority date of  t~e relevan~  cla~~ 
.....  of the· other specif.ication being earlier than 
t."lat of t..lj,e  claim"  and if the  invention  ( clai;ned  in 
tha compLete specification)  is  not.  new  having  regard 
to what was.  published before the  ~rior:ty date of  t~e 
claim. 
Earlier· t.eqal  Situation 
Prior to· the· 1964  Act,  as  amended  in "1966,  the  Indu-
strial and  Commercial  P~operty  (Pro~ection)  Ac~ of 
1~27,  as  amended  in  1929,  was  in  force. 
Concerning acts  whic~ are  no~  antici~a~ory  s~c.  56, 
subsection  2,  of  t~e mentioned  Act  laid down  the 
followinq rules: 
"A  patent is not  considered  invalid  if only  for 
reason  that the  invention  which  is  ~he  sucject-mat~er 
of  the  patent,  or part of  ..... 
l  ._  '  has  been  ~ublished 
cefor~ the date of  the  patent  ~rovided that  t~e  cwne~ 
of  the  patent  sufficien~ly proves  in  cour~  ~hat  t~e 
published subject-matter derived  or  was  obtained  from 
him  and  that  the  ~uolication occurred  wi~hcu~ his 
...  .. knowledge  or- acceptance,  and if he-has  Learnt  about 
the, publication prior to the.date of his  patent 
application,  that having  learnt about the publication 
he  has  taken  due  care to file  an  application  and 
obtain protection of  the  invention.  The  protection 
stipulated in this subsection does  not extend  to  an 
owne-r  of a  patent who  has  worked  his  invention 
commercially  in  the  Irish Free State  for  other  pur-
poses  than carrying out  reasonable  experiments  prior 
to the filing of  a  patent application." 
This  provision  was  supplemented  by  Sec.  60  which  laid 
down  rules  prescribing that display at an  exhibition 
and  a  lecture delivered_ to  a  learned society did  not 
exclude the grant of  a  patent if certain steps  were 
taken  .. 
Sec.  60  had  the  following  wording: 
"The· display  ~f an  invention  at  a  commercial  or  i:lte:--
national exhibition which  has  been  established as 
such  by  the Minister or  the  publication of  a  descri?-
tion  of  the  invention during  the  time  of  exhibi~ion, 
or  the  use  of  the.  invention  for  the  purposes  of  the 
display at the  place  of  the  exhibition,  or  a  third 
person's  use  during  the  time  of  exhibition without 
the  knowledge  or  the will  of  the  inventor,  or  a 
lecture delivered  by  the  inventor  to  a  le~rned 
society,  or  the  publication  of  the  lecture  in  the 
minutes  of  the  society,  does  not  influence  the  right 
of  the  inventor  to  apply  for  and  obtain patent  pro-
tection,  nor  does  it influence  the validity cf  a 
patent granted  according  to  the  application,  provided 
(a)  that the  exhibitor prior  to the display  of  the 
invention  or  that  the  person  who  delivers  the 
lecture or  allows  the  publication  in  ques~ion 
furnishes  the  prescribed  documents  stating his 
intention to that effect  to  the  Controller,  and 
(b)  that  the  patent application  is  filed  before  or 
within  six months  of  the  date  of  09ening  of  the exhibition or of the lecture or of  the- publica_-
tion  •. 
(:2}·  S.y  a  d-eo:ee: the Executive  Counci~ may  declare .t!lis 
provision  e~ b~ likewise applicaole to· any exhibition-
mentioned in the dec:ee as.  in  ~~e- case of an  exhibi-
ti.on which.  has been. es.tablished· as being commer:ial 
or Lnter:national. by  the Minister  ...  Any  suc-h  decree  may 
p~escribe ~~at the exhibitor shall  be·  exempted  from 
his· obliqation to furnish· the Controlle: with  docu-
ments  stat.inq· his:  intent:ion to exhibit  t1;1e  in·,;ention, 
and. no matter whethe.r  wi thou.t  fu:~her  ~roof or  on  the 
cond.it.ions laid.. down  in.  til& decree.'' 
National Deliberations 
In t·h·e Sill introduced  in  19  81  in  order to  render  : ~ 
~ossible fo~ Ireland to  ratify the European  Patent 
Convention and  at the  s~e time  to  harmonize  na~lonal 
patent leqislation with the European conventions,  the 
novelty concept of  ~.r-:.  54  of  the  Euro?ean  ~at:nt Con-
vention  has ·oeen  adopted,  cf.  Sec.  8.  I~ laying  down 
the extent of.  a  novelty  q=ace  period  a  ce;ar~l:re  E=·~~ 
the· concept of  ••evident  abuse"  has  beoen  chosen  i"n  -:~e 
Bill.  The  Irish wording  is close to  the  English  ?a-
tents Act of  19  77,  Sec..  Z ( 4 ) ( a }  and  ( b ) .  Sac.  9  c: 
the Bill says: 
"For the application of Section  8  a  disclosure cf  the· 
invention  shall  not  be  taken  into consideration  if  i~ 
occuired  no  earlier than  six  ~onths  ~receding the 
filing of  ~he  pa~ent applica~ion and  if it was  d~e 
to,  or  in  conse~~ence of: 
(a)  a  breach  of  confidence  or  agreemen~  in  =;la-
tion  to,  or  the  unlawful  obtaining of  c:"'le 
mat~er constituting,  t~e invention,  or 
(b)  the  fact  t~at the  applican~ or  his  legal 
predecessor  has  displayed  the  invention  a~ 
an  international  exhibition  which  is  ei~he~ - ..  . 
rlf 
official or officially recognised  under  the 
Convention  on  International  Exhibitions  signee 
at Paris on  the  22nd  day  of  Nov~mber~ 1928  or 
any  subsequent treaty,  convention or  other 
agreement  replacing  that  Convent·  ion;  prov idee 
that tha exhibitor states,  when  making  the 
patent application,  that  the  invention  has 
been  so  displayed  and  files  a  supporting 
certificate within the  period  and  under  the 
conditions  prescribed." 
Protection of  Inventions at Exhibitions 
In  Sec.  48(2)  and (3), the present  Act  of  1964  pre-
scribes the  following  about protection at exhibi-
tions: 
" ( 2)  The exhibition of an  invention at an.  internatio-
nal  exhibition certified as  such  by  the Minister,  or 
the  publication of  any  description of  the  invention 
during  the  period of  the  holding  of  the exhibition, 
or the  use  of  the  invention  for  the  purpose  of  the 
exhibition  in  the  place  where  the  exhi~i~ion is held, 
or  the use  of  the  invention during  th~ period  of  the 
holding  of  the  exhibition  by  any  person  elsewhere, 
without  the  privity or consent  of  the  inventor,  shall 
not  be  deemed  to  be  an  anticipation of  the  inve~tion: 
Provided that-
(a)  the exhibitor,  before exhibiting  t~e inven-
tion,  or  permi~ting such  publication,  gives 
the Controller  the  prescribed  notice  of  his 
intention to  do  so;  and 
(b)  the  application  for  a  patent  is  made  before 
or within  six months  after the  date  of  the 
opening  of  the  exhibition. 
(3)  Notwithstanding  anything  in  this  Act,  the  Con-
troller shall  not  refuse  to  accept  a  complete  speci-
fication  or  to grant  a  patent,  and  a  patent shall  not 
be  revoked  or  invalidated,  by  reason  only  of  any eir~stances  wnich~ by virtue of_t~is section~ do  ~d 
not constitute· an  anticipatio~ of  the invention 
claimed in· the specification  .. ,.. 
As mentioned in the  ~araqraph concerning national 
de~ibera.ti.ons,..  the- !rish Sill to- amend  the.  Patents .;ct 
as introduced in 1981 contains· a  ~revision in  Sec. 
9-( b)  allQW~nq· protection at exhi:O~  t·ions ?rovided 
that the exhibitions in question are covered  by  the 
Convention on  !nternationa~ Zxhioi  tior..s. 
Note.~ 
·  l. Cf.  J.W~ Saxter:  World ?atent Law  and  Prae~ice, 
2nd ea .. ,  1973"  1975,  p.  91  et seq  ...  and lll et seq. 
..  -{,/ 
I  t  a  1  y 
Present  Law 
Italy is among  the countries which  to  day  have  a 
novelty grace period only  to  the extent  known  in  Art. 
4(4)  of  the Strasbourg  Convention  and  in Art.  55  of 
the European  Patent  Convention. 
Law  on  Patents  for  Inventions,  Royal  Dec!ee  No.  1127 
.of  June  29,  1939,  as  amended  in  1979,  prescribes 
the  following  in  Sec.  15: 
"For the application of  Section  14,  a  disclosure  of 
the  invention  shall  not  be  taken  into consideration 
if it occurred  in  the six months  preceding  the  filing 
of  the patent application  and  if it was  due  to,  or  in 
consequence of,  an  evident abuse  to  the  prejudice. 
of  the applicant or  his  legal  predecessor. 
The  fact  that the disclosure occurred at official or 
officially recognized  exhibitions  falling  within  t~e 
terms  of  the  Convention.on  Inter~ational Exhibitions 
signed  in  Paris  on  November  22,  1928  and  its later 
revisions,  also shall  not  be  taken  into  consideration. 
WiFh  respect  to  inventions  for  which  priority is 
claimed  under  international conventions,  the exist-
ence  of the  novelty  requirement  provided  ~or under 
Section  14  must  be  evaluated with  reference  to  t~e 
starting date  of  the  priority." 
Earlier  Legal  Situation 
Prior to·the general  harmonization  of  the  patent 
legislation  in  Europe,  brought  about  by  the  interna-
tional co-operation  in  the  patent  field  at  the  end  of 
the  1960'es  and  in  the early 1970'es,  a  protection 
resembling  a  priority right  was  given to  communica-
tions  to  a  learned  society  and  to  the display of 
inventions at  an  exhibition.  However,  at the  confe-renee- Eor the revision of the· Paris: Convention  in .  h V 
~sbon  in·  1958·  the  Italian  deleqation unambiguously 
dissociated itsel.f from  a.  qeneral. n:ovel.ty  grace-
period c.overin·q.  the. prior publicat·ion of the  inventor· 
himself. l)  Yet !ta·ly was  among- the- countries  voti~g 
in favour of the less far-reachinq Japanese 
~roposa~~}  ~ontemplatinq ~ novelty q:ace period 
when.·  a:  third ~erson'  s  prior publication of  the 
invention  is the result of an  abuse- in relation to 
the applicant. 
S  l7
J.)  .  .  . bed  ec- .  presc:l..  :· 
.  "The inventor and his successor in ti  tl.e.  shall also 
benefit from  the provisions of subsection  2  of the 
precedL1q section in eases  where the  invention  tl=s~ 
become publicly known  throuqh  communications  or 
diss·e.reati.ons :havinq  been  ~ublished. in  t!le  9U~li=a­
tLons of the legally recognized,  learned societies 
or academies of the  country,  provided,  however,  t~a~ 
the patent application  i.s  filed '.¥ithin  12 :non-chs  of 
the publication. 
(2)  ~he· date of tbe  ~ublication shall  be  i~dlca~ec 
by· the parties  and  having  verified the  corr~c~~ess 
the Patent Office shall enter it in  the  ~egister of 
Patents  and  in  the patent certificate;  the  9riori~y 
date of the  ~atent shall  be  dated  back  to  the 
mentioned date." 
Moreover, Sec. 28(3}  laid down  t~at: 
"IE a  priority of a  foreign  application  invoking  :~e 
display at an  exhibition or  the 9ublication  in  a 
scientific communication  or  disser-:a~ion  is- claimed, 
the applicant shall  file  wl~h  th~  Pa~ent Office  the 
necessary declarations  and  evidence  in  order  to  9rove 
the priority." 
As  far  as  it is  known  there  has  never  been  made  ~se 
of  Sec.  17. 4 ) A publication of  an  invention prior to the  filing of 
a  patent application made  by  the.  inventor- himself  was 
prejudicial. Besides,  legal usage  and  jurisprudence 
has  always  agreed  upon  that disclosure of  the 
invention shall  be·  considered anticipatory when  it 
is dua to  lack of  saf~guards against non-secrecy, 
when  the  inventor has  made  a  mistake or  when  the 
disclosure arises as  an  unforeseen  contingency. 
Otherwise with  the  judging of  the  extent_ of  the 
.absolute novelty concept  in cases  when  the disclosure 
has  taken  place against the will of  the  inventor, 
e.g.· by  an  act contrary to an  obligation to  keep  the 
invention secret.  It is true that the  prevailing 
c:  \ 
opinion  and  legal  usageJ
1  maintained  an  absolute 
requirement of  novelty without  any  restriction  for 
the  sake of  equity  in  such  cases,  but  a  minority  was 
on  the  same  lines as  the  opinion  expressed  by  Italy 
at the conference  for  revision  of  the  ?aris  Conveh-
tion  in  Lisbon  in  1958  and  as  present  law  in  Italy 
after the  harmonization  of  national  legislation.with 
the  European  Patent Convention. 
A provision corresponding  to  Sec.  17  of  the  earlier 
Italian Patents  Act  exists  in  the  Portuguese  Paten~s 
Act  of August  24,  1940,  Sec.  10,  subsection  2,  still 
in  force.  Here  a  novelty grace  period  of  12  months  is 
granted  for  publications  of  the  invention;  which  is 
the  subject-matter of  a  later patent application, 
through  communications  to  scientific societies, 
corporations  and  technical  industrial  unions.  How-
ever,  the  Portuguese  provision does  not  admit  a~te­
dating  of  the  priority of  the  patent application  like 
in  the earlier Italian legislation. 
National  Deliberations 
During  the  AIPPI  discussions  of  Question  75  the 
Italian Group6)  has  taken  up  a  positive attitude to extendinq  th~ novelty qrace provision as laid down 
in Sec.  lS of the  197~ Act eo·  cover. the. inventor's 
owtt.  disclos~e- of.  his:  invention·  wi~hin six month.s· ·· 
prior t.o  the filinq of  a.  gatent application. 
Protection of Inventions at Ex...'li.bitions 
The harmonization  in.  1979:  also  implied the qi-:rinq 
up of tha earlier  more  extensi~e - Italian 9riority 
right from  national.. and  interna·:ional  a~J.bi  t·i.cns. 
'!he pl:o.tecti.on. was  c;iven. in  accordance· wi  'th  Sec. s  a 
and 9-: 
,..sec. a._  crnder  the conditions specified  in  t!'le 
faliowinq. sections and within the limits  laid down 
there the Minister of Corporations may  gran~  ~smpo­
~ary protection to  new  indust:ial  i~ven~ions -which 
are displayed at official, or officially recognizee, 
nationaL or  international exhibitions  in  :he  ~ar=i­
tory of  ~~e State or  in otner countries  given  reci-
~rocity  .. 
See·.  9.  The  temporary  protection t:ansfers  t.::e· 
priority of the patent to  the benefit of  ~he  inven~or 
or his successor  i~ title to  the  90in~ in  time  whe~ 
the article was  delivered  for  display;  t~e  protec~~c~ 
takes effect when  the right cf  9rotection  is  fi:ac 
in due.  form within  12  months  after  ~~e deli.,tery  o:  · 
the article,  however,  at the  latest  12  rnont~s  af~~= 
the opening  of  the exhibition. 
(2)  In  case of  an  exhibition  in  an  other count:y,  and 
if a  shorter  time-limit  is laid down 
the application  for  a  patent  mus~ be  filed  wit~in 
the mentioned  time-limit.~ 
A single court decision  interpreted Sec.s  8  and  9  in 
the  way  that  the  exhibition  protec~ion did  not  cover 
a  voluntary  sale of  the  cbjec~ of  the  inven~ion aftsr ,.. 
the holding of the exhibition.  This  decision  was 
criticized severely,7 )  and  if  anything~ its interpre-
tation could  be  a  consequence  of  Art~  55  of  the 
European  Patent Convention  whose  concept  "in  conse-
quence  of"  a  display of an  invention at  an  interna-
tional exhibition  is  not  interpreted too  narrowly. 
Notes: 
1.  Actes,  p.  354  and  360. 
2.  Actes,  p.  364. 
3.  The  1939  Act  as  published  in  Blatt 1940,94. 
4.  Ubertazzi/Vohland:  Das  neue  italienische Patent-
recht,  GRUR  Int.  1980.11~ 
5.  L.  Vohland:  Die  Voraussetzungen  der  pa~ent~!higen 
Erfindung  in  Italien  im  Vergleich zum Munchener 
Patentubereinkommen,  1981,  p.  59-60. 
6.  AIPPI  &,nuaire  1980/II,  9·  263-265. 
7.  Vohland:  Ibid,  p.  111-112. Present Law. 
~he.~resent Patents Act.  in  Luxembou~~ is the Act  of 
Jw;e 10.,.  1880',..  as las.t amended  by the Act of October 
3.1.,.  1978·  .. I.)  The- nove~ty  re~i:ement is absolute  as 
every-thin<;  is. new  which  has not  been described in 
publie pr.inted publications prior ta the filinq of  a 
patent appl.ication,  nor has·  been  used earlier public-
.ly in Luxembourq or abroad rendering a  su:sequen~ 
:~e by other persons skilled in the art possible. 
By  the· amendinen.t  of April 27,  1922, 2)  Sec.  2  was 
worded as follows: 
•An in.vent·ion is·  c.ot considered to be  new  when  at the 
tim~ of filinq pursuant to this Act,  it has  alreacy 
been described distinctly in  a  public printed  ~ubli­
cation.  o~ it. has  been  used  publicly  in the Grand 
Cuchy of tuxembourq or abroad,  whereby the  worki~q by 
· other persons  skilled  in  the art seems  ~css  i!:lle." 
The  tuxa~bourq patent  legisla~ion allows  no  novelty 
graee  ~eriod,  ei~her for  the  a~plicant's own  ~r~or 
publications or his  prior use4 
National  Deliberations 
In  the  s·ummer  of  1983  the  Gover:1ment  Council  ?~blis~-
d  d  .. ..  - ..  .-.  ~  .  .  A  3 )  ""h  ..  • .  e  a  rat~  retor~ ot  ~ne  ~a~en~s  ·c~.  .~e  a=a~~ 
contains  a  harmonization with  the material  ~aten~ 
law of the  European  Patent Convention.  Thus  ~he d=aft 
inter alia has  taken  over  the  novelty  concept  of' the 
convention  and  contains  an  exhibition 9rotection  like 
the  one  of Art.  SS(l)(b)  of  ~he  conven~ion and  ~~e 
clause  concer~inq abuse  as  in  Art.  55(l)(a). 
Protection of  Inventions  at  Exhi~itions 
No  9rotection of  such  ki~d exists  in  Luxembou:g. 
- .. 
•  4 Notes·: 
1.  Industrial  Property,  November  1979,  Laws  and 
Treaties. 
2.  La  Propriete rndustrielle 1922.69. 
3..  GROR  Int  ..  1983.829. .. 
N.et:.n.e-r-1 =n·.d  s. 
[tresent· taw 
S~. Z of ~~& Patents Act or the Kinqdom  of  November 
i,.  19·~0.,.  as last amended.  by the- Act of  t..~e  Kingdom  of 
December  1.3,  19--78. ,.  t'rov  ides. for an  absolute novelty 
re.qu:Lrement  ..  Af·ter that tl'1e  following is laid down 
in. See.  2.( s·)  and  ( 6· l: 
,. { S:)  This Section shall. no,: apply to e~1erything tha~ was 
·mad~ available to  the public within six months 
precedinq the. filinq. of  a  patent application as  a 
di.rect: or indirect consequenc.e cf either an  evident 
abuse·  in·  r~lation to the applicant or.  his  legal 
predecessor,  or the fact that the· applicant or his 
legal predecessor displayed the  9roduc-:  in  ·~estion 
or showed  tl'le  process  in ques.tion at an  official,  or 
officially recognized,  international exhibi-:i·on 
fallinq. within the  terms  of  the  Conven~ion on  !~t==­
national Exhibitions  signed  in  Paris  on  November  22, 
1928,  and  last. revised  by  Protocol  of  November  3C, 
1972. 
(6)  Official recognition of .exhibitions  in  ~~e 
Ne-cherlands  shall.  be  accorded  by  Ou:  Minis-c.er  of 
Economic Affai=s,  and  of exhibitions  in  ~he  ~e~~e=­
lands  Ant·illes  by  the  Government  of  t!le  count::t 
concerned.  ••· 
Thus  a  disclosure  by  the  inven~cr  hi~sal: :efore  ~~e 
filing date or priority date  may  take  away  the  novel-
ty  and  inventivity of  a  process  or  9roduct  clai.m_ed. 
Earlier  Le~al Situation 
Until  the  amendment  to  ~he Act  in  1978  Dutch  law 
,..:;~  .... _  .... 
not  provide  for  a  novelty grace  ~eriod.  ~owever, 
information  made  on  condition of  secrecy did  no~ 
exclude  the' pat:nting of  the  invention,  but  if  ~hose 
.... to whom  secrecy had  been  imposed  had  broken  the 
obligation of secrecy,  so  that. "sufficient public 
knowledge"  had  arisen all the  same,  the. applicant 
could  not.appeal to this  fact.  Up  to  1978  the  Dutch 
nove·ltv orovision  in  Sec.  2  of the  1910  A·ct  as  later  ..  . 
amended  had  the  following· wording:  "Products  and  pro-
cesses  shall be  deemed  not  to  be  new  only  when,  at 
the  time  the application  is filed,  they  may  be  of 
sufficient public  knowledge,  by  description or 
otherwise,  as  to  enable  a  person  skilled  in  the  ar~ 
to manufacture  or  use  them." 
National  Deliberation 
In  its  Report  in  connection with  the  AI?PI  discus-
sions of Question  75  the  Dutch  Group1 }  states that 
industry,  private  inventors  and  other  applicants  are 
in general  perfectly aware  of  the  system. of  absolute 
novelty.  No  serious  indications were  found  that  any 
exception  ~o  ~he system,  going  further  than  the 
existing one,  would  be  desirable. 
The  Dutch  Group  could  not  accept  a  suggestion  tha~ 
for  the protection of certain  inventors  it would  be 
desirable to establish days  of  grace during  which 
any disclosure made  by  the  inventor  would  net  ~e 
prejudicial  to his  later patent  application.  On  t~e 
one  hand  importance  was  at~ached to  the  fact  that 
such  a  rule does  not  offer  protection to  the  inventor 
vis-a-vis applications  independently  filed  and  dis-
closures  independently  made  during  the  days  of  grace. 
On  the other  hand,  if there  would  be  misappro9riation 
of  the disclosed  invention,  the  inventor  would  carry 
·, 
the  considerable  burden  of  proof  of  misappropria~ion. 
Furthermore,  the  Group  found,  there  is  the  diffic~lty 
of  determining,  in  the  interest of  the  inventor,  the 
contents  of  the disclosure,  as  the  claims  of  a  well 
defined application generally are  much  more  far-
reaching  than  the  invent·ion  displayed by the inventor. The out~  Group  concluded that a  systea accordinq. 
ta wni~ a  first  (~rovisionaL) application is 
admitted,.  possi~ly at low  cost.,.  eontai:tinq e.  q  .•. 
onLy a.  drawinq. or a  rouqn  descri~tion of the  inven-· 
tiOZt  in:  the. words oE the inventor himself,..  where-·· 
after"' within. a  year~ a  fw:ther  (complete)  speci.f i-
eation must be fiLed,  meetinq all ~~e formal  and 
substantive ~~rements, with priority going back 
to the first one,  would  be of qreater benefit to 
those- countries whose  inventors  miqht  need  it,  and 
. such a:  sol.1.1tion  need not  be·  incorporated  in  t~e ?aris 
COnvent· ion. 
~rotection of Inventions· at Exhibitions 
Not  unti~ th• amendment  to the Act  in  1978  the 
p.oss.ibility of elaiminq priori.t.y  from  an  exhibi  tio·n 
was.  limited to the specia·l exhibitions defined  in 
detail. in the Convention· en- International  Exh.i1;ji-
tions of 1928.  At the  same  time  the  present legisla-
tion orescribes  an  exce~tion to  the  ~eneral noveltv  - - ..- . 
r~la instead.of  a  9riority right.  Sec.  a of  ~he  ~~t=n 
?atents  Act allowed  an  exhibition  priori~y of  six 
months  from  both national  and  international exhibi-
tions. 
Sec.  8  had  the  following  wording: 
"l.  A person r.~ho  at an  eY-~ib  i tion  in  ~his Ki:1gdorn, 
.arranged or  recognized  by  the State,  or  an  inter~a- · 
ticnal. exhibition  in  a  country  which  is  a  member  of 
.the international union,  arranged or  recognized  by 
the State,  displays  a  product  or  shows  a  proces~. and 
afterwards  within  six months  of  the  opening  of  the 
exhibition files  a  patent a99lication  for  ~he 
displayed  product or  for  the  shown  ~recess or  for  an 
improvement  of  the  product  or ;recess,  shall  enjoy 
the  same  righ~s as  if he  had  filed  a  9atent  a9plica-
tion  on  the  day  on  which  the  9roduct  pursuant  to  the 
official certificate was  9resent at the  exhibi~ion 
/I 
·-1/ 
or  the  showing  of  the process  had  begun~  The  above-
mentioned official certificate shall be  filed 
together with  the  patent application. 
2 ..  The  recognition of exhibitions held  in  this  King-
dom  in  Europe  by  the State  is  issued  by  the Minister 
who  is in charge of  the  implementation  of this  Act; 
exhibitions  held  in the Colonies  and  the Possessions 
in other parts of  the World  are  recognized  by  the 
~Governors." 
·According  to  ~he statistics of  the  Dutch  Patent 
9~fice exhibition priority was  claimed only to  a 
small extent.  The table below  shows  the  numbers  of 
exhibition priorities claimed  in  the  ten  year  period 
before 1978,  compared  with  the  numbers  of  p~tent 
applicat·ions  in  the  same  period  in  which  a  't:1ormal" 
priority was  claimed: 
Year  Exhibition  orioritv  "Normal"  or ior  it·; 
1968  17  15.248 
1969  8  16.285 
1970  10  15.648 
1971  16  15.072 
1972  19  14.921 
1973  9  15.079 
1974  9  14.443 
1975  5  12.766 
1976  11  12.292 
1977  3  12.201 
Note: 
1.  AIPPI  Annuaire  1980/II,  p.  267-269. trntted  K'inq.dorrr 
Present taw 
!rt the 19'7/ Act' the n·ovelty  ;race- ~eriod qot t!le 
folLowinq wordinq: 
"'Sec.  2( 4):  For the purpose o! this sect:ion  the dis-
cLosure of matter constituting an  invention  shall  be 
disregarded in the case of a  ~atent or  a~ application 
.,.  . ~  .  , - -·  '  .  .  .  . tor.  a.  patent  ~c occurrlng  .a~er  ~~an tne  oeglnn~ng 
of the period o·f·  s.ix months  immediately ;>receding 
the· da.te of· fil.lnq the applica.tion  fo·r  t."le  pa-cen't  and 
either-
(a)  the disclosure was  due to,  or made  in  con-
sequence of,  the matter.havinq been  obtained 
unlawfully or  in  breach  of  confidence. by  any 
person-
(i.)  from  the  inventor or  f!"om  any  otbe: 
person  to  whom  the matter  was  made 
available in  confidence 
or who  obtained it :rom  ~.he  inven~or 
because  he or the  inventor  believed  ~~a~ 
he  was  entitled to obtain  it;  or 
(ii)  from  any  other person  ~o whom  the  mat~e~ 
was  made  available  in  confidence  ~y any 
person  mentioned  in  sub-paragraph  (i) 
above  or  in  this  sub-9aragraph  or  who 
obtained  it  f~cm any  9e~son so  rnen~icnec 
because  he  or  the  person  from  whom  he 
obtained it beli:ved that  he was  anti~lec 
to  oct·ain  l 
.....  ._ ' 
(b)  the disclosure  was  made  in  breach  of  con:i-
dence  by  any  ~erson who  obtained  the  matte~ 
in  confidencg  from  the  i~ventor or  E=om  any 
other  person  to  whom  i~  was  made  available, 
or  who  obtained  it,  from  the  inventor;  or .  .. 
{c)  the disclosure was  due  to,  or made  in  con-
sequence of  the  inventor displaying the 
invention at an  international exhibition  and 
the applicant states,  on  filing  the applica-
tion,  that the  invention  has  been  so dis-
played  and  also,  within  the prescribe9  period, 
files written evidence  in  support  of  the 
statement  complying with  any  prescribed  con-
ditions.  •• 
.In Sec.  2(5)  it is  said that  references  to  the  inven-
tor include  references  to  any  proprieto~ of  the  in-
vention  for the time  be~ng and  according  to  Sec. 
130(1)  an  ~international exhibition"  means  an  official 
or officially recognized  international exhibition 
falling within the  terms  of  the  Convention  on  Inter-
,.  national  Exhibitions or falling  ~ithin  t~e cerrns  or 
any  subsequent  treaty or  convention  replacing  chat 
convention. 
Sec.  2(4)  is allegedl) ·to  ~e framed  to  have, as nearly 
as  practicable,  the  same  effects  as  ~he corresponding 
provisions  of  the  European  ?atent Conyention  and  the 
Strasbourg  Conven~ion.  However,  already  in  point  of 
language  it differs  from  the  mentioned  conventions. 
According  to  information  from  London  no  furt~er 
reasons  exist  for  this  in  the  preparatory  works  on 
the  Act.  The  reasons  have  been  indicated t·o  be  that 
"it will  not  do"2)  to  have  :::nglis·h  judges  ·.vrestle 
with  the  Convention's  (EPC's)  vague  language  (evide~~ 
abuse  in  relation to the applicant  or  his  legal 
predecessor). 
No  court decisions  concernir.g  the  interpretation of 
Sec.  2(4}(a)  and  (b)  exist  so  far  but  the  3ritish 
provisions  appear  to  exempt  the disclosure  of  an  i~­
vention  even  if it has  also  been  made  by  an  inventor 
who  is quite  independent  of  the  applicant  or  his 
predecessor  and  the  information  comes  from  this 
separate  source. 31 Earlier taqal. Situation 
Unde~ t.'le 1949-- Act Sec  ..  30( 2)  prescribed that an 
in.v·en.tioa claimed in. a  complete 3pecification shaJ_l· 
act be deemed:  ta· have- been ant.i.ci9ated by  z:oeason  onl·y 
that the- i.n•J'ention  was~ pu.blished· before· the  ~riori~y 
date of tha relevant. cia~ of  ~~e specification,  if 
the- patentee or applicant. for  the pat.ent  proved-
~a.)  that the mat.ter p.u.blished was  obtained  from 
him or·  (  ~•here he.  is no-t:  hi!Itself  the true  and 
first inventor)  from  any  person  trom  whom  he 
derives: title,  and  was  published  withcu~ his 
consent or the eonsent· of.  any  such  9erson; 
and 
(b) ·where the patentee or applicant for  the 
patent or any  person  from  whom  he  derives 
title- learned of the publicat.ion  before  t;,e 
data of the application for the  ~a~en~ or 
(in the case of  a  convention  ap9licat.iorl) 
before the date of the  applica~ion for  ?ro-
tection in a  convention  country,  that  ~~e 
application or  t~e application  in  a  conven~io~ 
country,  as  the  case  may  be,  was  made  as  seen 
as  reasonably  ~rac~icable  t~ereaf~e~: 
Provided that this subsection shall  not  a~ply  ~=  :~e 
invention was.  before the  pricri~y date of  ~~e  c!ai~ 
commerciallv  worked  in  the Cnited  ~inadom,  o~her~i3e  .  ~ 
than  for  t!'le  tJurpcse· of  reasonable  t:-ial,  either  by 
the  patentee or applican~ for  the 
person  from  whom  he  derives. title or  by 
any 
person  wi~~ the  consant  of  t~e  9aten~ee or  a;9:ic~n~ 
for  the patent or  any  9erson  from  whom  he  derives 
title." 
No  time-li~it applied to  this  novelty grace  ~rcvisicr.. 
The  same  held  geed  of  the  provision  in  Sec.  51(1) 
;Jrescribing:  "An  inven~ion claimed  in  a  com9lete  s;:e-
cification shall  no~  be  deemed  to  have  been  antici-
9a~ed by  reason  only of  the  communication  oE  the 
invention  to  a  Government  department  or  to  any  person 
..  . f  J. 
authorised by a  Government  department  to  investigate 
the irivention or  its merits,  or  of  any~hihg done,  in 
consequence  of  such  a.  communication,  fo·r  the  purpose 
of  the  investigation~" 
This  subsection  covered  any  invention  and  was  not 
limited to  inventions  for  defense purposes.  The  sub-
section protected an  applicant  or  patentee against 
unauthorised  publication of matter  obtained  from  him 
or his  predecessor.  The  obtaining  might·. have  occu=ed 
. in  the  Oni ted  Kingdom  or abroad  and was not  lirni ted 
to patent specifications.  A publication would  be 
excused  if the patentee,  applicant or  predecessor  in 
title had knowledge  of it so  long  as  he  did  not  con-
sent to it and  that  on  learning of  the  publication  he 
acted diligently  in  making  an  application.  The  sec-
tion mentioned  only publication,  not  unauthorised 
use. 4)  The  term  "publication"/"publish"  was  defil1ed 
in section  101  of  the  i949  Act  as  meaning  "made 
available to  the  public;  and  ~ithout prejudice  to 
the generality of  the  foregoing  provision  a  doc~men~ 
shall  be  deemed  for  the  purposes  of  this  Act  to  ~e 
published if it can  be  inspected  as  of  right  a~  any 
place  in  the  United  Kingdom  by  members  of  ~he pub:ic, 
whether  upon  payment  of  a  fee  or  otherwise". 
The  succeeding  rule  about  publication at  an  exhioi-
tion or to  a  learned  society  has  a  time-limit  of 
six months  for  filing  of  a  patent  application  to 
avoid  loss  of  novelty. 
Sec.  51(2)  had  the  following  wor~ing: 
"An  invention claimed  in  a  complete  specifica~ion 
shall  not  be  deemed  to  have  been  antici~atad by_ 
reason  only of-
(a)  the display of  the  invention with  the  cor.sent 
of  the  true  and  first  inventor  at  an  exhibi-
tion certified by  the  Board  of  Trade  for  the 
purposes  of this  section,  or  the  use  thereof w£th· his consent for the pu:~osas. of  ~~ch·an 
exhib~t:ion. in. the place. where  it:  is. held;  · 
{b.)  the publication· of any· description of  the. 
inventio~ in consequence of the display or 
use or  the invention at any such exhibition 
as aforesaid; 
(c)  th.e use of t.~e invention~ after it has  be9n 
displayed or used at any such exhibition as 
aforesai.d. and during  t!le  period of the exhi-
bition,  by  any  ~erson without  ~~e consent of 
tlle- t:ua and fi.rst  inventor; cr 
{d)  the~ description: of the·  invention  in  a  paper 
read by the true and. f·irst  inventor·  befor~ a 
learned society or published with  his  consent 
in the transactions of such  a  soeiety, 
if the applicat·ion  for the patent is made  by  t!'le  t:"..le 
and first inventor or a  person  deri~i~g title. from 
him not later than. six months  after t.Se  opening  of 
the. exhibition or the·  reading or  publica~ion of  t!1e 
paper as  the case may  be  •. '' 
There  is  no  more  definite delimitation of  the  cones;~ 
II· a  learned society".  Wi 'th  regard  to  the  r,.;ord  "9ape:  II 
in this subsection  Slanco  w~ite
5 )  mentions  ~hat· i~ 
would  seem  to  be used  as  a  ~erm of art,  excluding 
such other communications  to  learned  journals  as 
let.ters  and  the  short  ccmmunica~ions used  by  scien-
tists to secure priority of publication whilst: a 9a9e::.-
(in  proper  sense)  goes  through  the  lengthy  ~rocsdu:e· 
of  acceptance  and  publication. !t should  be  noted  that 
this. clause does  not  cover  any  consaquen-e.ial  publi-
cation or use  of  the  invention,  and  ~iqht even  ~~ 
held  not  to  cover  a  bare  reference  to  the  9ublisneci 
paper  in  some  other  journal.  Presumably disclosure 
in  a  discussion  following  the  reading  cf  a  ?aper  was 
included.  The  exhibitions  were  t~cse certifiad  by 
the  Department  of  Trade. 6)  In  order  to get  an  exhi-
bition certified a  9articular  ~rocedurei)  was  to  be 
followed,  and  foreign  exhibitions  could  be  certified. • 
'17 
Besides.,  the provision  was  limited  to  the  cases  where 
the  inventor,  and  only he,  has  consente~ to  a  display 
of  the  invention.  By  a  court decision  it is  establ:sh-
ed  that Sec.  51(2)(d)  concerning  the time-limit of 
six months  in  relation to  a  publication of  the  inven-
tion  i~ a  lecture given  to  a  learned  society only 
applies  to  applic~tions in  the  United  Kingdom. 8) 
Pursuant  to Sec.  51(3)  an  applicant  were  allowed  a 
possibility to  work  his  invention  in  9ub~ic if it 
,happened  for  the  purpose  of  testing it: 
nThus, an  invention .claimed  in  a  complete  specificatior 
shall not  be  deemed  to  have  been  anticipated  by  reasor 
only that,  at any  time  within  o~e year  before  the 
priority date of  the  relevant  claim of  ~he S9ecifi-
cation,  the  invention  was  publicly worked  in  the 
United  Kingdom-
(a)  by  the  patentee or applicant  for  the  patent 
or  any  person  f=om  ~hom he  derives  title:  or 
(b)  by  any  other  person  with  ~he consent  of  t~e 
~atentee or  applicant  fer  the  patent or  any 
person  from  whom  he  derives  title, 
if the working  was  effected  for  the  pur?ose  of 
reasonable  ~rial only  and  if it was  reasonably 
necessary,  having  regard  to  the  nature  of  the  i~ven­
tion,  that the  working  for  that  purpose  should  be 
effected  in  public." 
I  C  B  C 
r  1  ·  ·  9)  ·  .....  n  ave- rown- ave  s  Aoo-1cat1on  1t was  ~ela  ~~at 
it was  reasonable  to  send  to  a  school  for  the  purpose~ 
of  trial a  gymnast  unit designed  to  be  assembled  by 
children,  but  that  a  six months'  period  was  in  excess 
of  that  required  for  reasonable trial.  !n  this  con-
nection it  was said that  a  patent  could  be  revoked, 
inter alia if the  applicant  with  respect  to  experimen-
tal working  in  public  had  gone  beyond what  was  reason-
ably  necessary  having  regard  to  the  nature  of  the 
invention  and  the  working  had  taken  place  in  public. 
Although  even  commercial  use  may  still be  experimental Blanca. Whi te-,.10 }  stateS·· that commercial  application 
only too easilT ceases to  b~ either experimental or 
secret  ... 
~a-eion·al Oel iberati  on·s 
!t  was contained in the terms  of reference of  the 
committee which· submitted Sanks'  Report  in  1970  tl"!.a-c 
the <;overnment  intended to ratify the St:asbourg Con-
vention and  ehat the  Reoo~t should consider  ~he 
· necessar.y  changes- in  Sr~  tish l:qisla-cicn.  11 ) . Al t~cugh 
the committee had  reservations  on  cominq  :ound to  a 
requireme-nt of· absolute novelty,  it. concluded  that 
the objection·s to  adoption of an  extension of  the 
novelty criteria in  ~~e Onited Kinqdom  were  not 
s:uffieiently  st~onq to warrant  its· rejection. 12}  !·~ 
this: connection concerning disclosures  in  abuse  of 
an  applicant's rights13 )  t~e committee  limit:d  i~sel: 
to statinq that Art.  4 ( 4-)  of  t!ie  Strasbourg  Con•Jen-
tion wilL necessitate restricting the  9rotec~ion 
afforded to  an  inventor  oy  Sec.s  30(2)(a)  and  30{3) 
t.c  t.hose  cases  "N"here  an  application  is  made  ~N"itl'li:: 
six months  of  t~e f:audulent  disclosure,  and  .~he 
repeal of Sec.  SO ( 2) (b)  and  of  the  9roviso  to  Se_c. 
s·o ( 2) •  The  final  recommendation  14 )  of  the  commi t-:::s 
ran like this:  Where  wrongful  ~~blicaticn of  an 
invention  takes  place,  o~herNise  t~an  i~ a  9a~:n~ o= 
~atent application  (and  ~here is at  the  time  nc 
application  for  sucb  inven~ion},  an  applica~icn 
that  invention  must  be  filed  wit~in six  mo~~~s of -
the wrongful  publication  if the  novel~y-dest~oying 
effect of  the  ='ublication  is  to  be  avoided  .. 
After the  en~:y in  force  of  the  1977  Ac~ the  ar:~ish 
Group  of  AIPP!  in  connec~ion wit~  ~he A!PP!  disc~s­
sions of  Qu~stion iS  has  gi•Jen i:.s 09inion  abou-:  :::.e 
current  British legislation anc  a  9ossible  :u~~rs 
international  solution.
13 ~  Wit~i~  :~e Group  opinion 
is divided  between  those  who  Eavour  the  current, 
• - I 
' 
' 
strict approach  to  the matter,  and  those  who  would 
prefer that the inventor  should  be  protected to  some 
degree  from  the  consequences  of  premature disclosure 
of  his  invention.  Furthermore,  the  British Group 
regrets  the  disappearance  from  U.K.  law,  and  favours 
the  introduction  internationally of  the  provision 
equivalent to that of  Sec.  51(3)  of  the  1949  Ac~.  The 
reason  is that  some  inventions  can  only  be  tried out 
in  public,  and  it is  suggested  that this  is  one  for~ 
of  disclosure  which  should  not  be  prejudicial to  t~e 
·novelty of  the  invention. 
There is unanimity  on  a  further  point,  namely  as  to 
the almost total irrelevance of the  provisions  con-
cerning protection at exhibitions  of  Art.  ll of  t~e 
Paris  Convention,  Art.  55  of  the  Euro~ean  Paten~ 
Convention  and  Sec.  2(4}(c)  of  the  1977 ·Act. 
Relating  to  a  possible  future  international  solution 
the opinions  within  the  British Group  are  divided, 
too.  Part of  t~e Group  prefers  t~e  stric~  a99roac~, 
with  no  exce9tions,  that  any  volu~tary disclosure, 
whether  by  publication  or  use,  by  the  i~ventcr  wi~l 
debar ·him  from  patent protection.  The  other 9art of 
the  British Group  is  of  the  view  that  you  could  ~ave 
a  general  provision  to  the  effect that  a  9aten~ 
application  may  be  filed  within  a  specified 9eriod 
of  any  disclosure emanating  from  the  inventor.  ~h~ 
specified  period  might  be  6  or  12  :nontl"ls.  ~-Jere  sue~ 
a  provision  to  be  favoured  it should  be  considered 
whether,  on  filing his  patent  applica~ion,  the  inven-
tor  should  be  required  to certify how·and  when  his 
invention  had  been  disclosed.  Were  such  an  excep~ion 
for  i~vention to  be  favoured  interna~ionally,  the 
British Graue  consider  that  anv  conseauential  rules  ..  - .. 
should  be  kept  to  a  bare  minimum.  I~ particular, 
there  should  be  no  attempt  to  protect  the  inventor 
against  the  consequences  of  o~her events  occurring 
between  the date  of  his  disclosure  and  the  da~e of fiLinq. of hi& patent application.  In  ~areicular,  ehe 
patent app~ications- ccuJ.d. be depriv-ed of  V"alidi1!y 
by  any- inter.veninq indeoendent pualication or  applic~­
tion fer·  ~atent ~roteet~on. 
Th~ British Group  adds  that· it would  welcome  inter-
national agreement that an·  invention which  oy  its 
na·tura has to. be su.bj·eC"Ced  to trial in  ~ublic shoulc 
be- entitled to  ~rotac~·ion despite its disclosure  fer 
the· pu.rpose  of·  reasonable- t:  ial only,  provided  a 
·patent application is fiLed,  say,  within  12  mon~hs 
of the tria~. In  this eonnection  there is  no  infcr~a­
tiorr of how  one is to delimit in detail tbose  inven-
tions. which·. by  their· nature must  be  st.:..bjected  to  t=ial 
in p.ublic:  .. 
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C  h  a  p  t  e  r  III 
The  International  Conventions  and  the  Discussions  on 
the  International  Level 
Article  11  of  the  Paris  Convention  is  the  cause  of 
nearly all countries  covered  by  this  st~dy recog-
nizing,  expressly or  implicitly,  that disclosure  of 
an  invention at an  exhibition  does  not  d~stroy its 
·novelty._  In  this part  a  more  detailed  descrip~icn is 
given  of the discussions  about  a  possible  improvement 
of  Art.  11  and  of  the various  attempts  at  introducing 
a  real  novelty  grace  period  into  the  Paris  Convention. 
Art.  ll is· the historical  s-carting  point  of  a  real 
novelty grace  period  prescribing  ~hat prior dis-
closures  by  the  inventor  before  a  ~atent a99lication 
is  filad  do  not  affect the  invention's ·~aten~ablli~y. 
Furthermore,  an  account  is given  of  the  othe~ inte=-
naticnal  patent  conventions  with  regard  to  no~-?re-
judicial  disclos~res 9ricr  to  filing of  a  pa~ar.~ 
application.  The  conventions  will  be  d~alt  wi~h 
chronologically according  to  their  year  of  ccncl~sic~. 
Finally,  WIPO's  Model  Law  for  Developing  Countries 
and  the  interim result of  the discussions  ~nder  ~~e 
auspices  of  AIPPI. 
The  Paris  Convention 
Protection of  Inventions  at  Exhibitions 
Art.  11  of  the  Par is  Convention  as  we.  .know  : t  tccay 
has  come  into existence  in  three  :-ounds. 
Art.  11(1)  prescribes  ~hat  "the  countries  of  ~he 
Union  shall,  in  conformity  with  t~eir 
lation,  grant  temporary  protection  to 
~  '  .  ~  . 
~cmes"':lC  .i.eg:s-
patentab.:.e 
inventions,  utility models,  industrial  designs,  and 
trademarks,  in  respect  of  goods  exhibited at offici3l or offic:ially recoqnized inte-rnational  ex..~ioition-s· 
he·ld  in  the territory o·f  any·  of ehem,.. 
'the· rule· of pro.tection at certain· internation-al 
exhi~it·ions. was amonq  the original  t9  articles. 
Si.nc:e then it was·  amend~d. in  19·00  and last in  1925 
when  paragraphs· 2  and  3  were added.  eowever,  Art.  ll 
was discus·sad again at the  :te~·ision· Conferences  in 
London.  193.4  and in Lisbon  1358 .. 
-A.l.ready  during- the preparations  for  the  ~ac:ue con-
ference the !nternat·ional. Sureau. realized that  A.r~  ..  ll 
on~y established. a  principle,  and that this  bei~q so 
the national. legislations of the member  States of  ~~e 
llnion diffa-red widely  from  one  an·other.  L"!  order  to 
improve this situation "a  la  ~o~s  comcll·~~~Q  ~~  i~-- .  ..  ....  .  •  "-1;..-.._......  .....  ....  ~  ... 
c:ertaine"  a  ~roposal was  made  ~rov:iding  ~ ce"'=ai!.sd 
regulation·  and  a  requirement of  observance cf  a 
formality  procedure  on  the 9art of  t~e  i~ventor.  ~~e 
proposal of  the !nteinational Bureau  had  be  worded 
,  ) 
a  •h.,- A  1-~,.  .... i  .J.  ,..._  •  .  - ;.. :..,  ~  41.  l.o  - s  ~...~.  _ e_  a_._ __ na~..  ... T..les.  _~,.  was  com.'Tton  -.o  ...... -m  .  ___ a_ 
~he exhibitions w-ere  to  be  ac·.rer-:ised ir: la  :?rcpr  ie-:~ 
!ndustrielle.  A  time-l~mi~ of  six mont~s !==m  ~~e 
opening of  t~e exhibition  was  to  be  applica=le,  anc 
the  inventor  should  have  a  cer~ifica~: 
exhibition to  be used  as  doc~en~ation vis-a-~is  :~e 
nationaL authorities  if  t~e  i~ventcr should  wan~  ........  _..,. 
invoke  this special  righ~ of 9rioricy.  ~~is 
procedure  was  not  adop~ec and  the  rasul~ o:  -~Q  -,.....~­ ._ ... .._  "'-..... 
ference  was  paragraphs  2  and  3  which  have  =~mai~ed 
h 
..  .  la)  •  .  ..  .  _  unc  angea  ever  s1nce.  however,  tne  acop~lon ct 
9aragraph  2,  lst sentence  was  essen~ial in  ~u:suance 
of  which  the  temporary  exhibicion  pro~ec~ion  dee~ nc~ 
extend  the  periods  of  9riori~y cf  Ar~.  4  of  ~he ?:=is 
Convention. 
At  the  London  conference  in  1934  i~  was  att:rnp~:d 
once  more  to  make  tbe  ds~ancs on  ~~e  ~atior.al 
legislations of  tne  member  Stat:s  oE  t~e Union  ~ore ' 
rigorous  to  improve  an  exhibition protection.  The 
proposal  of  the  International  Sureau had  been  con-
siderably simplified compared  with  the alternative 
proposals  of  1924,  but still it operated with  a 
notification to  the  International  Bureau  about 
official or officially recognized  international  exhi-
bitions  and  a  rule  about  the  filing  of  an  exhibition 
certificate possi"bly  together with  a  translation 
within  three  months  from  the  filing  of  an  application.· 
Opinions  varied,  however,  much  and  several  proposals 
3 )  .were  made,  but  none  was  adopted. 
The  Lisbon  conference  in  1958  did  not  succeed  in 
amending  Art.  11  either.  A majority4)  was  of  the 
opinion  that Art.  11  gives  the  inventor  a  false  im-
pression of  security and  thought  that Art.  11  ought 
to  be  left out  of  the  convention.  In  partic~lar,  t~e 
problems  were  concentrated  on  t~e definition of  t~e 
concepts  of  "·an  international exhibition"  and  of 
"temporary  protection"  including the  difficul-ci~s as 
to  the  proof  of  identity  ~etween the  ar~icla dis-
played  and  the  subject-matter of  t~e patent  later 
applied  for. 
The  reason  why  Art.  ll has  given  rise  to  so  ~any 
discussions  is  that  the  ~revision is  worded  vaguely 
in  several  respects.  The  member  States  of  ~he Union 
are  obliged  to grant  protection to  patentable  inv~n­
tions,  utility models,  i~dustrial designs  and  trade-
marks  in  respect  of  goods  exhibited at  cer~a:n 
exhibitions,  but  Art.  11  does  not  define  in detail 
the character  of  the  temporary  protection according 
to  national  legislation.  It is  possible  to grant  a 
kind  of  right  of  priority,  more  or  less  similar  to 
that  recognized  in  Art.  4  of  the  Paris  Conven~ion.
3 ) 
It may  also  be  a  provision  prescribing  that,  during 
a  certain  period,  such  exhibition will  not  destroy 
the  novelty  of  the  invention  and  ~hat the  ~erson who 
exhibits  the  invention also will  be  protected  aga1nst usurpation af ais: invention by  third persons.  ~ational  1o/ 
le~islation may  alsQ choose  to.  rec~c;nize- ehe  right. o·f 
prior: use in favour of -ehe  exhibitor as aqains-e 
possibl~ ~iqhts acquired by  ~~ird persons. 
The· exhibitions  in. question· are:- official or offic:i-
al.!y recognized in-eernational  ex.~ibi  tions.  Although 
tbis concept corresponds to  t.~·e definition  in  the 
C~nvention on  International Exhibitions  of  1928, 
ie canno~ be applied to the ?aris Convention  as 
·purpose of'  ~~e. two  conventions  is different ..  ;."l 
exhibition will be cons ide  red  to·  be  ''official.''  i: :. -: 
is organized by·  a  State or other public  aut.~or  i -::y. 
The concept of ••officially recognized"  covers  ~he 
fact tha·t· t!le  exhibi~.ion has  been  r:coc;riiz:d  as  sue!': 
by  a  State or other public  au~~ority~  T~e lack of  an 
unambiguous· definition  has  resulted  in  mos~ member 
States. of.  the  Onion  not  having  introduced  a  ?a:~J.C"..l­
lar system granting  ex..1.ibi -:ion  ~rotection as  ~~.:y co 
not  fee·l  obliged  t~ do  so  by  Art.  11.  Th~  ~c:s~ 
extensi~e system of  exhi~ition  ~rotec~ion a9pl:cao:e 
not only  ~o  inter~ational  ~xbibitions  be~ also  ~o 
national  e~~ibitions was  fo~~d in  Garmany  ~,~::  ~~= 
1981  Patents  Act. 
Noveltv Grace  Period 
aoth at the  London  and  the  Lisbon  confe=ance  ?ro;c-
sals  were  made  havi~g Eurther  ai~s  in  view  ~~an  j~s~· 
Oro .;-ec~ 1 ""~  •he  ; ~··=n~or  ~ ·n· o  a·;  -""'\ 1 :~ ys  ~..;  - ; ~~·~,..-;,..... ...  ._  w.  ... ~.-!~  t...•  .-46"~'--•.,  N,.  .....,:;,~..__.  ··~~  ..  ~  ..  ~~-•"-.-"-tttt~• 
prior  to  the  filing  of  a  pa-c.ent  a9plica~ion.  !n  1~3~ 
it was a  ~uestion of  an  I-talian  and  a  Ou~ch  """,..O"""CS;:a 1  :S)  :J•  :-'  ...... 
T!le  !tali  an  9r09osal  of  a  new  ar.o:ic!.e, Ar-:.  ll. ois;  ~  .. las· 
the  less  far-reachi~g as  ~he  novel~y grace  ~ericd 
9roposed  only  applied  to  9ublications  in  co~~unica­
tions or  ccllac~ions oE  an  academy  or  a  lear~ec 
society domiciled  in  a  member  Sta~s of  the  Union.i) 
The  Dutch  proposal  was  .. made  as  an  addi~ion to  Art.  4. 
The  novelty grace  ?eriod  should  c=ncern  all  kinds  o: 
' • 
~y 
industrial rights and  apply  to  communications  and 
publications  in  general  within  six  mont~s·prior to 
the  filing  of the rights,  provided  that  the  filing  had 
been  made  by  the  inventor  or the  applicant  and  that 
the holders  of  the  rights explicitly reserved  for 
themselves  the right of  protection.  The  reason  behi~d 
this  proposal  was  that the  requirement  of  the appli-
cant  filing  an  application  has  the  incontrovertible 
effect of  the  invention  being  disclosed  in  t~e appli-
cation  in  an  incomplete  state and  that  the  pcssibili~~ 
.of  improving  and  completing  the a9plication  during  ttE 
procedure  raises the  problem  whethe~ all the  elernen~s 
of  the  invention  belonged  to  the  contents  of  the 
application  as originally  filed.  Fur~her it was 
stressed that  the  proposed  provision  might  help  ~he 
authors  of  scientific discoveries  9ublishing  disse~­
tations  by  allowing  them  .respi~e to  for~ula~e a  pa~e~~ 
application.  At  the  same  cime  the  ?rovisicn  9rcpcsed 
was  intended  to  render Art.  ll  superfl~ous. 
None  of  the  pro9csals  was  subjected to a  :nore  detai:-ea 
discussion.  But  the  conference  ado9ted  a  resolution3; 
expressing  that it is  to  be  wished  that  ~atic~al 
legislations  introduce  provisions  gran~ing the  inve~­
tor  a  period  of  grace within  which  the  author's 
information  about  or  use  cf  the  invention  does  ~c~ 
exclude  a  later grant of  a  patent,  ncr  ca~ses the 
invalidity of  the  patent later applied  for. 
For  the  conference  in  Lisbon  in  1938  t~e  !~~=r~aticna: 
Bureau  submitted  a  proposal  for  the  i~troduction ~f a 
novelty grace  period  in  Art.  4,  letter J,  of  the 
Paris  Convention  as  9art  of  the official  ~rogramrne. 
~he prc9osa19 )  had  the  following  wordi~g: 
"1.  L 'octroi  d.' un  brevet  !"le  pourra 
.....  .:.--.o  .._  t- .....  -
refuse  pour  le motif  que  les  elements  de 
l'invention qui  fait  l'ooject de  la  dernande 
ont ete  divulgues  par  une  personne  autre 
que  l'inventeur  ou  son  representant  dans les  ~ix mots, precedant la demande. 
z_  Cette meme disposition sera. appll.cac:le 
lorsque· Ia di7Ulqation est  fai~ ~ar l'in-
venteur lui-meme  ou  son representant,  sous 
reserve des restrictions qui 9euvent etre 
imposees  S'ar  la.  legislation nationale  du 
pays dans  leque~ la  demand~ de  brevet est 
faite  ... 
Supportinq the proposal  the German  delegation,  how-
ever,  emphasized that independent disclc·sures  of  a 
third ~erson with the six months period should  ra~ain 
anti.c:ipatory.  A large. number  of cou.nt:ie·s dissociated 
themselves. unambiguously  from  a  novel.ty ;race· period, 
in particular,  referring· to the fact  ~~at ehe  ar~icle 
wouLd qive the inventor a  false feelinq of  securi~y 
and increase. the  legaL  insecurity of t.hi:d  personS·· 
as to  the state of the a:t  •.  That was  the case. of 
countries  like Selqium,  France,  !taly,  ~he Nether-
lands and Switzerland.  Several  of  them could  accep~ 
a  novelty grace  ~eriod covering  the cases  where  the 
publication of  a  third  9erson  is  the  conse~~ence cf 
an  abuse  in  relation to  the inventor,  whereas  ~hey 
were  opposed  to  a  grace  ~eriod wit~  =espec~  ~o  ~~e 
disclosures  of· the  inventor ..  This  90si  tion  ·Has  t!!a~ 
of among  others  Denmark,  Norway  and  Sweden.  !n  sci~= 
of the  fact that two  ~reposed amendments  tried  ~o 
make  allowance  for this  point:  of  view,  they  were  ~oo 
extensive as  regards  the question  of  antici~ation of  .. : 
third person's disclosure  in  relation 
and  thus  they  were  not adopted. 
The  Strasbour~ Convention 
The  Council  of  Euro9e  Convention  on  the  unifica~ion 
of  Certain ?oints of  Substan~ive Law  on  ?atents  Ear 
Invention of  November  27,  1963,  defines  t~e novelty 
concept  in  Art.  4.  The  convention  lays  down  a  conce~~ 
of  absolute  noveltv which  was  cuita  new  to  mcs~ a:  .  . 
the  member  countries  of  the Council  of  Euro9e  in  t~e 
...... 
• ..  . 
• 
CS  I  • 
1960'es·.  The  negociations  in  the  Council  of  Europe· 
about  that convention  took  place at  the. same  time 
as  the  negociations  in  Bruxelles 'concerning  a  Eurooear 
patent  system  for  the· Communi ties.  Thus  Art.  4 ( 4)  of 
the Strasbourg  Convention  like the  later European 
Patent  Convention  ope~ates with  a  rather  limited 
exception  from  the  requirement  of  absolute  novelty. 
Art.  4(4)  prescribes: 
"A patent shall  not  be  refused  or  held  invalid  by 
·virtue only of  the  fact that the  invention  was  made 
public,  within six months  preceding  the  filing  of  the 
application,  if the disclosure  was  due  to,  or  in 
consequence  of: 
(a)  an  evident  abuse  in  relation to.the ap9licant 
or his  legal  predecessor,  or 
(b)  the  fact  that  <:he  applicant. or  his  l-egal 
predecessor  has  displayed  the  invention at 
official,  or officially recognized,  international 
exhibitions  falling  within  the  terms  of  ~he Ccn-
vention  on  International  Exhi=itions  signed  a~ 
Paris  on  22nd  November  1928  ar.d  amended  on  lOt~ 
May  1948." 
Even  after  lengthy discussions  of  this question  t~ere 
was  no  wish  to  introduce  the  Ger~an rule,  nei~her  in 
Strasbourg  nor  in  Bruxelles.  The  concl~sion was  that 
the principal  idea  behind  a  novelty  grace  9eriod, 
i.e.  to  cover  the  inventor's disclosure of  his  inver.-
tion prior  to filing  a  patent  application  when  the 
disclosure  is  not  caused  by  any  abuse,  was  not 
accepted.  The  convention  admits  as  little immunity  as 
possible  not  to  induce  the  inventors  to  feel  free 
from  care with  regard  to  concealment  of  their  inven-
tions  prior  to  filing  a  patent  application.  The 
11 )  h  . 11  '  .  .  .  reason  was  t  at stl  tn1s  1mmun1ty  was  not 
generally  recognized at  an  international  level,  and 
thus  the  inventors  in  disclosing  inventions  prior  to 
the  filing  of  a  patent application  would  run  the  risk of  ~~e diselosure· constituting  antici~ation in  ~any 
other countries,.  and the possibility to  file an 
a·pp.~ication a·broacf  late~ would  be destroyed.  As  :o~g, 
as the idea of a  novelty qrace  ~eriod is not :e-
coqnized internationally a  novel~y q.race  ~eriod as· 
extensive as the one known  in Garmany  was  considered 
to· be a  <;ift of the Oanaides  to  the inventor.12)  !t 
has·  to: be  borne· in mind,  too,  that durinq  the  nego-
ciations about the Strasbourq Convention  in  the 
beginning of  the  l960'es  the Lisbon  Confer:nce  fo= 
·the Revision  of  the Paris  Convention  i~  1958  ~as no~ 
far away  r  and at  t..~e conference  ther·e- had been  an 
unambiguous  disso~iation from  a  novelty grace  pe:iod 
in  r·e-lation to the inventor's prior publ.ications. 
Accordinq to A:t.  ~(4)(a)  the early disclosure  is 
.not  anticipatory when i.t is due to an evident  abuse 
to  the detriment of the later applican~ or his 
suceessor in title.  The  elements  of the ac-:  of  e~;:cen~ 
abuse  have,  however,  not  been  =:alized when 
. . .  ..  a  -:nJ..=~ 
person  has  disclosed the  invention  wi~~  ~he  ac~iv~ 
consent of  ·t~e  inventor  or of  his  successor  in  ~it:~. 
!t is  t.1.us  required that  t.~e  in"len~or or his 
successor  in title has  done  everything  necessary  ~o 
keep  the  invention·secret  and  that the  third 9erscn 
has  communicated  his  knowledge  of  the  inven~ion  ~~ 
the  ~ublic or  in  a  way  which  offends  a  con~rac~~al 
or  legal obligation  towards  the  inventor or  his 
successor  in title. 
Art.  4(4}(b)  prescribing that the display of  t~e 
invention at official,  or officially recognized, 
international exhibitions  within  six  mcnt~s  ~rece­
ding  the  filing of  the  a;Jplication  is  no't  an'tici.;:a-
tory,  has  given  rise to  animated discussions  i~ 
Strasbourg  as  well  as  in  ar~xelles,  too.  Zn  ?ar~ic~­
lar,  these  disc~ssions
13 )  kep~  ra~u:ning to  ~~e 
question  to  which  extent  Art.  ll of  the  ?aris  Con-
ven~ion binds  the  member  States  of  che  Gnion.  The 
..  .. 
•  .  -- . 
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disagreement  did  not  concern  the fact that Art.  11 
of  the Paris  Convention  puts  the member .States  of  the 
Union  under  an  obligation to  grant  some ·kind  of  pro-
tection of  display at  international exhibitions,  it 
concerned. the question  which  type  of  international 
exhibitions  should  be  comprised  and  who  was  to 
determine whether  an  exhibition  can  be  recognized. 
So  it was  tried to  put  an  interpretation as  narrow 
as  possible on  the obligation of the  member  States 
of  the  Union  in Art.  11  of  the  Paris  Con~ention.  That 
·resulted  in  only  exhibitions  comprehended  by  the Con-
vention  on  International exhibitions  of  1928  being 
covered.  The  mentioned  convention  has  a  very  narrow 
definition.  In  spite of  the  fact  that German  quarters 
pointed out that  such  a  provision  could only  be  con-
sidered to  be  a  "confession with  the  mout~" to  the 
obligation  pursuan~ to Art.  11  of  the  Paris  Conven-
tion,  the other countries  maintained  their  conce9~ion, 
and  Art.  4(4)(b)  got  its present  wording. 
Art.  12(l)(b)  allows  each Contracting  ?ar~v  for  five 
years  starting  from  the  entry  into  force  of  t~e con-
vention  the  right  "to grant valid  patents  for  inven-
tions  disclosed within  six months  preceding  the  fili~g 
of  the  application,  either  apar~  from  ~he case 
referred to  in  paragraph  4(b)  of Article  4,  by  t~e 
inventor  himself,  or,  apart  from  t~e case  referred 
to  in  paragraph  4(a)  of Article  4,  by  a  third  party 
as  a  result of  information  derived  from  the  i~ver.tor". 
The  P~tent Coooeration  Treatv 
As  the ?atent Cooperation  Treaty,  the  PCT,  does  ~ot 
establish  an  int~rnational,  substantive  pa~ent  law 
system  substituting or  supplementing  the  national 
patent  law of the  participating countries,  it was net of 
immediate  importance at  the  genesis  of  the  treaty to 
consider  creating  a  novelty grace  provision.  The  PCT 
only  organizes  a  centralized  search  and  in  respect of certain  membe~ States also  a  oreliminarv examina- ..  ... 
tion. This  bein~ so  ~ regular  nov~l~y concep~ is not 
defined. in· the treaty-. 
!a consideration· of  the· car·ryinq through of  t..~e  inte~­
nationa~ search of  th~ International Searching  Au~ho-· 
r.ities Art.  15{~)  ~rescribes ~hat the International 
Searching Authority  shal~ endeavour  to discover  as 
much  of the relevant. prior art as  its· facilities per-
mit,  and shall,  in any  case,  consult the .documen-:.ati.cn 
·specified in the Regulations.  To  t.."lis  art·icl: Rule  3 3 
a.bout  Re~e.vant Prior ~t  for  the !nte:cnaticnal  Search 
·is added.  ReLevant prior art consists of everything 
;Which has  been  made  available to  ~~e oublic anvwhere  ..  . 
in the world by means  of written disclosu=e,  and  ~he 
International Searching Authority shall  men~ion any 
written diselosu.re which  refers to  an  oral disclosur-e, 
use,  exhibition,  or other means  whereby  ~~e  con~e~~s 
of the  writ~en disclosure were  made  available to  ~he 
public.  Further it applies  to  the  interna~icnal 
preliminary examination  tha~ a  claimed  inven~icn 
· sha~l be considered  novel  if it is  no~  anticipa~ed =v 
the  ~rior art as  defined  in  tbe  Regulations,  cf.  Ar~. 
33(2).  Rule  64  about ?rior Art  :or  !nterna~ional. ?~e­
limi.nary  Examination  as  far  as  it. goes  repeats  tb.a 
definition  in  Rule  33  about  ~rior art and  non-wri~~=n 
disclosures  .. 
In  t~e way  these  provisions  have  oeen  worded  i~  :s 
left to the designated Offices  with  respec~  ~o  ~hie~ 
the applicant wishes  to  proceed  wi~h the  inter~ational 
application to cecide whether  oral disclosure,  use, 
exhibition or other  non-written  means  having  takan 
place  before  the  filing cate of  ~he  i~ternational 
application, but  no~ recorded  in  writing  ~n~il 
later, i:nplies tbat  t~e inv·anticn  is  held  to  ~e com-
?rised  in  the state of  the  ar~,  and  thus  a  9a~:nt 
cannot  be  granted. 
..  .... 
•• .  ,.. 
91. 
According  to  the  PCT  every member  State may  decide 
for itself if  a  novelty grace  period  shall apply  and, 
if so,  a  country  is  free  to  set~le the further 
details.  The  same  applies  to  a  possible provision 
concerning  temporary  protection  in case of  a  dis9lay 
of  the  invention at an  exhibition prior to  the  filing 
of patent application. 
The  European  Patent Convention 
·rn Art.  55  of the  European  Patent Convention  Art. 
4(4)  of the  Strasbourg  Convention  recurs.  The  article~ 
correspond to  each other word  by  word  as  to  the 
measures: not  considered anticipatory.  Only  as 
regards  the wording  of  the time-limit  the articles 
differ.  In  the Minutes  of  the  Munich  Diplomatic  Con-
~  14)  .  ...  1  -.  d  -·  .  '  .~erence  lt lS  express  y  men~lone  ~nac a  pacer.c 
application of  a  third person  which  has  been  filed 
prior to the application of  the  rightful  inventor 
is  non-prejudicial to  ~ovelty whecher  t~e 13  mo~t~s 
publication of  the application  takes  place  less  ~han 
6  months  preceding  his  filing dace,  or  the  filing 
date  o~ the third  person  precedes  and his  ?atent 
application  is  published  later than  the  fili~g date 
of  the  rightful  inventor  and  thus  should  for~ state 
of  the art according  to Art.  54(3).  The  q~esticn if 
double  protection  is granted  to  the  same  invention 
depends  on  the  rightful  inventor  bringing.an  action 
about  the  right  to  the  invention  fer  which  a  9aten~ 
has  been  applied  for  in  the  first  ap9lication  and, 
on  which  of  the  possibilities  indicated  in  Art.  61 
he  chooses,  cf.  also  Rules  13-16~  Ho~~ver,  ~his 
question  concerns  the  right  to  the  invention  and  not 
the  novelty  provisions. 
Norway  and  Finland  proposed  that  the  exhibition  pro-
tection  should  be  extended  to cover international 
exhibitions  which  by  the  Government  of  the  coun~ry 
organizing  them  have  been  declared  to  be  exhibitions ta which the- provlsl.ons  about exhibition protec-eion 
ar•appllcaale  ..  The· proposal was. rejected. T!'le  im~or-tance 
of the European  Patent Convention  ~ot depar~inq f=om  · 
th~ St~asbourq Convention which had  already  been 
sLqned was  decisive,  even if it was  doubtfu~ whether 
exhibition protection was still appropria~e in modern 
times.  Exhibition protection pursuant  to Art.  53 
only·  app~ies i.f the· applicant when  filing the euro-
pean·  patent application states. that the  inven~ion has 
been  so displayed  and  files a  supporting.certi!icats 
·within the cresc=ibed  period.  Rule·  23  of  t.he  Con~ren- - . 
tio~ provides that  ~~e  applic~nt must,  within  :our 
.. 
months of the  filin~ of the patent application,  fila 
the mentioned  certificate~ !n addition to stating 
that the invention was  in  fact exhibited at the 
eL~ibition,  it. shall state the  opening date  of  ~he 
exhibition  and~. where  the  firs~ disclosure of  the 
invention did not coincide  wi~h the  opening  da~e of 
~~e exhibition,  ~,e  da~e of  the  first disclosure. 
The certificat·e must  be- accompanied  by  an  iden~ifi:a­
tion of the  invention,  duly  a~=nenticateci by  ~he 
aut~ority responsible  for  ~be  ~rotec~ion of  :~cus~=ia: 
~roper~y at· that  ex.hibi tion  .. 
Model  Law  for Develooina Countries  on  !~ve~~icns 
WI?O's  Model  taw  for  Developing  Countri:s  on  Inven-
tions  was  published  for  t~e  firs~  ti~e in  1963.  Sec-
tion  2  concerning  novelty  se~s out  t~e  requi=smen~ 
of absolute  novelty.  ~cwever,  an  i~ven~icn shoulc  ~c~ 
be  deemed  to  have  been  made  available  to  the  public 
solely by the  reason  of  the  tact that,  within  the 
9eriod of  six  mon~hs  9recedi~g the  filing of  t~e 
application  for  a  ~aten~,  the  invan~or or  ~is 
successor  in title has  exhibited it at an  official 
or officially recognized  interna~icnal  exhibi~ior.. 
The  exhibition  must  be  i~~erna~ional and  ei~~== 
official or officially recognized. 
.,  ... In  1979  a  revised  version  of  the  Model  Law  was 
published.  The  section concerning  novel~y·had under-
gone  certain changes,  not  as  far  as  the· principle 
of absolute  novelty  was  concerned,  but  in  introducing 
a  period of grace without  limiting it  to  cases 
of  display at an  official cr officially recognized 
international exhibition.  In  the  co~~entary on 
Section  114  it is said that theoretically,  univer-
sal  novelty  is  more  satisfactory since it corresponds 
to  the  very  concept  of  a  new  invention.  Sec.  114(3) 
·prescribes  that  a  disclosure to the  public  shall  no~ 
be  taken  into consideration if it occured within  one 
year  preceding  the  filing date  and  if it was  by  raasor. 
or  in  consequence  of  acts  committed  by  the applicant 
or his  predecessor  in title.  Paragraph  4  contains 
the  same  provision  for  cases  in  which  the  disclosur~ 
was  by  reason  or  in  consequence  of  an  abuse.  Neit~er 
the  preparatory works,.  nor  the  commentaries  to  Sec. 
114  explain the  extensions  in  relation to  ~he 1963 
Draft.  WIPC  informs  that the  wish  was  expressed  to 
introduce  a  novelty grace  ?eriod applicable  ~o  ~he 
early disclosures  of  the  inven~or himsel:  in  order 
to  protect  the  ignorant  inventor  who  !or  t~e first 
time  makes  an  invention.  No  empirical  examination  of 
the  need  of  such  a.  grace  period  preceded  the  adopticn 
of  the  amendment.  In  the  commentary  it is  stated: 
Such  a  period  of  grace  is  a  of  9articular  interest 
for  a  developing  country  since it is  not  always  to 
be  expected  that  the  nationals  of  such  countries  will 
be  fully aware  at the  time  of  making  an  invention  of 
the  importance  of  keeping  it secret until  a  9a~ent 
application  is  filed. 
The  Discussions  Under  the  Ausoices  of  AIPPI 
Although  the  discussions  about  an  internationally 
applicable  novelty  grace  period  failed  at  the  revisior 
of  the  Paris  Convention  in  Lisbon  in  1958,  the  idea 
of  this  is still alive. 15 )  For  the  purpose  of  the AI.PPr Conqress  in  auenos  Aires. in  1980  it had  been· 
decide~ the year before that a  ~eport from·  the 
respective national groups  should. be drawn  up  conc~rn­
inq question  75  of the workinq  proqramme of  AI:PP!: ·  · 
=rior discLosure and prior use cf the invention  by 
the· inventor. 
Prior to  ~~~ congress  a  report had.  been  ~resen~ad by 
2~ countries.16 )  They  shewed that  5  countries  (3el-
qium,  Finland,  France.,  the Netherlands  and  Sweden) 
.dissociated themselves  claarly  from  an  amendment:  of 
Art.  55  of the· European  2atent Convention  and 
froa the introduction of a  novelty qrace pericd 
app~cable to the inventor's own  prior disclosure  in~o 
the Paris Convention.,  too  ..  As  for  the  Oni ted  Kingdom 
opinions were divided.  Part of  t~e Sritish Group, 
Brazil.,  Spain  and  Israel •anted  a.  possible gra_cs 
period ·to  be  limited  to  covering  ac~s  for  t~e·;ur?csa 
of experiments and disclosures  in  connec~icn  wi~~ 
neqociations about exploitation of  the  i~vention. 
The  other countries  advccated~be  in~rociuc~icn ct a 
general novelty grace  9eriod  in~o  ~~e ?aris  Con~;~-
These  reports  and  the  disc~ssions  i~  3uenos  Ai:es  :~ 
1982  led to  the  adoption  of  a  :esolution  in  favou:  of 
the  introduction  and  reintroduction  respec~ively oi  a 
novelty grace period.  The  resolution :xpr~ssas ~~=  ~.v·: .st. 
that  the  g=acs  ~ericd shall  a~?lY co  all  =isclcs~::s, 
be  it a  written or oral  desc=i~~ion,  or  ~se  wi~~i~ 
six months  prior to  the  filing of  an  a9plication,  and, 
if a  priority has  been  claimed,  9rior to  the  fi~i~g 
of  t~e first  applica~ion,  cf.  Ar~.  4  of  t~e ?a:is. 
Convention.  The  grace  9eriod  shall a9ply  ~o  ~a~en~s, 
inventors'  certificates  and  utilicy models.  A!?P! 
recommended  a  provision  co  the  above-mentioned  ef::c~ 
introduced  in~o the  Paris  Convention  or  a  sa~ara~e 
interna~ional agreement  to  this  effec~.  The  in~er­
national  organization of  F!C~!,  too,  has  made  a 
...  -• 
resolution  in  favour  of  the  introduction  of  a  novelty 
grace  period  in  1981. 
In  the light of  these  resolutions it is part of  the 
1984/85  programme  of  the  International  (Paris)  Union 
for  the Protection of Industrial  Proper~y that  the 
International  Bureau will  prepare  a  study  on  the 
arguments  - for  and  against  - a  grace  period  and  on 
the question  of  the desirability of  a  uniform  solu-
tion.  The  study  was  due  in  March  198417 ) .and  a 
·first discussion  took  place  in  May  1984  in  the 
~ommittee of  Experts  on  the Grace  Period  for  Public 
Disclosure of  an  Invention.  The  International  Bureau 
considers it necessary and  also  justified to  find  a 
uniform  and  internationally viable  solution  providi~g 
for a general  grace  period, and it considers  t~e  ::1os~: 
desirable  form  of  achieving  such  harmonization  to  be 
the  conclusion of  an  international treaty which 
should  be  a  special  agreement  within the  framework 
of  Art.  19  of  the  Paris  Convention.  As  expec~ed  ~~e 
meeting  showed  that opinions  were  strongly divided, 
d  -+-h  c  .  - .....  ....  d  ·,..:;  .. lS)  -h  ....  an  ....  e  omm1 r:.tee  ot  ~xper  ~..s  ec1  ...... ea  ~.- ..  a~:  ._ne 
study  should  be  circulated to all member  States  of 
the  Paris  Union  and  to all  interested  intergover:1-
menta~ and  non-governmental  organizations,  giving 
them  an  opportunity  to  comment.  A  second  session  of 
the  Committee  will  be  convened  later with  the  pu=pose 
of  continuing  in  more  detail  the  consideration of  t~e 
questions  which  are the  subject  of  the  men~ioned 
study.  The  discussions  have  not  yet  r~ached a  s~age 
where  their  outcome  can  be  known  for  certain. 
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(3)  Each country may  requi~e,  as  proof of the 
identity of  t..~e  article exhibited and of the date 
of its introduc:tion  ':  such documentary  evidence  as 
it considers  necessary." 
·2~  Actes de  la  Confe~ence Reunie a Londres,  1934, 
ll· 16·1.. 
3~.  !.bi.d.l  p.  290-292. 
4.  Actes  de la Conference de ·Lisbonne,  1958,  p.  44i-
459. 
S.  Sodenhausen:  Guide to the  A~plication of  the  ?aris 
Convention,  1968,  p.  130-151. 
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1934.390. 
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11.  Denkschriften,  Strassburger  ?ate~~~be=aihko~T!en, 
Blatt 1976.339. 
12.  Pfanner  GRUR  Int.  1962.531. 
"~  Of  .,  'd  ,__2  ~~ ...  anner,  l.Ol  .·,  p.  ~~  . 
14.  M/PR/!,  goints  61-76. 
15.  See  for  instance  eamburger  GRUR  !nt.  1963.:89-193 
and  aoepffner  GRL~ !nt.  1973o3io-372. 
16.  A!PPI  Annuaire  1980/II,  p.  202-296  and  AI?P!., 
~~nua;~e 1°80/-IT  o  -4  --,  d  ~- ~.,  -- -.,  .i.  ...  ,  •  :::l  - :::l  an  o 1  •  ... 
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18.  See  W!PO  doc~~ent GP/CE/I/3,  da~ed Mav  ll,  ~984, 
paragraphs  70  to  72. 
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C  h  a·  p  t  e  r  IV 
Theoretical  Analysis  of  the  Problem  and  Assessment 
of  its  Importance 
During  the  many  years  of  discussion  about  a  novelty 
grace  rule at the  international  level and  in  the 
latest years,  especially in Germar.y, a number  of  argu-
ments  pro  and  con,  i.e.  advantages  and  d~sadvan~ages 
af  a  novelty  grace  period  have  been  prod~ced.  Befcre 
entering  into  a  further  debate  and  eval~ation of 
advantages  and  disadvantages1 )  the  hitherto adduced 
points  of  view  are  to  be  briefly  summarized: 
I  Enumeration  of  advantages 
1.  The  inventor  is  not  suf:i=iently  aquai~~ed  ;;1~~ 
patent  law  and  by  h.i.s  disclosure  he  thereby  causes 
an  unintentional  bar  to  t~e novelty  of  his  cwn  lat:r 
patent application.  Typically 
with  patent  law  occurs  in  the  form  of  cuidancs  ~v a  ,  ..,  -
patent  attorney at a  time  when  an  oral  or  w=it~en 
disclosure  of  the  invention  arread.y  has  <:aken  9lace. 
2.  The  inventor  does  not  realize  t~at a  cer~ain 
innovation  involves  a  sufficient  inventive  s~e9 or 
not  until  further  occ~pation with  the  9roolem  does 
he  unders~and that his  initial  t~ough~ l9ads  to  a 
patentable  solution  (in  particular,  9ublica~io~ of 
theoretical cognitions  which  have  not  yet  been 
apprehended  as  the  basis  of  a  later  invention). 
3.  The  inventor  needs  prac~ical testing  of  his  inven-
tion  which he, due  to  the  limited possibilities  of 
secrecy, cannot carry out  without  thereby  making  the 
invention  available  to  third  persons  (e.g.  a  snow 
plough,  agricultural  machinery  and  sports  equipment 
like  ski  bindings  and  wind  surfers). 4·.  Research workers.  have to exc:hanqe  information  · 
and. ta discuss· with co·lleagues  in order t:o  be  able  to 
estimate the results. of their  ~esea.rc!l and if necessa-
ry to let ~hem b~ verified through parallel experi-
ments. 
S~  Isolated inventors  and  small and medium-sized 
enterprises,  in particular  enterpr  is  as  in 
developinq countries, donot  have· the  oppor~uni~y 
safeguard sec=ecy. 
6· ..  Individual.. inventors and  small  and  medium-sized 
enterprises  need.  ass-istance ":Nith  const:uction or 
delivery of know-how  from  tbi=d  persons. 
7.  Despite diligence as  regards  measuras  to  secur• 
se~recy,  di.s·closures  made  by  a.  ~b.i:d  9erson  co  ~aka 
place,  traceable back to the  inventor,  without  such 
publications eonstitutinq an  abuse  within  ~~e  ~eaning 
of  Ar.~.  35(l)(a)  of  the  European  Patent Conventicn. 
a..  In order  to  obtain  a  good  9a-ten~,  an  i::ven~i.,=n  a-= 
~~e time of  filing  a  9atent application  ough~ to  =e 
under consideration  in  its most  comprehensive 
Without  a  novelty grace  ~revision the  ap9lican~s  a=~ 
forced  to  make  a  hasty·  fili~g of  a  ~atent  applica~ic~ 
when  suddenly  one  day  i~ turns  ou~ to  be  necessary 
due  to  negocia~ions with  a  ~hird  ~e~son or  due  ~o  ~~= 
inventor's  own  9ublicaticn. 
9 ..  The  requiremen'C  of  absolute  novelty  wi  <:!lou~  any· 
modifications  as  regards  prior  disclosure  by  th~ 
applicant  himself  forces  such  a9plican~s to fi:e  ~ 
~atent application  as  quickly  as  90ssible.  Therefor: 
a  novelty  grace  period will  im9ly  a  r:lief to  ~he 
9atent  aut~ori~ies and  to  the  ~sers  by  cr:a~ing a 
decline  in  the  number  of  printed,  unexamined  ~at:n~ 
applications  (Offenlegungsschrif~ert)  and  t~us  reduce 
the  flood  of  inforillation  material. 
..  ...  ' 10.  Spreading  of  the most  current technical  informa-
tion  is facilitated when  it is  not  necess~ry. to  take 
any  bar  to  novelty  caused  by  disclosure· into conside-
ration. 
11.  The  newest  results  of  research are often  for  the 
first time  published  in  lectures  and  articles  in 
periodicals  before  a  patenting  becomes  of  current 
interest. 
·12.  The  WIPO  Model  Law  for  Developing  Countries  pro-
vides  for  a  novelty grace  period  in  its Sec.  114, 
even with  a  time-limit of  12  months  in  stead of  one 
of  6  months  like  in earlier German  law,  and  a  novelty 
grace  period  has  been  introduced  into the  UPOV  Con-
vention. 
13.  The  making  of  contracts will  take  place  in  a 
better climate  because  the  mutual  distrus~ is  avoided 
which  otherwise will exist  between  the  9ar~ies uot 
knowing  if later they will  stand  oppcsi~e to  one 
another  in  an  opposition  procedure 
the validity of  the  patent. 
II  Enumeration  of  disadvantages 
lawsuit  about 
1.  The  principle of  absolute  novelty  is  fundamental. 
Orderly considerations dictate clear  rules  of  the 
decision  on  the  question  if  an  inven~ion fulfi:ls  ~he 
requirement  of  absolute  novelty  or  not. 
2.  The  inventor  shall  be  induced  to  file his  appli-
cation  as  soon  as  possible  because  of  the  general 
principle of  publication. 
3.  The  difficulties  in  proving  a  third person's 
alleged misappropriation  of  the  invention  may  be  verv 
considerable. 
4.  The  inventor  does  not  need  a  novelty  grace  9eriod because he  knows: the· effects of the requirement  of· 
absaLute  nove~ty~ 
S.  A  grace·  p~r~od may  imply  a  danger of falsa  securi~y 
of the inventor as  he  has  no protection against the 
di.sclqsures  and.  the filing of  a  9atent application 
o·f  an:  independent third 9erson. 
5.  Th.e  9ossi.bility to  apply  for a  patent abroad  may 
be.  lost (unless. the grace period is  '.lni versal  and 
·unifo·rm) .. 
7 ...  The.  leq·al.  insecurity· increases as  third ge!"sons 
become  doubtfu~ about the state of the art. 
8·.  Competitors  need to  k."'low  as  soon  as possible  if· a 
pro~uct on  the market  form  9art of  the state of  t~a 
art and with that may  be  copied,  or if 
t:.ection has  be.en  applied  for. 
a  oa-:ent  ..  . 
9.  As  a  matter of  princi~le a  novelty g=:ce  9erioc 
implies  a  temporal  ex~ension of  the  excl~sive  =i;~~ 
which causes  misgivings  from  a  social  -o; -- c- ...  ·  ~  4a ..  ~ "- vi-:w. 
III  Fllrther discuss ion of advantaces and disadvant:aces 
In  a  closer analysis of  the  enumerated  arg~men~s  ~~e 
need of  the different groups  of  9a~:nt  a99li=an~s and 
users  of the  patent  system  for  a.  r'lovel~y grace  ;:e=io'c 
is  to  be  examined.  Moreover,  it is  to  ~e examined  to 
what  extent the  ~resent 9atent  law  system  makas  allo-
wance  for  such  possible  needs,  and  if  ~hat is  not  t~e 
case,  how  any  such  needs  can  be  cover:c,  be 
(re-)introduction of  a  novelty grace  period 
i~ 
cr 
':jy 
in 
oe  some  other  way.  In this connection  it shall 
examined  hew  such  r~les fit  i~~o  c~e 9resent  ~aten~ 
,  ·  a  d  ·  _aw  sys~em.  y  so  Olng  it must  be  kep~  in  view  t~a~ 
Patent  Law  at a  na~ional level  as  well  as  at  a  global 
level  secures  and  is  t~e  ~ainstay of  righ~s of  very ,.. 
101. 
big  economic  and  social  importance, forwhich  reason 
heavy  demands  are  made  on  the  legal  sharpness  and 
practicability of  the  system.  Therefore  needs,  whethe! 
objective or personal,  which  are  justified only  in 
very  individual  considerations,  cannot  be  illade 
allowances  for without  further  proof, even if this 
in  the  individual  case  may  lead  to  situations  looked 
on  as  unjust. 
Below  some  circumstances  of  a  more  oersonal  nature 
·are  brought  up  for  discussion  (A).  Afterwards  circum-
stances of  a  more  objective  nature  are discussed  (E). 
The  division  is only of  a  matter  of  presentation, 
the circumstances  being often closely woven  together 
in  practice. 
A.  Personal  Circumstances  and  the  Like 
A.l.  Persons  Unfamiliar  with  the  Paten~ Law 
a.  It is often  argued  t~a~ individcal,  including 
completely  "private",  inventors  who  cannot  oe 
supposed  to  have  a  profound  knowledge· of  the  pa~:n~ 
law  system  run  the  risk of  suffering  a  irreparable 
loss  of  rights within  a  system  like  the  present  one, 
i.e.  a  system  havi~g a  Severe  requirement  Of  Obj~CtiVE 
novelty without  grace  9eriods.  Prior to  an  eval~a~icn 
of  the  need  of  this  group  of  9at~nt  applica~ts for 
special  rules  in  the  form  of  a  novelty  grace  ~rovi­
sion,  their connection  with  and  influence  on  innova-
tion  is to  be  outlined  in  a  social  connection.  From 
inventors'  quarters  it 1s  emphasized ·that  in  specific 
technical  fields  the  majority  of  all essential  inven-
tions  - namely  between  70  and  80%  - are  based  on  an 
idea  and  on  the  initiative of  one  person  and .on  t~e 
efforts  made  by  small  undertakings. 2)  It is  reported 
that most  important  inventions  these days  continue 
to  come  from  individual  inventors  and  small  firms 
whereas  the  majority  of  all  inventions,  whether  . si;nUic:ant or not,. arise in.  the· laboratories and 
de.ve-lopment  depa:c-:ments.  of  indust=y·_ 
rn·  t."le·.  trni~ed Ki.nqdom  it has.  been estimated that i:l 
l96a  some  30%  of  Onited·  Kingdom-originatinq ap9lica-
tions were· attributable to  9ri.vate  inventors. 3) Within 
~~e various parts of technology the importance of 
th~ independent  inventor varies.  Studies  show  that 
in chemicals,.  pharmaceuticals  and  some  fields  of 
electronics  t...~ey· do  not  seem  to  be  of  mu~!l  impcr'tance, 
-but they continue to patent on  a  consideracla seals 
in  enginee~ing and related fields.  Tbese  inventors 
.  . 
seem to concent:ate,  in  9  of  10  cases,  on  ideas  that 
lead ta new  and  improved  products  (as  opposed  to  new 
proces·ses.} ..  They are mainl.y  pre-occupied with  consu.l'!ler 
qoods.,  les·s  so  w-it.~  eapital goods  and vert little 
• 
wi~ indust:iaL materials. 
The 'srieish NationaL Research  Development  Coopera-
•  J  •  4)  .  h  .  .  .  ...  t.lon s  ex?~rJ.ence  Wl. t.  9r  l va  -:e  lnver.-:o:s  seems  ·.o 
be tbat only  an  extremely  small  n~~ber of  9rivate 
·~·ve~t;ons  -u.c·m;~-~d to  1··  a~~  wor~~  ~x~ 1 ~;·;~c  ._.._.,  ••  .-.  :a  ._.~.._.__  1...  ._.._  .._,._.  ....  t---.,.J~;.,~··_.  I 
either on  technical or  economic  grounds,  al~nough a 
~ery few  de  give rise to  radically  new  develo9men~s. 
In. its Annual  Report  for  1953-54  i ~ r..;as  said  ~!'lat 
outside the  field of  ligh~ engineering  and  i~st=~men~ 
manufacture,  the  isolated  individual  rarely a9pears 
to  have  any  serious ccnt:ibutions  to  ~ake  ~o  the 
advancement  of  technology.  Adducing  ~~a~ :or  i~s~anc: 
in  Germany  55~ of all applications  in  l9i~-i9  we~: 
submitted. by  t.be  almost  i1~ of  applicants  that  file 
bet•N"een  one  and  ten  (on  average  1, 6)  ;:a  ten-::  a9p·~·~=a.­
tions  a  year  does  not  prove  that  these  applica~io~s 
are  not  exactly the  ~ajori~y of  the  applic~tions 
which  do  not  lead  to  9atent.  This  can  be  cornpar:d 
with  th~ fact  that  in  1981  1.085  a~9licatior.s  i~ 
Denmark  were  filed  ~y Danish  nationals,  of  whic~, 
however,  518  did  not  live  to  see  the  day  of  t~e  18 
months-9ublication ..  A statistical survey  ~ade some 
·. 
'  to-'1/' /o? 
years  ago  within  the  Danish  Patent Office of  patent 
applications  filed  by  Danish  nationals within  one 
year  (approx.  aoo  applications)  showed  that  one  half 
had  been  filed  by  independent  inventors,  and  the  rest 
by  more  or  less medium-sized  firms.  An  overall  eval~a­
tion  is  t~at both  the  independent  inventor  and  the 
small  enterprises  probably  play only  a  complementary 
role compared with the in  vent  ions of the big enterprises. 
b.  The  particular  need  of  ~he  pe~sons  un~cquainted 
.with  patent  law  for  a  novelty grace  9rovision  was 
touched  upon  in  the official commentaries  to  the  Bill 
which  introduced  the  real  novelty grace  provisiori 
into  German  law  in  1936.  One  argument  out  of  three 
in  favour of  the  introduction of  the  mentioned  9rovi-
sion  referred  to  the  hardness  of  the  legisla~ion till 
then. on  unexperienced  inventors  in  that they  i~  igno-
rance  of  ~he law  publish  their  inventions  prior  to 
the filing of  a  patent application  and  in  so  doing 
forfeit the  prospec~ of  a  patent. 6}  This  argumen~ has 
later  been  followed  up  by  the  reflection that  ~he 
first  encoun~er of  the  individual  inven~or with  9ate~t 
law  in  the  form  of  guidance  by  a  pateDt  attorney 
typically occurs  at  a  time  when  an  oral  o=  written 
disclosure of  the  invention  already  has  taken  9lace,  -\ 
and  consequently  he  needs  a  novelty  grace  pe~iod. 
11 
These  arguments  appear  to  be  somewhat  d~bious as  the 
later is valid only  in  cases  where  the  disclosu=e  of 
the  ignorant  inventor  has  taken  place  withi~ the 
space  of  time  of  a  novelty  grace  provision  fixed  by 
the  legislation  in  question;  a  space  of  time  necessary 
for  reasons  of  legal  security.  The  former  argument  i~ 
its theoretical  consequence  should  lead  to  a  novel~y 
grace  period  of  a  quite  considerable  length  - pre-
sumably  often  of  several  years  - a  thing  which  is 
entirely unacceptable.  Reasons  of  legal  security  in 
this  connection are  the  possibility of  enterprises  to 
make  themselves  acquainted  with  existing  and  poten~ial 
rights  conferred  by  a  patent,  the  extent  of  such rights· and their dat·e. to avoid: initia.tinq an infringing  '" '( 
production  and with· it bus·iness· economical  inves"":.,en~s 
wttich later have  t:o  be qiven  up with  losses.  E1ist.or1~ 
cally  seen~ this should have incidentally led  ~o  ~he 
introduction o·f  a  novel~£ qrace period  in e. q.  F:-ance, 
havinq a.  ~articular reason  for tl:at,  as  an  absolute 
novelty requiremen'1:  existed t."lere  lonq  before  its 
i.at~od.uction into Garman  Law  in  1980.8)  As  far as  i~ 
is known  t.~ere has·,  however,  been  no  such wish.  !n 
=ranee where  a  particular need  for  9uttinq  new  li:e 
·into innovation  has  been  recognized,  ~~e  in~roduc~ion 
of a.  nove~ty grace: period has.  not been  included as 
part of the aumber of measures  planned to  improve  the 
cond.it.ions of the enterprises,  and  of the  scien-cists 
a.'ld  t.ha·  engineers workinq·  in R  &  0  de9ar--::nents  of  ':he 
productive sector.9)  Moreover,  t~~ing ~he  rela~ive 
novelty requirement  then  in  forca in  Ger~any in-co 
consideration,  considerably more  uncer~ai~ty could 
have  existed as  regards  the  novelty  c€  an  inven~ion 
in  a·s  much  as the- definition of  the  s-:ata of  tl"le  a:~ 
was  more  complex  and  thus  more  diffi~~l~ fo=  a  9e=scn 
ignorant of  9atants  to  survey. 
It is maintained that a  novel~y grace  ~eriod  fo·r  t~e 
benefit. of  t!le  pr~or  disclcsu:e  of  one•s·own  9rot:c~s 
the  ignorant inventor who  no  doubt  has  ~ace an  ~~v:n­
tion  but who  does  no-c  realize that it has  the  neces-
sary  novelty  and  involves  a  sufficient  inven~i7e  s~~9 
eo  comply  with  t~e legal  requi:emen~s of  9a~ent~­
bility.  Of  ccu:sa,  that could  be  ~he case  i~  a  g~v~n 
situation.  In  case of  any  rule  of  the  legal  syst:m, 
aiming at protecting the  individual  ignorant  9e~son, 
examples  where  the  rule  would  fulfil  its 9ur;cse· i~ 
a  given  case  can  oe  mentioned.  However,  t~a~ does  no~ 
; m"'"'lv  tha•  a  s!,:::  l. -l·  ~n- ~e~,.;  ~v; --s J·,,s-l·  ;~.  ~  ...,_  -~a-
-~  ~  ..  •  t..  ~  ....  ....  '- - lw  u.  - - .... - - .:::::  '- - '- J..  !  - •.  --:  -.. •  ·-
other opposite considerations  ~ust give  ~ay.  7o  ;a~s~~ 
authorities  and  9atent advisers  ma~ing  ~cvel~y 
searches  or  surveys  ot  the stat: of  t~e  ar~  in  connec-
tion  wi~h a  concret:  inven~ion,  the  case  of  inv~n~ors to) 
believing· that they  have  made  an  invention,  but  in 
reality the  invention  long  has  formed  part of  the 
1 0'  state of  the art,  occurs  far more  frequently.- '  It 
has  even  occurred  in  innovation  competitions  that 
the first prize  has  been  or  was  just about  to  be  giver. 
to  an  invention  which,  however,  on  going  over  the 
patent literature was  found  to  be  comprised  in  the 
state of  the art or  not  to  involve  an  inventive  step. 
On  judging  the  importance attributable to  the  fac~ 
.that an  inventor  is  ignorant  of  patent  law  it  mus~ 
form  part of  the  evaluation that  the  purchase  of  a 
annotated  edition  of  the  Patents  Act  is  a  most  modest 
expense  compared  with  the  expenditure  on  9urchase  of 
materials  and  various  apparatus  which  to the  privata 
inventor often  may  be  great  but  which  none  t~e  l~ss 
appear~ to  h~m.to be  inevitable  for  the development 
of  t~e invention.  Probably  ~he novelty  requir~men~ 
is  the  part of  patent  law  which  is  most  easy  to  ~~d:~­
stand  even  for  the  less  9rofessional. 
As  an  argument  in  favour  of  a  need  for  pro~ec~i~g a 
person  unfamiliar  with  paten~ law  by  means  of  a 
1  . 
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•  h  b  d11 )  t..  t  ' .  nove  ty grace  per1oa  1t ias  een  state  t~1a  t~e 
WIPO  Model  Law  for  Developing  Count=i:s  on  Inventions 
contains  a  9rovision  to  that effect  in  i~s  Sec.  1  l  .!  ... - -' 
even  providing  a  time-limit of  one  year  instead  of  6 
months  like  in  former  German  law,  and  that· a  novelty 
grace  period  has  been  introduced  into  the  UPOV  Cor.-
vention.  WI?O  has  explained  t~at no  empiric  investiga-
tions  of  the  need  made  the  basis  of  the  introduction 
of  a  novelty  grace  provision  into· the·Model  Law;  1~ 
was  only  a  case  of  meeting  a  wish  which  had  be~n 
expressed.  The  Model  Law  contains  only  not  binding 
recommendations  to  9rovisions  in  na~ional legislation 
and  not  internationally  binding  rules.  Sec.  114  has 
not  got  a  unanimously  positive  reception;  on  the  con-
trary  some  lawyers  have  rejected  it arguing  that it is 
1 ?  )  contrary to  fundamental  principles  of  Patent  Law.--SeveraL developinq countries have· amended thei: 
patent leqisLation· during  the: 19-70 'es.  Only  Sri  Lanka 
provides=- for a- novelty  gra·ce. period corresponding:. to 
that of the Model  taw.  !ran,  Mexico,  South Africa·and 
ThaL~and have·  amended their patent  le~islations in· 
19-72,  197S,.  197a and  1979- respectively,  and  none  of 
these countries- has  a.  rea~ nov·elty  grace· provision as 
t.~ey only  have.  a  rule of· the kind of tbe St.:asbourg 
Convention~ The  same  applies to tbe Agreement  Relating 
to the Creation of  an  African  !ntellectu~l  ?~operty 
.o·rqanization  (0A2!)  of  March  2,  1977  (net  ye~ entered 
into foree)  which  is to  replace  the Agreement.of 
Librevi~le of  September  13 ,.  19  6 2.  - On  t..."le  o-cher  hand 
the recentJ.y- pu.blished  Pa.tent  Law  of t!le  People's 
Republi~ of China of March  12,  1984,  contains·a 
nove-lty grace. ;leriod of six  mont.~s covering· (a} di  s-;:l.a~:o 
at an  inte~national  eL~ibition sponsor9d or  r~ccgnizeci 
by  the Chinese  Gover~ment,  (b)  ~ublication at· a  ?=a-
scribed academic or technological  rnee~ing and  (c} 
dis·elosure by  any  ~erson wit.hout  t!le consent of  the 
applicant,  cf.  Sec.  24. 
!n general  ie applies  ~hat if  i~ventors in  develcp~ng 
countries  due  to  lack of  knowledge  of  9a~an~  l:g~sla­
tion should  be  in  particular  need  of  a  novel:y  g:ace 
period,  this has  not  yet  been  realized or  mace  allow-
,.  b  -h  ·  - 'T'""- ..  ..  ·  •  t  -·  ·-'"='or·  ance  tor  y  ·- e~r governmen~..s.  _  .... e  :ac~..  ~:la  ....  "'le  '..J.  ". 
Convention  has  a  ~ovelty grace  9eriod  and  wakes  i~ 
90ssible to  test  new  strains  co~~ercially wi~hou~ 
impeding  pro~ec~ion does  not  9rcve  t~a~ a  ccrr:s~on-
ding  need  necessarily exist  wit~in 
It applies  to all  in~ellactual rights  tha~ the  ?ec~­
liarity of  each  i~dividual type  of  =ight  and  ~~e · 
social  interests  which  i~  is  to  consider  mus~ cetsr-
mine  the elaboration of  i~s specific  :sgula~ion :n 
detail. 
" A.2.  Small  and  Medium-sized  Enterorises 
a.  The  small and  medium-sized  enterprises are consi-
dered  to possess  the  biggest technical  potential  in 
Europe at present.  Studies13 )  have  shown  that within 
the technical  fields  where  small  ent~rprises work  the 
expenditure  on  R & D are  in  a  far  lower  degreee 
affected by  the  absence  of  patent  protection  than 
in  the fields  of  pharmaceuticals,  crop  chemicals, 
special  industrial chemicals,  heavy  industrial  9lant 
·and  automotive  components.  Of  course  this  may  be 
owing  to the  fact that the  smaller  firms  literally 
have  no  R  & D expenditure at all.  On  the other  hand 
one  should think that if a  firm  has  just  some  R  & D 
expenditure it would  be  more  strongly  connected  ·..;i~h 
the obtaining of  a  few  exclusive  rights.  The  greates~ 
problem of  the  "middle-class"  of  European  industry 
appears  to  be  lacking  consciousness  of  the  uti::za-
tion of  the  technical  information  contained  in  t~e 
patent literature.  Thus  the  newest  studies  show  t~a~ 
only  25%  of  the  enterprises  employing  less  than  SO 
persons  look  for  information  through  ~he 9atent 
•  4  ) 
literature,  in  the  research  phase  even  only  10%.~~ 
If only  the  above-mentioned  facts  are  taken  into  ccn-
sideration  in  the  evaluation  of  t~e  advan~ages of  a 
novelty grace  period,  the  introduction  of  such  a 
modification  of  the  concept  of  absolute  novelty  and 
the general publication  of  patent  applica"t:ions  18 
months  after  the  filing date  connected  with  it would 
only  further  complicate  the  possibilities of  these 
enterprises  to  form  a  realiable picture of  the  state 
of  the art at  a  given  time,  all  the  r:fo,re  so  as  i~  is 
assessed  that  90-95%  of  the  knowledge  con~ained ln 
patent publications  solely exists  there  and 
not  coexisting with  them  in  common  scientific and 
'  .  .,  .  d.  1  15) 
tecnn1ca~ per1o  1ca s. 
b.  The  need  of  the  small  and  medium-sized  firms  for 
a  novelty grace  period  is  latest seen  justified with the statement thatr- as opposed  to.  ehe  biq enterprisas, 
they ar~ not aola to take a  comprehensive 7iew of  · 
the· new  products and new  methods of  manufa~ur: wi~h­
out in doinq so·  aoandoninq pa:ct of their own  inven·-
tion·.16} !tis  correct  ~~at the medium-sized.  en~er­
prises. do·  not have- R  &- 0  d.epar-tments ..  !t is also 
correct· that they  do not have the pcssil:li!..i ty  to  k.ee? 
the work.  on  an  invention within  a  closed  depar"'=:nen~ 
or section to the same extent as.  the biq  fir!tt"S. 
·trsed as  a  justification of  a.  need of  a  novelty  g=ace 
period~ the argument is,  however,  false.  The  argument 
can justify an easier access to  ~~e  ~atent lit:ratu:e, 
perhaps established by  the  au~~ories and offering 
the purchase of expert knowledge of  how  to  find  the 
part of  t.~e patent literature- t,.hich  is  relevant  to 
the tecl'lnical  E  ie·ld of"  the  individual  t irm·  and  of 
expert knowledge  of  how  ~o read  and  to  estima~e  ~=e 
d  t  - t  .  ~  .  ~~  ocumen  s  rrom  a  pa  ent poJ.nt  o.  Vlew .  .~. ... e  ex;er~ 
knowledge  in question  is to  ~e found  wi~hin  ~~e  9a~:c~  . -\ 
authorities,  and  during  recen-:  years  se~1eral of <:hem,;,./·' 
have  syste.rnat:ized  tl'l.e  granting  of  suc!l  techncl~g  i =a.: 
information· service as  ~art of  t..'1e  ac-:i~Ji  ~ies of 
national  ~atent offices  in  t!'le  future,  ;:oss.i~ly  . 
replacing  doc:umen-cation  depar-tments within t:te  : i=:ns 
themselves. 
Owing  to  the lack of  own  R  & D department  ~~e small · 
and  medi~-sized enterprises  9ar~ic~larly need  ~o  ge~ 
assistance with  cons~ruc~icn or delivery of  ~~cw-how 
F  ... h .  d  lS )  ""h  .,. .  1  .  ... .  .  _rom  ~-~r  persons.  ..e  essen~J.a  ln  ~~~s connec-
tion  is the  necessity  eo  test the  invention. fur-:he:-
prior to -the  filing of  a  patent  application,  :~e 
showing  of  the  invention  ~o  ~o~antial licencees  and 
the  finishing  of  9ar~icular 9arts  :or a  9rctoty;e, 
all being  instances  at which  a  third  9erson  ~us~ be 
involved  in  a  sphere  of  confidence.  Sta~ing  ~~at 
these  circumstances  by  ~hemselves should  r;nde:  a 
novelty  grace  ?eriod  necessary  is  a  90int  of  view 
Jl "  ..... 
.. 
which  in  some  degree  fails  to  see that  in  those  cases 
where  an  oral or written  agreement  about_ exchange  of 
ideas of  inventions  for  the receipt of  know-how  must 
exist,  both contracting parties  have  a  common  interes~ 
in  secrecy.  To many testings it will apply that the inven· 
tions  being  tested are  unfin.ished and therefore  cannot 
be  copied yet.  The  situation of  an  invention  being  in 
preparation  and  having  to  be  shown  to  a  third  person 
does  not  necessarily  imply  that the  invention  has  beer 
made  available to  the  public  and  with that  has  lost 
·its novelty.  The  problem  to  the  inventor will  rather 
be-that the third person  takes  possession  of  the 
invention  and  files  a  patent application  before  the 
inventor  does ..  Such  conflicts  cannot  be  set  r i.;ht  by 
a  novelty grace  provision.  The  legal  system  ra~her 
has  to  induce  a  prompt  filing  and  with  that  sec~ri~g 
of  evidence.  That  does  not  excl~de  t~at  ~here may  be 
cause  to contemplate  a  more  fl:xible  system  of  going 
through  with  a  claim of  assignment  of  the  right  ~o 
the  grant of  the  patent.  Add  to  this  t~a~ i: the 
taking  possession  of  the  invention  and  the  su=seque~~ 
filing  of  a  patent  application  or  publication  o:  ~~e 
invention  by  a  third  person,  prior  to  t~e filing  made 
by  the  inventor,  ·are  manifestations  of  evicen~  ab~se, 
such  acts are  covered  by  the  national  ?revisions 
corresponding  to Art.  4(4)(a)  of  t~e Strasbourg  Con-
vention.  Then  the  problem  is  reduced  to  the  ques~ion 
whether  these  provisions  are  suitable,  cf:  on  this 
,  1  oe  .... ow . 
A.3.  Research  Workers 
a.  The  importance  of  research  to  the  :ur~her develop-
ment  of  society  is  well-known.  Prior  to  an  evaluation 
of  the question  if the  specific circumstances  and 
conditions  of  research  prove  a  need  of  a  novelty 
grace  period  in  the  patent  legislation its social 
position within  the  technological  innovation  is  to 
be  clarified. Research takes  ~lace both within the  priva~e framework  /10 
and  wi~hLri·  ~~e oublic framework- Wi~~irr t~e  ~ubli~  .  . 
seetor research is carried out  par~Ly at  universi~ies· 
and  instLtutes of higher education,  ~artly inside·. 
other pub·lic- institutions  ..  In  !taly and  t!le  Nether·-
1ands·19)  the  tota~ ex~ensea for  research  distri~ute 
themselves as  fo~ows! one  ha~f is usad within  the 
private firms  and  ~~e institutes connected with  ~hem, 
the other half distribute itself fairlv even  between  ... 
instLtutions. of higher education and  oth~r public 
. institutions..  In Denmark the picture is a·l.mcst the  same  .. 
~n. France and Germany  private industry. aceoun-cs Eor 60 
and  65%  respectively,  but the distribution between ~he 
twa main  groups of the public sector  in  general. is 
even like in the other countries.  On  average  the 
pubLi~ appropriations  in the  EEC  Member  Coun~ries · 
towards  research  in  the  l~70'es made  up  approximately 
1%  of the qross  national 9roduct.  In  the  whole  of  the 
Common  Market  countries ·the public  e~enses :o.r  mili-
tary research amounted to 25\ of the total pu.Olic expenses 
for  research.  The total expenses of the private .incust=y 
and the State for  research  and  C.evelopment ·in. l9i7 
made  up  1,8%  of the gross  na~ional  produc~ in !rancs, 
2,1%  in  Germany,  2,0%  in the  Netherlands  and  l,G%  i~ 
Denmark.  In  the  same  year  the  public  appropria~ions 
accounted  for  1,06%,  1,07%,  0,99%  and  0,61~ re-
spectively  in the countries  in  ~~estion. 
It could  be  tried to classify  t~e expenses  for 
~esearch referred  ~o above  into  a.number  of  !ields 
of  research,  for  instance  nat~ral science,  medicine 
and  technical  science,  and  af~erNards it could  oe 
tried via  the  in~ernational  paten~ classification  ~o 
measure  the  in~ensity of  paten~i~g withi~ each  of 
the  fields.  From  the available  figures,  however, 
any  marked  congruence  cannot  be  demcnstra~ec indica-
ting _that  the  research  results  in  applying  for  ~a~en~ 
9ro~ection.  However,  wichin  the  technical  fields  of 
which  it is  known  that  many  enterprises  have  con-.. 
J  J I  . 
siderable expenses  for  research  and  development,  the 
research  effort· results in a.  high activity· of  patent-
ing.  This  corresponds with  the opinion  of  the  branche~ 
of  private· industry on the quest~on to which  extent  the 
possibility of  achieving patent  protection  can  be 
considered to  influence the  R  & D expenditure.  Thus 
a  study20 )  has  shown  that the areas  substantially 
affected were  pharmaceuticals,  in  which  it was  judged 
that approximately  two-thirds  of  R  & D was  so  depen-
dent,  and  other  finished  and  speciality  ~hemicals, 
.in which  about  a  quarter of  R  & D was  dependent  on 
patents.  By  contrast,  basic chemicals,  plant, ·machine-
ry  and  equipment  and  components  and  rnaterials-~ere 
thought to  be  only marginally affected  and  electrical 
engineering  hardly at all. 
b.  The conditions  of carrying out  research differs 
a  lot depending  on  whether  it takes place  in  the 
enterprises or  in tne  9ublic  sec~or.  Within the la-:te!' 
framework  the  surroundings  are open -especially in t:he 
case of the part (one half) which is closely bound· up wi  -:~ 
education  as  it is  carried  out  at universites  and  in 
other  institutes of  higher  education.· Inside  the 
individual  firms  and  mutually  among  them  a  high 
degree  of  secrecy exists.  This  is due  to  t~e fact 
that as  regards  research  within  the  public  sector  in 
the  fields  of  the  exact  sciences  a  considerable 
proportion  is  to  be  characterized as  basic  research, 
whereas  research  and  development  in  private  industry 
is  more  oriented  towards  use  and  products . 
The  opinion  has  been  advanced  that  the  research  may 
be  strengthened  by  enclosing  scientific research 
achievements  in  the  patent  protection  - not  only  by 
an  extension  of  the definition of t:he patentable inve~­
tions to cover such achievements, but also  by introducing 
a  novelty grace  period  - preferably universally 
recognized. 21 )  The  concept  of  absolute  novel~y is 
mentioned  to  be  unbearable  to scientists.  3oth  t~e research: and its practitioners personally and  t·he ·  )I "Y" 
9'.eneral  ~u.blic: have an  important interest in having 
new  knowledqe- published· as soon  as  poss.ible.  Therefor: 
a  aov~lty qrace period. is necessary  in order  to  avoid 
losinq·  the  ~ossi.bili:ty of later patenting. 
The:·  concepts  "research"  and  "resea;:-ch workers''  are 
used in the argumentation  in  favou:c- of a  novelty 
qrace· period without  a  more  9recise defining.  It is 
true that th.e  process  of  innovation  is  d·~vided  U;J  in 
. research,  development and  use.,  and  ":-esearch"  covers 
both basic research and. applied  research. 22)  Sut 
neither the scien-eific cognitions  nor  the  cognitions 
easily applied. are.  patentable~  according to  presen-c· 
la~ as they la.c:k  industrial applicability.  ~-v·en  i.f 
they were  imagined to  be  ~atentaole inventions, 
sepa.rately  viewe~, this does  not cal!.  fer  tbe  neces-
sity of  a  novelty grac.e  ~eriod to  the benefit ·of  t~e 
prior  disclosure·  by  the  researc~ worker  himself. 
In  this connection  t.he  distinction  bet·N'een  a  ci.scc~.tsr:' 
and  an  invention  mus~ be  bor~e in  mi~d and  !~at  ~~e 
exclusive iight of  the  invention  in  ~~e  for~ of  9a~=~~ 
rights  limited in  time  is  not  principally  mean~  t~ 
pay  the scientific cognition.  Summing  up,  the  t;v·c 
concepts  may  be  definedZJ)  as  follows:  Disccve~ias 
are findings  or  cogni~ions of  hithe:to  unk~own,  ~u~ 
objective regularities,  effective cohesions,  cha-
racters or  occur~ences already.9resent  i~  nat~re. 
Inventions,  on  the other  hand,, are  t~e 9Ur?cse-di-
rected solutions  to  a  9artic~lar  ~roblsm by  ~=chnica: 
means.  ~~ invention  contains  an  ·ins~ruction to  a 
change or  an  influence of  na~ure and  lsads  ~o  t~e 
satisfaction of  a  social  need.  Patent  law  9ro~ec~s 
the  transformation  of  the sci:ntific cognition  to 
technical  products  and  ~rocesses which  ar:  suscs9~:~l~ 
of  industrial  application.  The  exclusi7e  right  limits~ 
in  time is  meant to  safeguard  and  encourage  the 
business  and  commercial  effor~s on  which  e.g.  the 
extensive  use  of  t~e 9roduct  in  society  is  de9endi~;. 
.• ..  lit 
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The  last-named  aspect  plays  an  essential part,  and  in 
its absence  the  patent  owner's  benefit _of  hi~ patent 
may  be  spoiled  - irrespective of  the original,  ~sef~l 
scientific cognition  and  the  later usable  invention. 
When  evaluating  the  needs  of the  research workers, 
their connection with  and  importance  to  the  patent 
system,  it must  be  borne  in  mind  that  a  sulJstantial 
part  of  the  research  is  ~asic research.  As  far  as 
that part  is  concerned  there  is  general  ~greement  i~ 
.the western  part of  the  world  to date that  basic 
research shall  be  common  property  and  shall  not 
justify exclusive  rights of  a  certain duration.  From 
a  historical  point of  view  this  understanding  is 
probably connected with  the  fact  that  basic  research 
demands  immensely  heavy  expenses  and  consequently  i-: 
is  most  often carried out within  the  framework  of 
the  public authorities.· Moreover,  this  1.1nders-:andi:1g 
is  probably  connected  wi~h the  fact  that  exclusive 
rights  in  this  relation  ~auld totally paralyse  grow~h 
of  society.  P~blications of  research  resul~s  ach~eved 
by  basic  research  normally  do  net  exclude  the  possi-
bility of  later patenting as  the  application  of  t~e 
new  cognition  has  then  been  transformed  in~o an 
invention.  The  invention  has  of  course  to  i~volve ar. 
inventive step, having  regard  to  the  state of  ":he  a:-t, 
but  normally  this  requirernen~  is  satisfied  by  the 
very  transformation  into  usable  technology.  In  t~e 
few  cases  where  it is  arguable  that  a  scienti:ic 
article containing  basic  research  discloses  actual 
technology,  and where it is  thus  di ff icul  t  to  show  the 
necessary  inventive  step of  the  invention  :or which 
a  patent  is  ap9lied  for  later  in  relation  to  the 
prior publication,  still the  possibility of  getti~g 
a  patent  for  a  way  of  carrying  out  the  invention 
is  offered.  A patent  of  this  kind  may  give 
quite  a  good  protection  in  relation  to  third  persons. 
The  anticipatory  publications  made  by  other  parts 
of  the  research circles must  be  of  minor  importance, 
cf.  above.  Studies  have  shown  that  90-95%  of the tedlnieal knowledge contained  .. in  pa1:ent 
speeifieations. exist·s only  there: and.  is earlier 
~ublished there than in the technical  periodicals~ 
- The novelty grace· provision  exis~inq in Germany 
until 1980  was  limited to  6  months,whereas  the  W!PC 
Model  Law  foresees  a  limit of one  year.  None.of  these 
provisions appear  to  be  able to satify the  alleged 
need of  the· research havitlg·  in  mind  that.  mos~ 
.f=equently ccnsideraoly more  than  12  mon~hs have  ~o 
~ass from  the scientific basic  cogn~~ion to  i~s 
transfer· into an  industrial applicable· invention  for 
which a  patent can  applied for. 
GeneraL social considerations  for  certain croucs  of  ...  . 
~ersons-, e.g.  research worke_rs,  do  no~ in , t.hemsel  ~J·:s 
seem  to document  that tbe encouragement of  =:sea:c~, 
development  of  new  products  and  innovation  is 
favourably  influenced  by  a  novelty grace  pericd  i~ 
a  very high  degree~  Other  factors  appear  ~o  a  far 
g·:reater.  extent to  oe  crucial to  t!le  t:c!'lnclog  ic:a.:. 
developmen~~  no~ably an  ex~ended usa  of  ~~e  ~a~en~ 
literature and  a  changed  structure of  ~he  i~~=~p~ay 
between  publicly  financed  research  and  l:!CUS"try. 
3.  Obiec~ive Circ~s~ances 
B.l.  The  Problem  of T:stinc  ~~e  !~v~nticr. 
!n grinciple,  ~he need  of  tes"ting  an  i~ven~ion is 
t~e same  for  any  inventor.  Ecwever,  in  9ractice  .. 
differences  exist as  regards  t~e  tes~  facili~ias, 
be~ween  t~e big  en~erprise and  ~~e  ~riva~e  inven~~=· 
The  admission  of  testing  ~~ithou~ loss  of  t~e  ~ove~:y 
of  ~he  inven~ion is  deoendina  on  .  . 
preta-cion  of  the  conce9t  ''made  a~tailabl~ -:o  ~~e 
public".  The  character of  the  inven~ion  ~lays an 
essen~ial  ~ole  in  this  connec~ion.  ?rocesses  ~e~ se 
•• r 
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are easier to hide,  certain  inventions  like  for 
instance crane constructions  and  wind  sur!ers  cannot 
very well  be  tested secretly and  at  ~he-same time 
under  realistic circumstances.  In  general  it applies 
that the more  narrow  the concept  "made  available  to 
the  public"  is·  interpreted,  the  less  is  the  need  of 
.  . 
a  novelty grace  provision.  If the  acts  allowed  in 
connection with  the  testing of  the  invention  - wi~h­
out  loss of  novelty  - correspond  to  the acts  needed 
in  practical life,  the  problem  of  the  pr~or  ~ublica-
.tion  and  use  by  the  inventor  cons~ituting a  ~ovelty 
bar  is marginal. 
When  arguing  in  favour  of  the  need  of  a  novelty 
grace  period it is statea25 )  that the  absolute 
novelty criterion does not  laave  the  private  in~,i'e!'1tcr 
sufficient possibility of  testing  and  presentation. 
Besides,  it  ~s  emphasized  that  a  novelty  grace  period 
is  reasonable  because  cases  exist where  a  9resenta-
tion  and  a  testing  not  only discloses  the  technica: 
advantages,  but  also  the  economic  value  of  ~~a 
invention.  So  t~e testing  may  influence the  decision 
whether it makes  sense at all to  file  a  pa~en~ 
1 .  .  26)  app  1cat1on. 
The  concept  "made  available  to  the  public"  is  norrnally 
understood to mean that the invention has been described c: 
used in a wa·y  making  ~ t  possible to a larger or indefinite 
number  of  people  to  learn  about  it whereby  a  person 
skilled  in  t.he  art may  be  able  to  wo_rk  ":he  i:1ven-:i-:)n. 
In  case of  presentation  and  testing, the recognized 
modifications of the requirement: of absolute  nove2  .  .-'=~i  are 
of  particular  interest,  i.e. the aspect  t~at an  in~  .. :-en-
tion  has  not  been  made  available  to  ~he 9ublic  when 
it was  only  made  available  to  a  number  of  9ersons 
having  special  relations to  the  inventor  or  ~je 
patent  applican~ even  if the  number  as  such  be 
indefinite.  The  special  relations  exist  when  the 
invention  has  been  disclosed  only  to  the  collabora-
tors  of  the  inventor,  the  employees  in  the  enter~rise wher~ the eestinq is carried out,  or to specifie 
persons to  whom  the inventor· may  turn  wit~ a  view  to 
sel~in~ and  financin~ the invention.  Normally  in  su~h 
cases the:  invento.r,  tacitly or  explici~ly,  has  impos~d 
an·  obliqation of secrecy upon  t."le  persons  invol  ~ted·. 
Testinqs and experiments. a:e  pa;tic~la:ly ~roolematic 
when  the invention concerns  such  mechanical uni  'CS whose 
construction and application. at once  make  themselves 
known  throuqh ordinary observation  and  photographing, 
e.q.  a  snow  plouqh  or· a  crane  const~uc~ion.  ae=a  t~e 
·nature of the  invention  implies that it may  become 
obvious. to persons without any special  r~1..ations ~~-::.he 
inventor who  witness the experiment unintentionally 
or d~liberately.  When  evaluating the  need  of  a  novelty 
grace period it must-be pointed cut  ~hat  ~hese  inver.-
tions form  a  very modest part of all inventions,  a~d 
that a  somewhat. narrower  rule  might  be  adequa-ca.  t.sgal. 
.  '~'  usage  in  France  and  in  the  Scandinavian count:ies-·' 
has thus  established that  such disclosures  do  no~ con-
stitute a  bar· to  novelty given  t~.vo  concii-::ions.  Fi=s-t, 
when  it is not  too  ~uch trouble  ~o take  s~a9s to  ?=:-
vent or to  ;ublic 
learn about  ~he  cons~ruction in  ques~ion,  t~a~  ~he 
inventor  not  or  iousl.y  takes ·such  s~:9s.  Se:condl.y,  ~.ha-: 
the testing  is  not  carried  ou~ Eor  a  longer  9eriod 
of time or to  a  larger  ex~ent than  reasonable  havi~g 
regard  to :he nature of  ~he invention. 
The  9 res  en  c e of the  rne n  t  ion  ed  c cr.  d i -: i c  ~  s  i. :1  or  :::: :-
avoid  public  experi~ents and  tes~s  laad~:lg 
loss  of  the  novelty  of  the  invention  is  a  mat~er cf 
evidence,  and  a  concre~e  judgement  has  ~o  ~e  ~ade 
in  each  individual case.  When  i~  is  illai:l-::i~ed  i~ 
Germany  that  is was  a  bad  idea  to  abolish  ~~e  ~ove:~y 
grace  provision  of  the  former  Ac~,  Sec.  2, 
tence~ and. this 90inc  of  view  is  mociva~ed  ~y  sayi~g 
t~at  prac~ical life is  not  of:ered  suffician~ 
chances-._ of  testing  inventions,  it has  to  be  borne  i:l 
mind  that  the  concept  "made  available  -:o  che  ~~blic" 
under  a  sys~em of  a  novelty  grace  ~eriod  ~asily 
li  -: • 
becomes  more  harshly managed.  The  view will  be  that 
the  novelty grace  period  is exactly  me~nt to  allow 
for  such  considerations and  there will ·be  no  reason 
to  interpret the provision  and  its time  limit  more 
widely.  The  reflection of  the  patent authorities  and 
the courts will  be  that  the  leaislator has  made  uc 
~  . 
his  mind  about  the  problems of testing versus novel  r:.y. 
It is still too early to  decide  whether  the  fact 
that  a  novelty grace  period  no  longer exists  in 
Germany  has  resulted  in  the  courts  now  accepting  more 
acts  as  experiments  and  the  like not  implying  ~hat 
the  invention  has  been  made  available to  the  public. 
Still an  aspect  has  to  be  taken  into consideration. 
As  long  as  a  novelty  grace  provision  providing  fer  a 
time  limit -·be it of  6  o~ 12  months,  or  whatever 
one  could-imagine~ the question  will  continue  to 
exist which  acts  of  description  or  of  use  a~e con-
sidered to  i~ply that  the  invention  has  been  made 
available to  the  public.  It is  only  a  question  of 
moving  the  problem  for  instance  6  or  l2  monr:.~s.  Nor 
will the  mentioned difficulties of  evidence  be 
removed.  In  this  connection  reference. may  ~e made 
to  the doctrine  of  experimenr:.al  use  in  .~erican  law 
as  a  limitation of  the grace  period  in  Sec.  l02(Q). 
The  conclusion of  the deliberations  contai~ed in 
this part  is  that it might  be  contemplated  to  supple-
ment  the  abuse  clause  of  Art.  4(4)(a)  of  the  St=as-
bourg  Convention  with  an  explicit provision  allow~ng 
some  testings, provided certain specified  steps  ha~e 
been  taken  and  provided  that  a  patent· is applied  ~or 
within  certain  time  limits.  3y  that  a  cer~ain 
security would  be  created  making  necsssa=y  testings 
safe.  However,  it must  be  admitted  tha~  sue~ an 
initiative will  neither  change  the  need  of  a  conc=e~e 
judgement  of  the  individual  case,  nor  the  fact  that 
to  the  inventor  the  outcome  is  depending  on  the 
extent  to  which  he  has  secured  evidence  for  himself. Whe~ ~valuatinq which experiments and  testi~gs de  Ji1 
leqe ferenda. ouqht. to  be  allowed wi.t:hout  loss of  t~e 
novelty of·  the.  inve.ntion,. a  distin~ion has. to  be 
made  between· trials. of  actual~y  ~eady developed 
technical teachinqs and trials the purpose· of which 
is t:o  find ou.t  the teach·L.,gs of  the· technical  ac~.  2 8 ) 
!n the part be.low.  a  further accoun-:  is given of  tbe 
doctrine  about  the finished  in~1'ention  . 
.  S.2.  The Doctrine of  the Finishina of  !~ven~ions 
A  number  of·  circumstances  halle  been.  referr9d  to  in 
support. of the  ~iew that the_  requirement  of  absol~te 
novelt:"f  in  ~resent leqisla.tion ought  to  be  modified 
by  a  novelty  g:r:ace  period.  eowever,  these  c irc::..-n- · 
stances. were never  up till now  relat:d to,  and  ~y 
that,  corrected with  reqard  to  the doctrine cf  t~e 
finishinq of inventions.  The  doc~ri~e of  ~he !inished 
invention  has  two  aspects  as  it a;:rplies  ~ot~  ~o 
the def  ini  ~ion of  the concept of  "i  n·~,lent:. on 
1
'  anc  ~o 
the  deter~ination of  ~~e area  of  an~ici~a~ion  exc~~­
cinq the  pa~entability of  the  inven~:or.. 
The  arguments  in  favour  of  the  necessity of  having  a 
novelty grace period  have  been  ~he  Eollowing:  Of~~n 
the  inventor coes  not  know  that  he  has  mads  an  i~ve~­
eion,  that,  without  a  grace  9eriod,  t~e  inven~ors 
have  to  file  paten~  applica~ions  bei~g ;u::ly  s9ec~- · 
lative and  without  the  necessary  ~ssti~g anc  ma~~=ing 
of  the  invention  if thev co  not  wan~ to  ~un anv  :is~,  .  . 
that hasty  patent applications  are  dangerous  for  t~e 
applicant  who  is  forced  by  an  insufficien~ disclcsu:e 
to file  Eurt~er applications  shortly afterwards.  A 
chain  of  events  like this  ~ould incr:ase  ~he :isk c: 
~he first application  being  antici9a~ory to  ~~=  la~:= 
more  elacora~ed  a~plication (self collision). 
An  invention  is  not  finished  and  ready  Eor  t~e  gran~ 
of  a  patent till a  person  sk:llsd  in  the  ar~ is  able 
,, -~ ..  -
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to perform the  teachings  according  to  the specifica-
tions of the inventor. The inventor must have disclosed 
the causality between  the  means  used  and- the  effect 
aimed at. There must be concrete  teachings of technical 
conduct  which  can  be  performed  and  objectively has 
been  disclosed  to  the person  skilled  in  the art. 
However,  it is not  necessary that the  invention  has 
been  translated  into action,  nor  that there  is  a 
construction  ready  for  sale.  Still the  inventer  must 
have  wanted  the technical effect  ccnscio~sly. 
A general  idea  of  the  solution to  a  problem  does  not 
constitute a  finished  invention, just as  a  correspon-
ding  specification of  a  process  is  only  considered 
to  be  finished  teachings  of  technical  action  when  i~ 
has  been  tried out  and  it is  proved  tha~ it is 
possible  to  implement  them.  An  invention  is ~not 
~  finished till it has  left the  experimental  stage. 
If  its functional  feasibility  has  not  been  tried 
out,  it is  not  ready  for  patenting,  but  this testing 
does  not  presuppose  actual  industrial applicability 
as  normally  laboratory experiments  and  the  like 
suffice.  On  the  other  hand,  particular  experime~ts 
are  not  required  when  the still missing  cognition 
can  be  achieved  straight  away  through  experiments 
by  the  person  skilled in the art.  29 )  The  same  applies 
when  further  experiments  only  serve  to  make  t~e 
inv~ntion ready  for  manufacture  or  more  fit  for 
marketing  at  a  commercial  level. 
The  other  side of  the  picture  in  relation  to  the 
doctrine  about  the  finished  inventio.t:'l is the question 
what  is  considered anticipatory  in  relation  to  t~e 
finished  invention  for  which  a  patent  is a9plied  for. 
As  anticipation  can  be  considered  only  that,  which 
according  to the state of the art covers  the  finished 
invention.  As  regards  scientific observations abcu~ a 
recently  acknowledged  phenomenon,  they only constitute 
a  bar  to  novelty  in  accordance  with  present  law  if 
they  contain  specifications of  practical  presenta-tions or- ~:n:oposals· for  improvement  which  can  be 
carried out by  t.."le·  person skilled in  t...~e  art. 
Suqqestions  in_  f"or  instance  a:  scientific. article of 
possibLe connections· with  for instance other chemical 
compounds without  fu.rthe~ do·~..unentation or models  cf 
solu.tions do not constitute anticipations  .. 
A desire to have a  novelty  qrac~ period  for  the 
benefit; of the invent"r's own  prior disclosure 
increases, t.he wider the  spect:rtml  of  antici~a-cion  i.s 
·considered by the  applica~ion of  -che  law.  The  la=ger 
demands- of complete  equi~alence· there are  made  to 
consider. the state- of the ar-t  as anticit,:'atory,  the 
more- latitude is left for  e:(periments·  and  ~u.bli.ca-:ioc 
af preLimina~y deliberations witbout  ~~e  ne~d of  a 
novelty qrace provision. 
In  princi~le, all inventors will  benefi~ :=om 
reduction of  the need  of  a  novelty g:ace  ~erioc 
embodied in the  doctrine  about  finishing  inven~:or.s. 
aowever,  it mt:st: be admittsd  that of-:en  t!1e  oig  ~n-:sr­
prisas  hav&  t~e advantage  tha~ they a:s  abl~ :c  ~a~~ 
the  ~eriod of  ~ime quite  shor~  ~etween  t~e  ~i=~~ cf 
the inventive  idea  and  the  exis~ence of  an  invec~~c~ 
ready  for  pa~snting as,  if necessary,  ~~ey can  ci=~c~ 
their bigger manpower  to  the  i~dis?ensabl:  ~=s~i~gs 
of  a  single  invention.  3ut  then  it must  be  s~:essed 
that occasionally the decision-making  9=ocgsses  i~ 
t:he  ~ig  ente~?rises can  be  complica-:ec  r,o~hich  :rta\· 
give  the  small  fi:ms  an  ini-cial  advantage. 
From  several  angles  hasty patent a9plications  noc 
being  of  the desirable  ~uality have  be~n  conj~rec  ~~ 
as  a  consequence  of  a  ~aten~  sys~em wi~~cu~ a  ~ovei~y 
gracs  period.  Such  applications  will  cause dis-
appointment  to  applicants,  legal  insec~rity to  ~~i=d 
persons  and  it may  be  added  a  slew  and  cos~ly  ~rocs­
dure  in  tne  patent offices  and  ~he  cour~s.  On  t~e 
other  hand  ~he  importance'of  this  consequence  :s 
reduced  to  ~~e extent  ~hat the  ;atent  sys~em  al~ows 
}"UJ 
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amendments  of  patent applications  already  filed. 
As  considerable, legal effects are  attached  to  the 
filing date  (priority date)  of  a  patent application, 
the  patent  legislation of  many  countries  expressly 
regulates the  right to  amend  an  application  after 
this day  and  at the various,  later procedural  stages. 
Below  an  account  is given  of  the  amendments  typically 
allowed  pursuant  to  "European" patent law.  Moreover 
it is  endeavoured  to evaluate the  extent.~o which 
·the  permitted  amendments  render  the  need  of  a  novelty 
grace  period  superfluous,  or  minimize  it,  :-<eeping 
in  mind  the desirability of  patent  applications  being 
as  complete as  possible already at the  date of filing. 
Art.  123(2)  of  the  European  Patent Convention 
expresses  the general attitude of  ~he national  laws: 
A patent application  or  a  9atent  may  no~ be  amended 
in  such  a  way  that it contains  subject-matter  whic~ 
~xtends beyond  the  con~ent  ~f the  application  as 
filed.  As  to  the  E~ropean procedure  for  g=ant  R~le 
86  further  regulates  at which  stages  o~ the  proced~ra 
amendments  are  permitted.  The  last-named  ?revisions 
like those  of  the  national  laws  are  laid  down  in 
order  to  be  able  to effect  a  rational  proced~=e,  i.e. 
search  and  examination,  in  the  patent offices. 
Any  amendment  must  not  add  subject-matte~·to 
content of  the application 
~ •  "!  ~  •  '  as  J..l.l.ea,  lt. 
itself cause  the  application  as  amended  ~o  be 
objectionable  under  the  Convention,  e.g.  introduce 
obscurity,  and  it must  ~ot result  in .claims  fer  a~ 
invention  or  inventions  not  forming  unity  with  t.he 
invention  or  inventions  originally  clai~ed.  ~wo con-
ditions  are decisive  of  the  question  whether  an 
amendment  is  allowable:  (l)  Art.  82  of  the  Europea~ 
Patent  Convention  and  of  the  corresponding  national 
patent  laws  of  the  Common  Market  and  of  t~e  remaini~g 
Europe  harmonized  with  the  Convention  prescribes 
that  an  application  shall  relate  to  one  invention oniy.or to a  qroup of  inven~ons so·  linked as  to  form 
a:  sinql~ q.eneral  inventi"Ve  concept.  And.  ( 2)  amend-
ments  must not ex-:end  beyond the  con~ent of  ~-he 
application as originally filed  and  must  not  ras~l-=· 
i~ the· skilled person  bein~ presented  wi~h informa-
tion which  is~  not C.i.rec-ely  or una.-noigously  der  i ~·able 
from that previously presented by  the  applica~ion. 
aere the consideration is that a  third 9erson  m~st 
be able to determine what  he  may  se~  abo~t manufac-
turinq without  infringing any  la~er  ?a~~n~  =igh~ 
that .may  arise·. 
~  qeneral it applies that  ~~e description  and 
drawings of .a  patent  applica~ion ~ay =e  amended  ~o 
a  larger extent than  the  ~laims·.  As  a  r"-=.1:  the  ir:~:-o­
duction· of further examples  does  not  i.-n9l:r  lack of 
unity or an  unallowable  ex~ension oe:ronc  ~he .cont:n~ 
of  th~ applica~ion as  filed.  The  same  a;?li:s  ~c  ~~e 
introduction of  statements  of  ad·-~-anta<;e  o:  ~~=  in~;~n-
tion  and to  the  introduction  of  Eu:~~e~ 
I  ..  '  I  l:'!!or:na-c:.cn 
~he less  experienced  a~plican~ ~ay  ~e~c  :~a~  ~css:::­
lity.  Amendments  of  ~he  descri~-e.ion  ~ay ==  mads  ==r 
purposes  of clarification or  cor=~c~ion.  ~Y?ically, 
however,  they  are made  in  order  ~o  adjus~  ~~s 
descri9tion  to  ~he new  or  amended  clai~s causad  by 
the  search  and  the  examina~ion cf  the  ?a~sct  au~~o­
rity.  Also  in  these cases  amencmen~s cr  adci~io~s 
must  not  be  worded  in  sue~ a  way  tha~  ~~~y  gi~a  ~~~ 
impression  that  ~he  ~aten~ claims  are  ===ader  cr 
cover  subjec~-matter ether  than  contai~~d  i~ th: 
a9plication  as  filed. 
The  principal  interest  is  concsn~ratsd on  ~~e ad-
missibility of  amended  clai~s.  Duri~g  ~~e  ~xarni~a~io~ 
amended  one  or  seve~al times.  !t is  a  question  of 
defining  and  limiting  the  inven~ion  i~  =ela~ion to 
the  sta~e of  ~he  ar~.  The  9roblem  is  ~o decide 
whe~her an  arnen~men~  im?lias  t~a~  ~~e c:aim  adds 
. . 
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subject-matter  to  the  content of  the application as 
filed,  and  whether  the unity of  invention·is  main-
tained.  Decisive  of  the  allowability of-the  amendment 
in  question  is that  the  application still  concer~s 
the inventive concept  of  the  application as  filed. 
Amendments  relating to  reductions  of  intervals  and 
indications  of  figures  may  lead  to  a  sit~ation where 
in  reality,  after an  amendment  of  the  claims,  the 
protection applied  for  concerns  an  inven~icn not 
·.contained  in  the application  as  filed.  In  o~her cases 
an  obvious  limitation of  the  scope  of  protection  is 
the result.  If the  amendment  concerns  a  detail  which, 
admittedly,  was  disclosed  in  t~e description or 
drawing originally filed,  but which  was  not  9resented 
as  an  inventive  feature,  or  which  does  not  determi~e 
the obtaining of  any  new  technical effect,  and  i: 
that  amendment  is  made  t!'le  subjec~: of  a  paten"':  clai..:n, 
usually the  amendment  is  considered  to  be  i~de9endan~ 
of  the original  invention.  The  same  may  a9ply  in 
connecti~n with generalizations,  for  ins~ance a  change 
from  a  particular  r11ay  o_f  carrying  ou-t  the  i:1vent.icn 
to  a  principle. 
The  above  leaves  the  impression  tha~ only  very  , .  .  ~ 
.:..1m1-:.ec 
possibilities of  amending  a  ~atent  applica~ion once 
filed  exist.  However,  in  9ractical  life when  the 
unexperienced  applicant  files  only  a  drawing,  or  a 
drawing  and  a  brief descri9tion,  quite  :easonaol~ 
possibilities do  exist of  dra"Y·ling  up a  r:cr:nal  cesc:-i~­
tion  complete with  claims.  In  such  cases  the  borde~­
line  between  amendments  allowed  and  those  no~-allowed 
is  depending  on  whether  the  matter  is  implicit  to  a 
person  skilled  in  the art  in  what  was  indicaced  as  -:.~e 
inventive  concept  of  the  documents  originally  filed. 
Alterations  of  the  categories  of  claims  are  li~ewise 
allowable  if  a  technical  dependence  exists  and  it 
appears  from  the  application  as  filed. !n·- some  Commo-n  Market  coun.tries,  ~he ordinary  9ro~·i­
sions about  ~~e allowaoility of amendments  of  a 
~atent applieation already· filed are  supplemented 
by certain special rules  rendering it 9ossible to· 
file· yet an  a.pplic:a.tion  for  a  furthe:  developmen-e 
of the  inventi~n for which  a  patent earlier has  been 
applied  for~  wit:hout  ~e effect that the earlier 
application excludes the grant of a paten1:·.  aere i: is 
thought of the stilL existinq possibility of  get~ing 
a  patent of  add.i~ion in  Ge:cmany  in  spite of  -:...~= 
extensive· harmoniz-ation  with. t.he  E:u.ro9ean  Paten-t 
Convention..  Patents. of.  addition can  be  granted  for. 
t...'le  protection of improvemen-es  or  furt.i-ler  develop-
ments of an.  o.ther  invention  protec~ed by  a  9a~ent, 
ef.  See.  15 of the German  Patents  Ac~.  !~  Denmark 
l-ike·  in the other  Nordic:  countries  the  system of 
patents  of  addition  wa.s  abolished  in  l9i8  in  connec-
tion with the harmonization with  the  E:uropean  ?a~=n~ 
Convention. and  the  Community  ~atent Convention.  (On 
the  o~her hand  the special  institu~e of 90stdating 
the filing date  has  been  maintained  in  the  Danish 
legislation.  However,  i~ such cases  the  fili~g  ca~e 
of an  application  under  certain  condi~icns  ~ay 
oe  postponed without  the  filing of  a  new  applica-
tion. ) 
To  patent applicants  who  need  to  amend  a  9a~:n~ 
application already  filed  to  a  larger  ex~en~  ~~an 
90ssi~le,  s~ill a  more  elegan~  sol~~icn  exis~s. 
Since  the  harmonization  of  the  European  ?a~=n~s  laws 
with  the  European  Patent Convention  and  ~~e  Paten~ 
Cooperation  T=eaty  in  the  end  of  the  l9i0'~s a 
possibility of  claiming 9riority  from  a  ~a~en~ 
applica~ion filed  l:ss  than  12  mcnt~s  ea~lier  i~  ~he 
same  country'  t.he  ~o-ca  ilea  ..  "l. ""'-.::.,..,.,a i  or  i cr  -i  ...  ,.u  ~"\.·; --s  .....  ....  ...  ~... .............  _ .... .......  !  ....  "~~  ...... 
Thereby  the  filing  da~e of  the  first  a9plica~icn 
remains  decisive  in  deter~ining novelty  and  a~ the 
same  tirne  i~  is  avoided  t~ac the  9rior application 
is 9rejudicial  to  the  la~er  a9plica~ion.  Moraovsr, 
.  .. 
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the applicant  does  not  need  to  continue  the  examina-
tion of  the application the  priority of whose  date 
of  filing  is  claimed. 
This  innovation  in  patent  law offers  a  patent appli-
cant good  chances  if he  is gaining  new  experiences 
through his  continued  work  at his  invention after 
filing of  his  patent application.  New  experiences 
may  be  made  the object of  an  application  for  a  patent 
retaining  the  priority of  the earlier application, 
·even without  the  necessity of  delimiting  t~e applica-
tion  in relation to  the earlier application.  Further-
more,  it is possible  now  to write claims  stating  the 
characterizing  features  which  only  formed  part  of 
the description or  drawing  of  the earlier application 
but  still have  become  ~art of  the  s~ate cf  the  a=~· 
The  rule about  claiming  an  internal  priority cannot 
be  compared  with  a  novelty  grace  period.  A  number  of 
the characteristics of  the  later  is missing,  imme-
diately  t~e most  conspicuous  feature  is that  a  :1~:ng 
fee  has  to  be  9aid  twice.  On  the other  ~and,  the 
essential disadvantage  of  the  novelty  grace  9eriod, 
i.e. ·the  legal  insecurity as  to  the  dating  of  t~e 
invention,  is  avoided.  It must  be  admi~~ed  tha~  ~he 
novelty of  the  invention,  without  a  real  novelty 
grace  period,  is  lost  by  making  the  invention  avail-
able  to  the  public prior  to  the  filing  of· the  ::~s~ 
application.  That  cannot  be  re9aired  late=.  =~~,  i: 
the  applicant observes  this  principle the  ~ossibi:i~y 
of invoking a right of priority from  an  earlier- a;>plica-
tion  filed  in  the  same  country  allows·him  a  certain 
latit~de - also  in  time  - for  applying  for  patent 
protec~ion of  a  further  development  of  the  invention. 
Experiments  can  also  be  made  for  purpose  of 
testing.  However,  new  technical  solutions  which 
go  beyond  the  content  of  the  first application will 
not  be  covered  by  this  priority date,  but  then  i~ 
such  cases  as  a  rule  a  new  invention  has  been  made. S-.3 ..  The Doctrine of Fast  Dissa.rnination of In:orma~ion 
Technoloqical  pt:ogress·  is. 9romo-r;ed  by  fast disse--
mination of the  newest· technical  k~owledge.  ?~shed 
t~ i.ts loc;ical conclusion this speaks  in  favour  of· 
the ea.rliest &'Ossi.ble. disclosure,  which  means- tb.ar; 
the law ouqht. to allow the inventor to disclose 
his invention long  before the filinq of  a  9atent 
application. 
·Sowever,  it ouqht to  ~e  ~ointed  ou~  tha~ the  for~ 
and the distribution of  the disclosure is of  very 
great  importance~ To  the public the easy  and  reliable 
access to the state of the art plays  an  important 
role  ..  When  a  subject-matter  forms  ~art of  t.he  s~.a-ts 
of the art in  form  of  the  inventor's prior 9Ublica-
tion or use,  this is  mo~e hidden. to  the general 
public,  for  one  thing  because that ;art of  t~e  s~a~s 
of  the art is more  diffi~~lt to  become  ac~~ain~ad 
with~ and it has  no  precise  dati~g like the  one  whic~ 
is  made  at the  fili~g of  a 
a  descrip~ion and  claims.  In  ccmpa:iscn  wi~h  ~o~~ 
articles  in  ~eriodicals and  the  inven~or's  p~ior 
publication or prior  Y.lSe,  t!le· 9atent li  t;ra-c"..l:o~  is 
fa.r  more.  easily available  on  account  of  :he cl.assi::-
cation according  to  the  i~ternational  c:assifica~ion 
system  and  the  standardized  form  of  tbe  9ublica~ions. 
Fundamentally  the  9ublication  in  9a~ent  la~ is 
correlated  wi~h the quid  9ro  quo  of  Socie~y,  namely 
the patent protection.  !t must  be  admi~ted that.all 
the necessary  knowledge  for  t~e working  of  the  inve~-­
tion  need  not  necessarily  be  embodied  in  che  ~a~:n~ 
document  and  that  the  publication  also  serves  ot~e~ 
purposes.  Taken  as  a  whole,  the  :unc~ion
30 )  oE  the 
~ublication is  (1)  to  supply  ~he public with  a 
precise  and  comprehensive  view  of  the  newes~  sta~e 
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of  the art,  (2)  to  provide  the  ne:-essary  information 
and  stimulation  to continued development· on  the  basi~ 
of  patented  inventions,  (3)  to  refer  thosa  interestec 
in exploiting  an  invention to  the  owner  of  the 
patent,  and  (4)  to give  the  competing  industry  a 
clear picture of  the existence  and  the  scope  of 
exclusive rights. 
The  inventor's  possible  prior  disc~osure in  =elation 
to  a  third  person  becomes  9art of  t~e state of  the 
art and  in this connection,  of  course,  the  18  mon~hs­
publication of  the  inventor's  patent  application will 
appear with  a  certain delay  com9ared  to  the  prier 
disclosure.  In  the  case  of  showing  consideration  for 
the  competing  industry,. it is  maintained  on  the  one 
· d  31 >  L_h  t  ·  ·  h  ,., a  h  _.,  ,  - ·  ,  ·  Sl  e  ~.a· nav1ng  t~e  mcn~~s  ae~ay or  ?U~-lca-
tion  competitors  can  ~ever be  sure  whether  a  9atent 
a~plication has  been  filed,  and  that  t~e~efo=e a 
f~r~her  ~ericd of  uncertai~ty of  possibly  6  ~on~~s 
is  of  no  importance.  Opponents  of  a  noyelty grace 
period will  say  that  in  order  to  consider  t~e needs 
of  competitors  it is  necessary  that  they  know  as 
quickly as  altoget~er 9ossible  iE  a  9roduc~ belongs 
to  the state of  the  ar~ and  thus  is  freely  imitable. 
Both  points  of  view  are  equally  right  and  eq~al:y 
insufficient.  However,  the  ti~e  Eac~or  (t~e  ~est-
dating)  is  not  the  only decisive  one,  when  showing 
consideration  for  a  third  ~~rscn,  as  the  ear~ of 
publication,  as  already  ~en~ionad,  is  of  9ar~ic~ia= 
interest  and  in  practi~e may  ~e the  ~cs~  l~9or~a~~. 
It is  hardly realistic to  assume  that  the  so-called 
"monstrous  flood  of  infor:na tion  material"  :t~hich  the 
18  months  9ublicatior.s  ma~e up  is  going  to  Ea:: 
drastically32 )  through  the  (re-)i~troduc~io~ of  a 
novelty grace  ~eriod.  And  at  any  rate  the  9ci~t c: 
view  is  of  less  im9octance  com~ared with  t~e 
increased  legal  security built  into  the  first-to-
file  system. This.. is to. be related eo  ~he :act· that Z  millions.· 
technicaL articles are· yearly 9ublished in  60.000 
periodi~ls in·  65.  languages.  Yaa:ly  1  mill  ion  ;;a-::nt 
documen-t:s  are puol.ished,. and all. over the world 
400 .. 000  patents  in  total  a:~ issued yearly.  ~dd to 
this: that  st~dies have  shown  that 90-95%  of the 
technical  ~~owledqe contained  in  patent documents 
only appears there, and not at the  same  time  in  ~~e 
scientifi<:-technic:al literature, and that -:!le  ~atsn~ 
li.terature- is more  topical.  ~othing  indicates  tha~ 
·a universa~ novelty grace period will  gua=an~ee a 
more:  fast· and.  effecti~le dissemination of  technical 
information,  much  less make i: more  clear and  easier 
to  follow  to  the enterprises.  In  this connection  i~ 
must be  remembered that the novelty  grace  9rovisi~ns 
of the various countries  up  to  the  prasan~ do  not 
only protect written 9ublication,  aven oral dis-
closure  in the  form  of  e.g.  a  lecture  is  cove~ed, 
including  ~sa of the  invention. 
The  r-ole.  o.f  the  paten;:· documents  as  a  sou=c:  of 
technical  informa~ion is  ~ssen~ial.  A~  ~~e  same  ~i~e 
they have  the  vir~ue of  being  legal  ..  .  .  .  co  c"..!.-n en  -c s ,  ~.v· n  .!. c  .:1 
none of the other sources  of  information  ~as.  The 
fact  t~at considerable  par~s of  inci~stry  in  s9i~a of 
this  supply  themselves  with  infor~a't:ion  abc~t  ~~e 
technological  development  excl~sively by  means  of 
~echnical periodicals,  conversa~icns with  col~aague$, 
9articipation  in  fai~s  ~~c.  canno~ be  ci~:d in 
suppor~ of  ~he  idea  ~~a~ a  novelty  grace  ?ericd  ~e~~s 
the  ~ractical needs  of  allowing  a  prior 9ublication 
without  running  the  risk of  locsi:1g  the  ~ovelt::·.·o: 
the  invention  for  which  a  ?aten-c  is  a9plieci  fo=  no~ 
until later.  !n  stead of  in~roducing a  novel~y grace 
period  education  and  infocrna~ion  aoou~ the  =~acing 
of  ~a~en~ literature would  have  a  greatar  ef~act 
and  create  securitv  when  en~erorises  ~=v to  cet  ...  .  ..  ~ 
informed  about  t~e  newes~  ~:c~nology.  Likewise  the 
attention of  ~he  en~er?rises can  be  d=awn  to  ~~e 
I~ 
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fact  that magazines  and  periodicals  can  be  read  with 
a  view to getting  information  about  the  development, 
but  that  the  legal  documents  are  to  be  found  in  the 
patent literature. 
When  it is stated33 )  that the missing  novelty  grace 
period  is felt like  a  great handicap  to  the  research 
workers  as  in  general they  strive after  a  dissemina-
tion of  new  knowledge  as  extensive,  as  far-reaching 
and  as  fast  as  possible,  it is  to  some  ~xtent over-
locked that  a  pure  first-to-file system  as  sucn 
invites  a  fast  dissemination.  This  is due  to  the 
fact that inventors will  be  more  inclined to  discuss 
their  inventions after the  filing of a 9ater.t  ap9lica-
tion because the priority has  been  safeguarded  and 
is entirely determined  on  the  basis  of  the  fili~g 
date. 
Having  a  requirement  of  absol~te novelty  makes  it 
desirable  to  future  possessors  of  a  right  that  all 
existing  knowledge  is  spread  as  :ast as  9ossi~le  i~ 
order  to  make  it possible  to  them  to  t3ke  i~  i~to 
consideration  before  the  filing  of  a.~atent  a~plica­
tion.  If these  facts  are  viewed  separately  ~hey 
speak  in  favour  of  a  legal  system  which  - withou~ 
having  to  await  the  elabora~ion and  fili~g of  a 
patent  application  - allows  an  immediate  publicity 
of  an  invention without  any  less  of  righis.  As  t~e 
possibility of  the.patent  au~hcrities of  a  ~ethod:ca: 
examination  of  the  state of  the  art  is  limited  to 
written  information  contained  in  patent  documents 
and  periodical  literature,  a  strong  patent  protec~ion 
can  be  granted  only  if the  patent  system  encou=ages 
soon  filing  of  a  patent application.  Sesides,  it  ~s 
not  asking  too  much  of  a  lawfull  owner  who  wants  ~o 
protect his  right  to  fix  his  intellec~ual achieve-
ments  on  a  piece of  paper  in  the  form  of  a  patent 
application.  Even  with  a  novelty  grace  period  Eor 
inventions  described  in  a  printed  publica~ion prior to  tile· filing: date t:hat  w±ll  be necessary. 
Formerly,  when  patent  literatur~ in  a  moder~ sense  · 
did  not  exis-c,  and  even  less· on-line connection  ':N-i tn 
data  banks coverinq other  ~echnical literature,  t~e 
fast dis·s·emination of  informa1!ion  was  made  by dis-
playinq.  new·  inventions at exhi.bi  tions·.  wnen  ~!leir 
number  increased  in  ~he middle of  the  last century, 
the very  missing  protection of  inven-cions,  cr:atio~s 
and distinc-tive. marks  was  i:tstrumental  i:..."l·  bri:lging 
·about the creation· of the  ~aris  Conven~ion  in  1883. 
Ther~ was  a  need  of  a  temporary  protection  in  the 
country in which the exhibition was  held,  and  in.any 
other countrj as.  a  compensa-cion  for  tlle  loss 
novelty  and. for the  r-isk  of·  a  third  ~erson 's 
of 
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cr infrinqement of the exhibited  inven~ions o: 
designs.  Due  to  the nature of  the  exhi~i~ions an 
interna~ional rule was  necessary,  ar.d  in  fac~  Ar~. 
Ll of  the· Paris Convention  '.vas  ai:ong  ~!le  or  ig  i::al  l? 
ar.ticles. 
As  international  communica1:ion  and  exc:tange. o E  new 
technology  is  proceeding  in  a  qui~e di!ferant  way 
to day,  other  possi~ilities of  dati~g and  sa~e-
guarding  rights  exis~.  Therefore  t~e need 
a  temporary  protection  at  :x~ibi~io~s  is  not  ~~e 
same  and  as  a  mat~er of  :act  such  ?ro~:c~icn is 
claimed  only  very  rarely  in  ~rac~ice. 
3.4.  :ast  !nitia~ion of  a  ?~oduc~ion 
A  novelty grace 9eriod  ~akes  i~  ~cssiole to  i~itia~a 
a  9roduc~icn without  firs~  havi~g :o file  a  9aten~ 
application  in  order  to  secure  t~e  :igh~s  tc  ~~e 
invention.  Not  only  the  consume=s  and  Sccie~y in 
general  benefit  from  a  ?rcduc~  goi~g into  ~rocuc~icn 
and  being  ma:keted  bu~ also  the  i~ven~or.  ~e  is  oei~g 
9ut  in  a  position  to  ccllec~ some  of  the  money  he  has 
spent  on  the  develo9men't  of  t~e  inventicn, anc ~e ge~s 
.. . 
• • 
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an  opportunity  to experience  the attitude of  the 
public  to  the  new  product  or  the  new  process,  and 
possibly  make  certain  improvements of the  invention. 
Furthermore,  a  novelty grace 9eriod and  the 
term  of  a  patent  taken  together  improve  the  chances 
of  the  legal  period  of  protection covering  the  ac~~al 
production,  marketing  and  the  period  in  which  the 
market needs and  takes  an  interest  in  the  new  ?reduc-e. 
·It may  be true- in  so  far  as  the  application  and 
product oriented research  is at  stake  - tha~ the  con-
cept of  absolute  novelty without  a  modifying  novelty 
grace  period  forces  a  research  worker  not  to  publish 
a  research  achievement until he  or  the direction  of 
his  institute has  decided  en  the  economi=  relevance 
f  h  .  .  .  '34)  d  . - .  .  d  o_  t.e researcn  acn~evernen~  an  1:  aes1re  a 
patent application  has  been  filed. 
The  reason,  however,  why  a  (re-)introduc~ion of  a 
novelty  grace  period  canna~ be  motivaced  by  ~he ad-
vantages  of  the  possibili~y of  :  fast  i~itiaticn  ~f 
a  production  is  that  in  practical  life a  decisiv~ 
importance  cannot  be  assigned to  ~he above  reflec-
tions  - although  they  are  correc~ in  pri~ciple. 
The  practical  circumstances  will  be  that  i~itia~io~ 
of  a  production  with  the  subsequen~ sale  to  a 
clientele is  not  9ossible until  long  after  the 
finishing  of  the  invention.  Ccmpreh~nsive work 
precedes, including partly  the  establishing  of  an 
interested circle of  buyers,  partly the  ~esti~g of 
the  product  and  the  choice  of  ~he right material  jot~ 
from  a  technical  and  economic  point of viev;.  Ncr771ally, 
the  elaboration  and  filing  of  a  ~atent a9plication 
have been made  much ear  1 i er,  namely 
•  I  ~  •  co1nclcern:  or  :.:: 
connection  with  the  elaboration  of  the  fi~st 9roto-
type  or  model.  Here  a  novelty  grace  period  of  6  or 
12  months  has  no  ~art to  ~lay as  a  judicial  prece9t promo.tinq  Eas-e  initiation of  produc:-:.ion for  t!:e 
bene.fie of the ;lub-lic. 
In discussions about·  t.he  ~racticabili  t.y of  ~1-le  ;a  ten~ 
system it  is often pointed out that the t.erm of ~rotec-:ion  ~ 
of  ~.-Jenty  years.  is too. short  in  t!le  case  of  certain 
technical fields.  Thus  the filina of a oaten-:  acolica- - .  . . 
tion often takes. 9lace S-6  years  before  a  real mass 
production  can  start  ..  No  complaint  is  heard  to  che 
effect that filing of  a  patent applicatLon  mus~ be 
- made·  almost  as  early as  possible.  This  is  due  to  ~he 
fact· that by the filinq of  the· t:atent  applica-cion  :l'le 
competinq  industry  in good  time  is given  the notice 
that the applicant is working  a-:  a  given  i~·vention 
which will go  into production  and  ~e  offer~d for 
sale later.  Hereby  an  economic· vaste  is avoided  to. 
some  extent· as  several others  do  not  ":nake  the  same 
invention'". 
The  above-mentioned  a~ual circ~~s~ances - ~v~n unc:= 
a  system of  a  novel~y grace 9ericd of  maxi~~~ 12 
mon~hs - lead  to  t~e result that  even  in  :~cse casas 
whera  no  patent application  has  been  :~:~d  ~a:~ia= 
and  that does  not happen·until  up  to  12  ~o~~hs  af~e= 
the initiation of a  production,  ~his 9er  i.cd  c f  <:i.-11e 
will  not  crea~e the  necessa:y,  firm  basis  of  a  deci-
sion  be it to  give  up  or  to  cbange  t~e  ~rcduc~i.cn cr 
to abstain  from  filing  a  oaten~  a~olicacion.  A csr-·  - ..  - . 
~ai~ 9ushing  che  sale of  .  .  a  ~ew  ?roauc~  lS  ~ecassa=~ 
in  order  to  be  able  to  estimace  ~he need  and 
relevance  of  the  inven~ion and  whether  i~  is  ?rcfi~-
able  to  produce  ..  l-:. 
So  the  conclusion  must be that  only  fet..v  si~uaticns 
will  exist where  a  noveltv crace  oeriod will  real:v 
•  4  ..  -
permit  a  sooner  initiation of  9rcduc~ion.  Zn  ?a=~i­
cular,  such  situa~icns could  arise  in  case  of 
manufacture  of  produc~s of  ~hie~ only  a  !ew  ~xamples 
are  made  and  'oy  ~  ·  ..  _  en -.erp:- l ses  which  ~ave  ~cc  ~e~n 
•  • 
.... (.  .. 
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producing  on  a  larger scale before,  for  ins~ance 
trade enterprises.  Or in the  cases  where. an  isolated 
inventor  for  the  first time  is  going  to· offer  an 
unknown  product  for  sale.  In  the  heavy  part of 
industry  no  importance  can  be  attached  to  a  novelty 
grace  period  as  regards  promotion  of  fast  initiation 
of  a  production.  This  is  owing  to  the  fact  that  a 
patent will  have  been  applied  for  long  before  in 
cases  of  products  manufactured  by  mass  9roduction. 
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Conc:lus'ions 
L..  The  account of  the  dev~lopmen~·of the  law  and 
of t:he  leqa.L s.;ituation  in each of  t...."l·e  coun-cries 
{chapter I!)  and  the  anal~ie review of  the different 
eases  and  arguments  (c~apter !V)  appear  clearly to 
prov~ that the present state of  things  is  not  very 
satisfactory.  A~ the same  ~ime it a9pears  ~c  oe  ccc~-
·mente~ that the right. solu.tion  to  the  problem  is  not 
the  int~oduction/raintroduction of a  general  novelty 
qraca period.  Th~ introduction will partly c=eats  new 
problems,  inter alia an  inc:eased legal  uncer~ainty, 
t'artly only  imply  a  postpon·ement of  tncse al.:eady 
existinq. 
Thus  the  correc~ thing  is  ~o  focus  on  ~~e ?roblems 
disclosed as  being  ~eal and  ~o t=y to  solve  t~em  i~ 
a  satisfac~ory way.  !~  ~hat  :espec~  i~  is  not~rious 
~~a~ an  acceotable  legal  orotac~icn of  ~~e  inven~o=  .  -
does  not  exist  in the cases  whera  he  ne~cs  ~el~  :=orn 
a  third person  in  the  initial  ~tase,  for  ~ns~ance 
the development  of  a  ~ro~otype,  or  in  =asas  whe=~ --- ...... 
he 
has  to disclose the  inven~icn  in  connection  w:~~  ~~e 
(confidential}  negcciatio~s or  semi-negoc:a~ions o: 
a  con~rac~ concerning  the  ini~ia~ion of  a  ?rocuc~icn. 
Moreover,  it is  notorious  that  in  the  casa  of  ce~~ai~ 
tvoes  of  inventions  a  r~al  ~eed does  exis~ of  a::cw~~~  -.  -
tasting of  the  invention  to  ~a:Ce  place  ~~·i -:j,ou~ less c f 
its novelty  implying  the  exclusion of  ~at:nt  9ro~act­
ion  :or ev·er. 
These  9roblems  are  not  solved  satisfacto:ily  ~y ::te 
rule  9rescribing  that  in  considerin~ the  novel~y of  a 
inv~ntion. a  disclosure of  ~~=  inven~icn  ~~s~ =e  c:s-
regarded  if it  occ~r:-ed 
~  .  no  ear.l.:er  ~han s i:<  :ncn -ths 
~receding the  filing  of  the  ~aten~  a9plica~ion anc  :: 
it was  due  to,  or  in  consequence  of  an  aviden~  :=~se 
...  . . 
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in  relation to  the applicant  or  his  leg~l-predecessor. 
Thus  doubt  exists  not  only  as  regards  the  inter?reta-
tion  of  the  concept  of  ~abuse",  not  so  much  when  the 
inventor  is  innocent  in  the  sense  that  he  has  done 
everything  reasonably  required  to  secure  the  secrecy 
of  the- invention  and  the disclosure  is  unlawf~l,  but. 
also,  and  in  particular,  in  those  cases  - which  are 
often  those  of  practical life - where  he  has  disclosec 
the  invention  to  a  third  person  for  one  reason  or 
another  and  that  person  later discloses  ~he invention. 
·The  dou~~ of  interpretation arises especially  because 
the abuse  must  be  characterized as  evident.  The  scope 
of this qualification gives  rise  to  considerable 
difficulties,  inter alia as  to whether  the  abuse  must 
have  a  special degree of  impro?riety,  and  if a  9arti-
cular evidence of  the  abuse  must  exist. 
Perhaps  these  diffic~lties could  be  overcome  oy  ......  c:u 
in~erplay between  the  administration  and  the courts 
after a  certain  time  in  each  country as  to  ~atents 
with  respect  to  the  coun~ry in  question.  acwever,  ~~e 
uncertainty as  regards  the detailed  contents  of  ~he 
expression  "evid~nt abuse''  gets  a  serious  di~e~sicn 
considering  that  it shall  apply  to  Euro~ean  9aten~ 
applications,  often  claiming  the  prioricy of  an 
earlier national  ap9lication,  and  to  ~uropean  9aten~s 
which  may  later  be  revoked  by  the  cour~s  in all  t~e 
contracting States.  This  uncertainty  may  very  easily 
prevent  enterprises  and  i~ven~ors  from  ap9lying  for  a 
European  patent  when  it becomes  ~ncwn to  t~em that 
a  third person  has  disclosed  the. invention -before. 
In  some  cases  the  economic  loss will  be  very  heavy. 
For  instance,  that  may  be  the  case  when  not  u~til 
long  after  the  filing  of  a  patent  a~plication or  che 
grant  of  a  paten~ it is  discovered  that  a  third  ~erscr 
has  disclosed  the  invention  less  than  six  mont~s 
before  the  filing  of  a  patent application. 
So  the  background  to  an  estimation  of  the desirabilit· of havinq a  novelcy  ~race period within  t~e Common· 
Market is clear.  Partly  ~~e legaL regulation  9~ov~ded 
by  Art..  S·S  of the· European  ?a1!en~.  Con~rention,  Ar-: .··. 
4(4)  of the Strasbourq Convention  and  the cor:-e-
spondinq  national provisions  are experienced  as  not 
offerinq the necessary  certainty~  ?ar~ly there  is  a 
need of a  novelty grace 9rovision,  not  as  general 
as  the one earlier in force  in  German  law  covering 
any prior disclosure made  by  the applicant or his 
legal  predecessor,  but  a  provision  coveri~g  t~e 
·notorious need of testing and of  incr~asad security 
when  negociatinq with third persons..  Eowe1tar,  it mus~ 
be  added that real security  in  the latter situations 
can only  be  achieved  in  one way, 
patent application·  .. 
2.  A relief of  ~hese  circ~stancss ~ay be 
in  an  elucidating  re-for~ulation of  the  =~1= of  ao~se 
and  in.  a  simultaneous  extension of  "C::e  ~reser:-:  :~..l:: 
so  as  to  allow  cer~ai~ cases  of  ~=s~ing of  t::e  i~v~n-
tion.  T==l,i n~ Ar•  =\:::  (  1 )  o.:  -~e  ~··-c-e:~""' 
-"'- .1.  J  '- •  - .J'  - J..  ~......  ... -- ~  -·· 
tion as  star~ing point  a  proposal  fer  a  new  ~rovisio~ 
could  have  the  followi~g wordi~g: 
"For  the application  of·  .. ;r-:.  34  a  c.:.sclcsu::  of 
the  invention  shall  not  be  taken  i~~o  ccnside~a-
tion if it occurred  no  earlier  t~an six  mcn~~s 
~receding  t~e  fili~g of  che  !uropean  ~a~en~ 
application,  and  if it 
t 
(a)  was  effected  bv  a  oerson  who  was  ~ncer an 
obliaation  vis-a-vis  ~he  applican~ or  ~is 
legal  predecsssor  to  keeo  the  i~v~n~ion 
secr9t,  or  was  in  consecue~ce of  an  ~n:awf~l 
aocrocriation,  in  both  cases  orovided  ~~a~ 
the  aoolicant  and  his  lecal  =r:cecessor  ~aci 
done  all  ~~a~ could  ~easonaolv be  recui:ec 
to  keeo  ~he  inven~ion secret,  or 
(b)  occurred  in  connection  wit~ a  tes~i~c o:  ~~= 
~. 
... ...  ,. 
.. 
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invention  oerformed  by  the  inventor or  with 
his  consent,  orovided that it occurred  onlv 
to  an  extent  considered  reasonable  in  view  o: 
the  nature of  the  invention,  and  orovided  tha-
reasonable  measures  had  been  taken  to  keeo  thE 
invention  secret,  or 
{c)  was  due  to  the  fact  that the applicant  or  his 
legal  predecessor  had  displayed  t~e  i~vention 
at  an  official, or· officially recognised, 
international exhibition within  ~he  ter~s of 
the Convention  on  inter~ational exhibitions 
signed at Paris  on  22  November  1922  and  last 
revised  on  30  November  1972." 
Suboaragraph  (a)  covers  two  different situatior.s  wn1=r 
under  the  given  circ~ms~ances must  be  regarded  as 
unacceptable  abuses.  The  ~w-ordi:lg  ''a  :Je:-scn  w=:o  ·N·as 
under  an  cbliaation  ... to  keec  the  inve:1tion  sec:-et" 
has  in  view  to  cover  bo~~ the  cases  when  ~he ooiiga-
tion  is  due  to  a  con~ract,  oral or  written,  and  ~~e 
cases  when  an  obligation  of  secrecy arises  taci~~y 
by  co~~on understanding.  Furthermore,.  i~  covers  t~e 
cases  when  the obligation  of  secrecy  is  due  to  a~ 
employment,  incl~ding too,  the  cases  where  t~e obliga-
tion  has  not  been  imposed  on  the  employee  at  t~e 
entering  into the  employ~en~  contrac~,  ~~~ :s  implied 
in  the  terms  of  employment.  T~e mentioned ·abliga~icn 
may  exist through  several  links,  and  i~  fo:lows  :rem 
subparagraph  (a)  in  fine  that  ~he applicant  as  ~ell 
as  all the  predecessors  must  have  done  all  ~~at 
"could  reasonably  be  recuired  to  keeo,  t~e  inven~ion 
secret,..  Carelessness  may  thus  result  in  loss  o: 
novelty  of  the  invention. 
By  indicating  the  second  main  group  of  cases,  i.e. 
cases  where  the  disclosure  is "a  consecuence  of  an 
unlawful  aoorooriation",  disclosures on the  basis  of 
industrial  espionage  or  "theft"  are  covered.  The 
provision will  protect  the  applicant  no  mat~er whether ~~e unlawful  appropria~ion has  happened  a~· an  earlier 
link of  ~~e chain of third persons  who  have  ~ecome­
acquainted with  the  invention  and  r.o  mat~er whet~er 
the  ~erson who  vi:t~ally causes  ~he ciisclosu:e  is  ; - ...... 
good faith.  Sowever,  it is still a  condition  tha~ t~e 
applicant a.nd.  other· earlier r:iqh-:ful  owners  have  done 
all  ~,at reasonably can  be required  ~o kee9 
tion secret. 
The  purpose of  subcaracraoh  (b)  is·  to  ta:.<a  in-to 
·account the cases  where  it may  be  necessa=y  i~ crcer 
ta finish an  invention to  ~est it under  comple~ely 
realistic circums~ances whereby as  a  matter  of  fac~ 
it is made  available to the public  wit~i~  ~~e  ~eaning 
of the patent law.  The testing  mus~  ha~  .. ·e  oeen  oe:-
formed  "bv the in~t9nto.r or '..Yi :h ::is  cons  err:".  r~e 
extension  mus~ be  considered  to  oe  ~ecessary as  o:~en 
the  indiv-idual  inventor is  not  in  a  position 
either  i~  re~~ires ex~ansive space  or  it ;:rsst:.;?cses 
-os-esc:1on  o-=  ~~::~.;,...,~s  measu-~  _,g  =cca.,.--,-- =~c.·  _ ......  ~  ~  ...  _  :J  .::11  --~  ...........  .- ....  L&  .............. .. c::._ .... ;.:a  --··  ~J..IIIL ..... :._ 
Cos- 1  1T.  ; ns.-.,.~  .. -e~-s  T~s-.; ~g  i  - ~n  't  .,.  a 1 1 O,.;,._!!!I.A 
~.,.__  ...  '-•  .....  u  ... ....  •  - I,.J.j,~  -~  ""'  -:!  -- "--- t~  ''a:: 
:x~ent considered  ~easonable  in  vi:w of  ~~=  ~a~~=a 
of  the  invent  ion''.  This implies  botn 
tima and  a  li~i~a~ion  deter~ined by  :he  ac~~al  ~at~=~ 
of  ~~e invention.  !~ :or  ins~ance  c~e case  of  ~  s~cw 
plough cr a  crane,  testing  under  circ~T.s~~ncss  wher~ : 
~erson may  ~ake himsel:  ac~~ain~:c 
t~e invention  is  allcwed  ~o a  la:;e~  ~x~=n~  ~~a~  '~ 
the  cases  where  the  inven~ion  ~.g.  ccncsr~s a 
particular screw.  To  some  extent  t~is is  ccnnec~ed 
with  the  second  condition c:  tssti~g not  cons~it~~ing 
anticipation,  i.e.  the  9roviso  that  ~=~asonabl~ 
measures  had  ~een  t~ken :o  keeo  tie  inven~ion  sac=~~~. 
It is  incuwbent  on  the  inven~or to  obs~=~c~  c~ 
restrict  t~e  ~ossibilitias of  ~~e  ~u~lic  ~o  make 
itself  acquain~ed with  the  i~ven~icn as  fa=  as  i~  :s 
9ossible without  qrea~  t=o~bles or  cos~s.  :~  is 
implied  in  t!'le  conce9~ of  "tes~ing"  -t~at  it does  ~o~ 
' . • • 
• 
.,. 
• 
.i  "  ,:. 
•  -1  ., 
.L-t..L.. 
cover  the  case where  the  invention  is  finished  and 
the  testing only  takes  place  in  order  t~ clarify the 
trade  value  of  the  invention. 
Subparagraph  (c)  only maintains  the  present  legal 
situation.  The  rule  has  hardly  any  wide  importance 
today  but it is  due  to  a  very  long  legal  tradition. 
3 •  As  concerns  the  situations of  abuse  the  proposal 
of  a  re-formulation  of  Art.  55  of  the  European  ?atent 
·convention  implies  partly an  extension  of  the  scope 
of  the rule  - there  is  no  requirement  of  "evident" 
abuse  - partly the  proposal  contains  an  exolicit 
indication of  the  elements  to  which  importance  shall 
be  attached  in  application of  the  law,  Thereby  greater 
uniformity  and  better guidance  to  patent  applican~s 
and  third  persons  are  ensured. 
The  part  of  the  provision  concerning  the  si~uation 
of  testing  is  in  continua~ion of  legal  usage  in 
France,  legal  usage  and  the  preliminary  works  of 
present  law  in  Denmark  and  in  the other  ~ordic coun-
tries,  and  of earlier and  9resent  law  in  t~e United 
Kingdom  and  Ireland,  too.  From  British qua=ters  ~he 
wish  was  expressed  in  connection  with  the  AIPPI 
discussions  to  achieve  international  agreemen~  tha~ 
an  invention  which  by  its nature  has  to  be  s~bjected 
to trial  in  public  should  be  entitled to  ~rotecticn 
despite its disclosure  for  ~he purpose  of  ~easonable 
trial only.  Having  in  mind  the  widely  ex9ressed  wish 
in  Germany  of  reintroduction  of  ~he lagal  ~ituation 
prior  to  the  1981  Act  with  regard  to  a  novelty  grace 
period,  the  proposal  will  comply  9artially with  the 
wishes  expressed.  By  having  an  explicit  rule  under 
certain circumstances  allcwing  testing without  loss 
of  novelty of  the  invention,  a  cer~ain cor.gruence  wi~t 
~he doctrine  about  experimental  use  in  ~~erican law 
is  obtained,  however,  without  deviating  from  the 
principle of  first-to-file as  far  as  European  law  is concerned. 
4.  It must  be  considered desirable to  int:oduce 
a- limi  -:.ed  novelty grace period of  ~:,e  scope  ind.icatsd 
i!T  the mentioned  orooosa·l  aocl.ica·cl:  r.-~i-:hin  the  Common  - .  -. 
Market  as  a  whole.  As  lonq as  i~ is to be  estima~ed 
that several years have  to  9ass  before the  Co~muni~y 
Patent Convention  enters  into  force with  respect  to 
alL Member  States,  and as  Eu:~her~ora it  ~ill  ~aka 
some  years  before  the  effec~ of  Art.  86  of  the  con-
vention concerninq the option  between  ~he. Community 
patent and the European  ?aten~ ceases,  uniform appli-
cation of  law is only ensured  by  uniform  national 
legislations.  aowever,  comple~e sec~:ity can  only  =e 
obtained if Art.  SS  of the  European  ?aten~·  Cor.\ten~icn 
is  amended ,  too  .. 
!t is  ~o be  estimated as desi:aole  that  t~e  C~~~is3:o~ 
takes  an  initiative to  int:oduce  a  ~rovisicn having 
the  above-mentioned  con~ents in  s~ead of  ~he  ~r;sa~~ 
9rovisions.  3esides,  an  ini~ia~iv~ 
~ust be  consider:d advisable  as  i~ 
as  desirable  e~at a  Common  Mark:~  ins~=~~en~  :c=~ 
~a-- o~  -~e disc,,ss;ons  r:~~on-,y  --~~-~~  ._,;-~·~  -~~  t-'  4.  "- .- .._.;J.  .,.  ..,..  ,...  ..._.._.._ ..  .._.  :»~  ......  .._.._ ..  IY••·•••-'  '-••..._ 
- l  ..  r ·-;:o  ..  .  --- ~ramewor~ or  ~~- ,  c:.  c~apter  ~~~. 
opportunity of  90ssibly  ax-:snc!ing  a  Corrmuni ty  =·~.:.e 
to  become  valid at  a  global  lavel  inc=sasas,  too. 
!~ addition  the  lagal  sacuri:y of ;atsnt  appli=~~~s 
and  third 9e:sons  residen~ of  c~e  Commo~  ~a=k=~ w::: 
increase. 
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Abbreviations: 
AIPPI 
Ann. 
Art. 
. BGH 
Blatt 
·CIPA 
EPA 
GRUR 
GRUR  Int 
IIC 
Association  Internationale  pour  la 
Protection de  la  Priopiete  Industrielle. 
Annales  de  la  Proprie~e industrielle, 
artistique et litteraire,  Franca. 
Article. 
Sundesgerichtshof . 
Blatt  fur  Patent-,  Muster- und  Zeic~en­
wesen,  Federal  Republic  of  G~~~any. 
The  Chartered  !nstit~te of  Patent  Agents. 
Europaisches  Patentarnt,  European  Patent 
Office. 
Gewerblicher  Rechtsschutz  und  Urheber-
recht,  Federal  Republic of  Germany. 
Gewer~licher Rechtsschutz  ~~d  Ur~eber-
recht,  Inter~ationaler Teil,  Fede~al 
Republic  of  Germany. 
Inter~ational Review  of  Industrial 
Property  and  Co9yright  Law,  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany. 
Ind.  Prop.:  Ind~strial  Prope~ty. 
IntPatuG 
JPOS 
JW 
Mitt. 
NIR 
NU 
R&D 
RGZ 
RPA 
R.P.C. 
Sec. 
Das  Gesetz  liber  inter~ationale ?atent-
ubereinkornmen,  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany. 
Journal  of  the  Patent  Office  Society, 
United  States  of  ~~erica. 
Juristische Wochenschrift,  :~deral 
Republic  of  Germany .. 
Mitteilungen  der  deutschen  Pa~enta~w~lte, 
Federal  Reoublic  of  Germanv.  .  .  ~ 
Nordiskt  Immateriellt  Rattsskydd,  Sweden. 
Nordisk  Utredningsserie,  Norway. 
Research  and  Development. 
Entsc~eidungen des  Reichsgerichts  1~ 
Zivilsachen,  Federal  Republic  of  Ge~many. 
Reichspatentamt. 
Reports  of  Patent,  Desi9n  and  Trade  Mark 
Cases,  United  Kingdom. 
Section. USPQ  :  The United States ?atents Quarterly, 
United St-a.tes  of  America. 
World  Intellectual  ?ro9er~y Orqaniza~icn: 
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